











YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1924
TOGETHER WITH OTHER ANNUAL REPORTS
AND PAPERS RELATING TO THE





For Payment of Bills Against the City,
All persons furnishing materials or service for the city,
or aid to the city poor, should be particular to take the
name of the person ordering such service, material, or aid,
and should know that the person is duly authorized to con-
tract such liability.
The city will not be holden for merchandise sold or deliv-
ered on city poor account, except on the written order of
the overseer of the poor, and for no longer time than until
his successor shall have been appointed and qualified.
Duplicate copies will be required of all bills payable by
the city, furnished on county poor account.
All bills against the city must be approved by the person
authorizing the charge; and unless this is done, no action
can be had upon the bill by the Committee on Accourits and
Claims, and no order will be given for its payment.
Bills so certified should be left with the city clerk on or
before the second day of the month.
If approved by the Committee on Accounts and Claims,
they will be ready for payment on Thursday following the
regular monthly meeting of the city government.
The regular monthly meetings of the city government





Passed During the Year Ending January 12, 1925.
CITY OF CONCORD—ORDINANCES.
An Ordinance amending section 6 of chapter xxxvi of the re-
vised ORDINANCES.
Be it ordained by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. That Section 6 of Chapter XXXVI of the Revised
Ordinances be, and the same hereby is, amended by striking out the
whole of the same and substituting in place thereof the following:
Sect. 6. The offices of all city departments in the City Hall shall be
open continuously from 9 o'clock in the morning until 5 o'clock in the
afternoon of each day excepting Sundays, holidays and Saturdays. On
Saturday such offices shall be kept open from nine o'clock in the morn-
ing until 12 o'clock at noon; except that the tax collector's office shall be
kept open Saturday afternoon and evening preceding the last day on
which taxes can be paid with the discount.
Sect. 2. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed February 11, 1924.
An Ordinance in amendment of section 1 of chapter v of the
revised ordinances.
Be it ordained by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. Section 1 of Chapter V of the Revised Ordinances is
hereby amended by striking out the whole thereof and substituting in
place thereof the following:
Sect. 1. The permanent police force shall consist of a city marshal,
an assistant city marshal, a captain of the night watch, a sergeant, thir-
teen regular police and night watch to be assigned to duties as patrol-
men or chauffeurs, and three regular police to be assigned to duty in the
station or upon other special assignments than patrolmen or chauffeurs.
The city marshal and assistant city marshal shall be appointed to the
office of constable, and, before entering upon the duties of their office,
shall take the oath prescribed by law, and shall each give bond in the sum
of three hundred dollars with securities to be approved by the mayor and
aldermen, for the faithful performance of the duties of his office, which
oath and bond shall be recorded in the city clerk's office.
Sect. 2. All ordinances and parts of ordinances inconsistent with
this ordinance are hereby repealed, and this ordinance shall take effect
upon its passage.
Passed April 14, 1924.
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An Ordinance in amendment op chapter xli of the revised or-
dinances.
Be it ordained by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, asfollo^rs:
Section 1. Chapter XLI of the Revised Ordinances is hereby
amended by striking out the whole thereof and substituting in place
thereof the following:
Sect. 1. The salaries of the city officials shall be as follows, in each
case to be in fuU for all services of the officer designated for the period
stated
:
(a) City treasurer, twelve hundred and fifty dollars per annum.
(b) City clerk, seventeen hundred dollars per annum.
(c). Clerk of the Board of Public Works, two hundred dollars per
annum.
(d) City solicitor, eight hundred dollars per annum.
(e) City marshal, twenty-six hundred dollars per annum.
(f) Assistant City marshal, twenty-two hundred dollars per annum.
(g) Captain of the night watch, two thousand dollars per annum,
(h) Sergeant of poUce, nineteen hundred and fifty dollars per annum.
(i) Each regular police officer while assigned to duty as patrolman or
chauffeur : for the first year of such service, sixteen hundred and fifty dol-
lars; for the second and third years of such service, eighteen hundred dol-
lars per annum; for the fourth and fifth years of said service, eighteen
hundred and fifty dollars per annum ; for such service subsequent to the
fifth year, nineteen hundred and sixteen dollars per annum. Provided,
that in the rating above prescribed, two years of service as a special of-
ficer shall be regarded as the equivalent of the first year of service as a
regular officer.
(j) Each regular police officer whUe assigned to duty in the Police Sta-
tion or upon other special assignments than those provided under the
preceding subsection, a minimum of one thousand dollars per annum and
a maximum of thirteen hundred dollars per annum, the mayor and Board
of Aldermen in each case to prescribe the salary within the limits named.
(k) Special police officers, four dollars and twenty-five cents per day.
(1) City messenger, twelve hundred doUars per annum.
(m) Sanitary officer of the Board of Health, two thousand doUars per
annum.
(n) Justice of the Municipal Court, twelve hundred dollars per annum.
All fees that said justice shall receive or be entitled to from any source, on
account of any civil case that may come before him, shall be paid into
the city treasury semi-annually, except fees received by him from the
Superior Court. In the absence of the city solicitor, the said justice shall
make complaints and warrants, in all cases, and the fees for the same shall
be paid into the city treasury.
(o) City physician, six hundred doUars per annum. Assistant city
physician, one hundred dollars per annum. In each case this shall be
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an addition to the amount received from the county for attendance on
county paupers.
(p) The collector of taxes shall receive in full for his services a com-
mission of one half of one per centum upon the first sixty thousand dol-
lars, and three fourths of one per centum upon aU sums over said sixty
thousand dollars, by him collected and paid over to the city treasurer.
(q) Ballot inspectors, eight dollars per day. Moderator in each ward,
forty dollars per annum. Ward clerk in each ward, forty dollars per an-
num. Supervisors of the check list in Wards 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9, forty dol-
lars per annum. Supervisors of the check list in Wards 4, 5, 6, and 7,
fifty dollars per anniun.
(r) City engineer, three thousand dollars per annum.
(s) Overseer of the poor in Ward 1, thirty dollars per annum; in Ward
2, ten dollars per annum; in all other wards, three hundred and fifty dol-
lars per annum.
(t) Clerk of Municipal Court, six hundred dollars per annum
(u) City sealer, seven hundred and twenty dollars per annum.
(v) Superintendent of cemeteries, twenty-four hundred dollars per
annum.
(w) Superintendent of parks, fifteen hundred doUars per annum.
(x) Chief engineer of the Fire Department, twenty-six hundred dollars
per annum.
(y) Assistant chief engineer of the Fire Department, two thousand
dollars per annum.
(z) Inspector of clock, one hundred and ten dollars per annum.
Sect. 2. The salaries of clerks in the employ of the city shall be as
follows, in each case to be in full for services rendered for the period
stated
:
(a) First clerk in the city clerk's office, thirty dollars per week. Sec-
ond clerk in the city clerk's office twenty dollars per week.
(b) Clerk in the assessor's office, twenty-one dollars per week.
(c) Clerk in the office of the Board of Health, ninety dollars per
month.
(d) Clerk in the office of the city engineer, fifteen dollars per week.
(e) Janitor, twenty dollars per week.
Sect. 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage; provided how-
ever, that all annual salaries herein fixed at a higher figure than hereto-
fore shall be effective from April 1, 1924, the former salaries already
paid for the quarter of the current fiscal year being deemed to be in full
to April 1, 1924, and the salaries herein provided to be paid for services
from and after April 1, 1924; except, however, that the city clerk having
performed additional duties from January 1, 1924, the increase herein
provided as to that office shall be paid from January 1, 1924.
Passed, May 2, 1924.
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An Ordinance in amendment of section 28 of chapter 18 of the
REVISED ordinances.
Be it ordained by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. Section 28 of Chapter XVIII of the Revised Ordinances
is hereby amended by striking out after the words "assistant engineer at
Penacook," the words "seventy-five dollars," and substituting in place
thereof the words "one hundred dollars," so that the amended phrase
shall read as follows: "assistant engineer at Penacook, one hundred
dollars."
Sect. 2. All ordinances and parts of ordinances inconsistent vdih this
ordinance are hereby repealed, and the salary herein provided shall take
effect from January 1, 1924.
Passed July 14, 1924.
An Ordinance regulating the operation of all vehicles when
FIRE apparatus IS RESPONDING TO FIRE ALARMS.
Be it ordained by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. No person or persons shall ride a bicycle, or drive any
motor propelled or other tj^pe of vehicle in such a manner as to interfere
with or delay the Fire Department when responding to any fire alarm.
Sect. 2. No person or persons shall intentionally ride a bicycle or
drive any type of vehicle ahead of any fire apparatus which is respond-
ing to a fire alarm, and no person or persons shall follow on a bicycle or
in any tjqje of vehicle any fire apparatus which is responding to a fire
alarm, within a distance of two hundred yards, excepting members of the
police or fire departments and emergency crews of public service cor-
porations who are themselves responding to the fire alarm. Such
members of the police or fire departments shall have prominently dis-
played on their vehicles, the letters F. D. or P. D.
Sect. 3. No person or persons other than those having duties in
connection with a fire, shall permit any motor propelled or other tj'pe of
vehicle to be within two hundred yards in any direction of any fire
for which an alarm has been given, nor within twenty feet of any hy-
drant nor in any location that will interfere with the fire department in
laying hose or in the use of any apparatus of the fire department.
Sect. 4. The police department shall establish and maintain fire lines
at all fires. They shall direct and divert traffic as may be required for
the proper operation of the apparatus of the fire department, and shall
assist in removing any type of vehicle wrongfully coming within the
prescribed area named in section 3 of this ordinance. They shall ex-
clude from the fire lines all persons not connected with the Police or Fire
Departments, or emergency crews of public service corporations, except
that in their discretion they may permit owners or occupants of property
located within the fire lines, ambulances, vehicles of doctors, nurses, and
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members of the fii'e department responding to fire alarms, to come or
remain within said fire lines. In the case of members of the fire depart-
ment, they shall have their vehicles plainly marked F. D.
Sect. 5. Any person violating any of the provisions of this ordinance
shall pay for the use of the city, a fine of not exceeding twenty-five
dollars for each violation thereof.
Sect. 6. All ordinances and parts of ordinances, inconsistent with this
orcUnance are hereby repealed, and this ordinance shall take effect upon
its passage.
Passed July 14, 1924.
An Ordinance regulating the construction and equipment of
buildings within the fire limits in the city of concord.
Be it ordained by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. The name and title of this ordinance is The Building
Code and it shall be known and cited as such.
Sect. 2. Upon the passage of this ordinance, and thereafter annually
in the month of January, the mayor and Board of Aldermen shall elect
an inspector of buildings, who shall be a competent person familiar with
the construction of buildings. Such inspector of buildings shall hold
office for the term of one year and until his successor is elected and
qualified.
The chief engineer of the Fire Department shall annually, in the
month of January, be designated and appointed bj' the mayor and Board
of Aldermen as assistant building inspector, for the purposes of consulta-
tion and such other duties as the inspector of buildings may require.
Sect. 3. Fire Limits. The following shall be and are hereby declared
to be the fire limits: Beginning on the track of the Boston & Maine Rail-
road, Concord Division, at a point 200 feet north of the northerly line
of Church Street extended; thence westerly on a line 200 feet north of and
parallel with the northerly line of Church Street to a point 200 feet west
of the westerly line of Rumford Street; thence southerly on a line 200
feet west of and parallel with the westerly line of Rumford Street to a
point 200 feet north of the northerly line of Beacon Street ; thence west-
erly on a line 200 feet north of and parallel with the northerly line of
Beacon Street to a point opposite the center of White Street; thence
southerly by the center line of White Street to the center line of Washing-
ton Street; thence westerly by the center line of Washington Street to
the center line of Center Street; thence westerly by the center line of
Center Street to a point 200 feet west of the westerly line of Liberty
Street ; thence southerly on a line 200 feet west of and parallel with the
westerly line of Liberty Street to the center line of Pleasant Street;
thence easterly by the center line of Pleasant Street to a point opposite
the center line of Merrimack Street; thence southerly on the line of the
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center of Merrimack Street extended to a point 200 feet south of the
southerly line of Pleasant street; thence easterly on a line 200 feet south
of and parallel with the southerly line of Pleasant Street to a point 200
feet west of the westerly line of South Spring Street; thence southerly on
a line 200 feet west of and parallel with the westerly line of South Spring
Street to a point 200 feet south of the southerly line of Avon Street;
thence on a line 200 feet south of and parallel with the southerly line
of Avon Street to a point 200 feet west of the westerly line of South
Street; thence southerly on a line 200 feet west of and parallel with the
westerly line of South Street to a point 200 feet south of the southerly
line of Pillsbury Street; thence easterly on a line 200 feet south of and
parallel with the southerly line of Pillsbury Street to the track of the
Boston & Maine Railroad; thence northerly by the track of the Boston
& Maine Railroad to the point of beginning.
Within the boundaries of the above described fire limits there is defined
an additional restricted area within which the provisions of Sections 5, 6,
7, 9, 12B and 21 shall apply. The boundaries of this restricted area
within the fire limits are as follows
:
Beginning on the track of the Boston & Maine RaUroad, Claremont
Branch, at a point opposite Montgomery Street extended, thence west-
erly in the center line of Montgomery Street to the center line of North
State Street, thence southerly to the center line of Pleasant Street, thence
southerly in the center line of South State Street to the center line of
Fayette Street, thence easterly to the Boston & Maine Railroad tracks,
thence northerly along the tracks of the Boston & Maine Railroad to the
point of beginning.
All other sections of the building code not specified in the above re-
stricted area are understood to apply to all classes of buildings which may
be hereafter erected or altered within the fire limits.
Sect. 4. Permit Required. No wall, building or part thereof, cost-
ing more than one thousand dollars shall be built ; and no enlargement or
alteration shall be made to an existing wall, structure or building, costing
more than five hundred dollars, until duplicate plans showing the details
of the proposed work accompanied by duplicate specifications covering
material or materials to be used, have been submitted to and approved
by the building inspector, and a permit issued for the proposed construc-
tion or alteration. One set of the approved plans and specifications shall
be retained by the building inspector and the other set shall be kept at the
building during its construction. Pencil sketches and general specifica-
tions may be accepted by the building inspector. No changes from the
approved plans shall be made until revised plans and, specifications have
been submitted to and approved by the building inspector.
No building shall be moved from without to within the fire limits and
no building of any type shall be moved until a permit has been obtained
from the building inspector; and no permit shall be issued for moving a
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building to a new location unless the application for the permit is ac-
companied by formal approval and permission of the Board of Public
Works.
Sect. 5. Incombustible Walls, Cornices, and Roofs Required Within
the Restricted Area. Every building hereafter erected or enlarged
within the restricted area shall be enclosed on aU sides with walls con-
structed wholly of stone, brick, hollow building tile, concrete, or other
equivalent incombustible materials; and shall have the roof, top, and
sides of all roof structures, including dormer windows, covered with
incombustible material. All cornices except those on dwelling houses,
shall be of or covered with incombustible material.
Sect. 6. Permissible Wooden Structures Within the Restricted Area.
No frame or wooden structure shaU hereafter be built within the re-
stricted area as given herein, except dwelling houses of not larger than 2
family design, except the following; and all roofs placed upon such
buildings or structures shall have an incombustible covering:
(a) Temporary one-story frame buildings for use of builders.
(b) One-story sheds not over 15 feet high, open on the long side with
sides covered with incombustible material, and with an area not ex-
ceeding 500 square feet. A wooden fence shaU not be used to form the
back or side of such sheds.
(c) Wooden fences not over 10 feet high.
(d) Piazzas or balconies not exceeding 10 feet in width, nor extending
more than 3 feet above the second story floor beams. No such structure
shall extend beyond the lot line, or be joined to any similar structure or
another building.
(e) Bay windows when covered with incombustible material.
(f) Small outhouses not exceeding 150 square feet in area and 8 feet in
height.
Wooden sheds or outhouses shall not be located within 5 feet of any
lot line, nor less than 30 feet from any other building over one story
high.
Sect. 7. Repairing Frame Buildings Within the Restricted Area. In
case of any existing frame building which may hereafter be damaged by
fire, decay or otherwise, to an amount greater than one-half of its sound
value, exclusive of the foundation, the same shall not be repaired or
rebuilt until the plans and specifications are satisfactory to the building
inspector. In no case shall the area be increased if repaired. In case
of a disagreement between the owner (and other parties interested) and
the building inspector, each of them shall choose a representative and the
two thus chosen shall select a third person. These three shall serve as
a board of arbitration in the disputed matter and their decision shall be
final on the owner of the property. These provisions shall not apply to
existing frame dwelling houses.
Sect. 8. Limits of Height and Area. Except as specified in Section
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22, no building hereafter erected within the fire limits, having walls of
hollow building tile or concrete blocks, shall exceed three stories, or 40
feet in height; and no building hereafter erected or altered shall exceed
four stories or 55 feet in height, unless it be of fireproof construction.
The floor area between fire walls of non-fireproof buildings shall not ex-
ceed the following: When fronting on one street, 5,000 square feet; when
fronting on two streets, 6,000 square feet; and when fronting on three
streets, 7,500 square feet. These area limits may be increased under the
followng conditions as indicated.
For non-fireproof building, fully equipped with approved automatic
sprinklers, 66 2/3 per cent.
For fireproof buildings, not exceeding 125 feet in height, 50 per cent.
For fireproof buildings not exceeding 125 feet in height, fully equipped
wath approved automatic sprinklers, 100 per cent.
Sect. 9. Walls Within the Restricted Area. All exterior, or divi-
sion walls of buildings hereafter erected within the restricted area shall
be of masonry or concrete and of sufficient thickness to support safely
the load to be carried.
Walls, excepting party and fire walls, for all buildings of other than
the dwelling house class, not exceeding five stories or 65 feet in height,
shall have the upper story not less than 8 inches thick, increasing 4
inches in thickness fo{ each two stories or fraction thereof below. For
such buildings in excess of five stories, but not exceeding ten stories or 125
feet in height, the top story shall be not less than 8 inches thick, increas-
ing 4 inches in thickness for each two stories or fraction thereof below.
No two-story increment shall exceed 30 feet in height.
Solid masonry exterior walls of dwellings not exceeding 30 feet in
height, exclusive of gable, and occupied by not more than two families,
shall be not less than 8 inches thick, and shall include cellar and base-
ment wall if built the same thickness. The unsupported length of such
walls shall not exceed 25 feet.
Solid concrete walls shall be not less than 6 inches thick, and hollow
monolithic concrete walls shall have an aggregate thickness not less than
6 inches. If masonry walls are built hollow, or are constructed of hollow
clay or concrete units, the allowable height of the 8-inch portion shall be
limited to 20 feet and the remaining lower portion shall be at least 10
inches thick.
For dwellings over 30 feet high, but not exceeding 40 feet in height, the
exterior walls shall be not less than 8 inches thick for the uppermost 20
feet and shall be at least 12 inches thick for the remaining lower portion.
Solid party and division walls of dwellings shall be not less than 8
inches thick for the uppermost 20 feet and shall beat least 12 inches-
for the remaining lower portion. Such party and division walls, if hol-
low, or if built of hollow clay or concrete units, shall be not less than 12
inches thick.
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All walls of buildings of the dwelling house class of ordinary construc-
tion exceeding 40 feet in height shall be solid. The upper story shall not
be less than 8 inches thick, increasing 4 inches in thickness for each three
stories or fraction thereof below. No three-story increment shall exceed
45 feet in height.
Brick or concrete walls of buildings outside the restricted area, which
under this ordinance could be of wood, may have minimum thickness of 8
inches. Such walls shall not exceed two stories or 30 feet in height, ex-
clusive of gable, nor shall they exceed 35 feet in length unless properly
braced by cross walls, piers, or buttresses.
Walls in skeleton construction shall be supported by girders at each
story, and shall be not less than 12 inches thick, except that solid con-
crete may be 8 inches thick, if properly reinforced.
In all buUdings, except dwellings, frame buildings, and skeleton con-
struction, party walls and fire walls which serve as bearing walls on both
sides, shall be not less than 16 inches thick at the top. No two-story in-
crement shall exceed 30 feet in height.
Rubble stone walls shall be 4 inches thicker than required for brick
walls.
The foundation walls of all buildings over two stories in height, except
as above provided, shall be 4 inches thicker from footing to grade than
required for the remainder of the wall.
All division or party walls over one story high, shall extend the full
thickness of top story to at least 2 feet above the roof surfacing of a
building as a parapet and be properly coped, excepting walls which face
on a street and are finished with cornices covered with incombustible
materials, gutters or crown mouldings; excepting also the walls of de-
tached dwellings with peaked or hipped roofs.
Clay brick used for exterior walls, chimneys or piers, shall have an
average compressive strength of 2,000 pounds per square inch, and an
absorption not exceeding 20 per cent. Concrete, or other varieties of
brick, used for the same purposes shall have an average crushing strength
of 1,500 pounds per square inch, and an absorption not exceeding 15
per cent.
Portland cement only shall be used in the manufacture of concrete
blocks to be used for walls within the restricted area, and the coarse ag-
gregate shall be of suitable material graded in size, but in no case shall
the maximum dimension exceed one-fourth the minimum width of any
section of the finished block. Concrete blocks shall not be used in
construction until they have attained the age of 28 days, or developed the
strength required in this section.
The compressive strength of building blocks shall in all cases be cal-
culated upon the gi'oss area of the bedding faces, no account being taken
of the cellular spaces.
Hollow building tile used for exterior or party walls or piers, and de-
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signed to be laid normally with the cells vertical, shall have an average
compressive strength of not less than 1,200 pounds per square inch when
tested with the cells vertical, and not less than 300 pounds per square
inch when tested with the cells horizontal.
The average compressive strength of hollow building tile designed to be
laid normally with the cells horizontal and tested with the cells in that
position, shall be not less than 700 pounds per square inch.
Hollow concrete block or tile used for exterior or party walls or piers
shall have an average compressive strength of not less than 700 pounds
per square inch.
Concrete blocks shall be not more than 36 days old when tested. The
average strength of the blocks as here given shall be obtained by testing
five blocks of average quality.
The allowable working stress on all masonry construction shall not ex-
ceed one-tenth of the required average test strength.
All walls and partitions in schools, hospitals, and places of public as-
semblage, over one story high, and ali walls and partitions in theatres,
shall hereafter be built of brick, stone, hollow or solid blocks, or metal
lath and Portland cement plaster on metal studding or other equivalent
incombustible construction.
The mortar used for all 8-inch walls, fire walls, foundation walls, walls
for skeleton construction, and all walls built of hollow building tUe or
concrete blocks, shall be either Portland cement mortar, or cement-
lime mortar, the latter in proportion not leaner than 1 part Portland
cement, 1 part lime, and 6 parts sand by volume.
Sect. 10. Concrete Construction Within the Fire Limits. Concrete
for reinforced concrete construction shall consist of a medium wet
mixture of one part of Portland cement to not more than six parts of
aggregate, fine and coarse, in such proportions as to produce the greatest
density.
The quality of the materials, the design, and the construction, shall be
in accordance with the best engineering practice.
Sect. 11. Protection of Ends of Wooden Beams Within the Fire Lim-
its. The ends of all floor, ceiling, or roof beams, entering a party or fire
wall from opposite sides, shall be separated by at least 6 inches of solid
masonry. Such separation may be obtained by corbeling the wall, or
staggering the beams, or the beams may be supported by steel wall
hangers, but no wall shall be corbeled more than 2 inches for this pur-
pose. The ends of all wooden beams which enter walls shall be cut to a
bevel to make them self-releasing.
Sect. 12-A. Protection of Wall Openings Within the Fire Limits.
No openings in an interior masonry wall shall exceed 8 feet by 10 feet.
Note.—Quartz gravel or other highly sihcious gravel should not be used as an ag-
gregate in concrete fireproofing or in reinforced concrete construction in portions of a
building liable to be subjected to fire. It has been fully proven that such concrete
cannot be depended upon when subjected to high temperatures.
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If the opening be in a party or fire wall it shall have a standard auto-
matic fire door on each side of the wall. If an opening in a fire wall is
made to serve as an emergency exit, it shall not exceed 48 square feet
in area, and a self-closing swinging fire door shall be substituted for one
of the automatic fire doors. The total openings in a fire wall shall not
exceed 25 per cent in linear length of the wall.
12-B. Every building hereafter erected within the restricted area
except chxirches, dwellings, tenement houses, dormitories, and lodging
houses, shall have standard fire doors, shutters, or wired glass in in-
combustible frames and sash on every exterior opening above the first
story, except when fronting on a street not less than 50 feet wide or
where no other building is within 35 feet of such opening. The wall of a
building in the same plane as that in which the opening is situated, shall
not be considered as coming within the intent of this rule. All openings
in the side and rear walls of the first story, except show windows, shall
be protected as prescribed in this section when within 50 feet of another
buUding.
AH exterior windows more than 75 feet above the curb shall have in-
combustible frames and sash glazed with wired glass.
Sect. 13. Stairway and Elevator Shafts Within the Fire Limits.
In all buildings hereafter erected, which are used above the first floor for
business purposes or for public assemblage, or for any purpose whatever
if over three stories high, the stair shafts shall be separately and con-
tinuously enclosed by incombustible partitions. Elevator shafts in all
buildings hereafter erected shall be enclosed in the same manner. The
partitions shall be constructed of brick or other fire-resistive material
approved by the Building Inspector or other designated official. No such
partition shall be less than 4 inches thick.
All door openings in stair and elevator enclosures shall be protected by
fire doors mounted with wrought iron or steel hardware, and shall be se-
curely attached to the wall or partition, or to substantial incombustible
frames anchored thereto. If glass panels be used in such doors, they
shall be of wired glass not exceeding 720 square inches in area. Interior
shaft windows shall not be permitted.
Doors opening into stairway shafts shall swing in the direction of exit
travel, shall be self-closing, and shall be at least 30 inches wide.
The enclosure walls for all elevator shafts shall extend at least 3 feet
above the roof, and at least three-fourths of the area shall be covered
with a skylight constructed as specified in Section 14. If in the opinion
of the Building Inspector, or other designated official, it is necessary to
preserve an open elevator or hoistway in existing buildings, the floor
openings through which they pass shall be equipped with automatically
closing trap doors not less than I5 inches thick, made of two thicknesses
of matched boards, covered on the under side with tin; the trap doors
when closed, shall extend beyond the openings on all sides.
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Sect. 14. Skylights over Stairway and Elevator Shafts Within the
Fire Limits. Where a stairway, elevator, or dumb-waiter shaft extends
through the roof and is covered by a skylight, the skylight shall be con-
structed with incombustible frame and sash, glazed with ordinary thin
glass, and shall be protected by a galvanized steel wire screen with a
mesh not exceeding one inch, and the wire not smaller than No. 12
gauge. The screen shall have metal supports and be placed not less
than 6 inches above the skylight. Instead of a skylight, a window may
be placed above the roof in the side of the shaft which is farthest removed
from a property line. The window shall have incombustible frame and
sash, and be glazed with thin glass.
Sect. 15. Floor Lights. Except in dwellings, all openings hereafter
made in floors for the transmission of light to floors below shall be cov-
ered with glass set in metal frames and bars. The glass shall be not less
than f inch in thickness, and if any glass measures more than 16 square
inches there shall be a rigid wire mesh either in the glass or under it.
Sect. 16. Light, Vent and Dumb-Waiter Shafts Within the Fire
Limits. In every building hereafter erected or altered, except frame
buildings, all walls or partitions forming interior light or vent shafts
shall be built in accordance with the requirements for stair and elevator
shafts in new buildings as specified in Section 13. The walls of dumb-
waiter shafts, except those in dwellings which extend only one story
above the basement or cellar, shall be of fire-resistive construction, and
shall be not less than 3 inches thick if constructed of brick, hollow or
solid partition blocks, or of steel or wood studding and metal lath with
f inch of Portland cement plaster on each side; or a 2-inch solid metal
lath and Portland cement plaster wall may be permitted, if securely
anchored at each floor. The material and method of construction to
be specified for stair and elevator shafts in existing buildings in Section
13.
Where a dumb-waiter shaft does not extend through the roof, the top
of the shaft shall be of fire-resistive construction of the same thickness as
the walls of the shaft.
All openings in dumb-waiters shall be protected by fire doors mounted
in incombustible frames securely anchored to the walls.
The waUs of aU light and vent shafts hereafter erected shaU extend
not less than 3 feet above the roof level, except that when a shaft is cov-
ered by an incombustible ventilating skylight, the waUs need not extend
more than 2 feet above the roof. Masonry walls shaU be properly
coped.
When metal louvres are used for ventilating purposes, the louvi'es or
slats shall be riveted to the metal frame.
Sect. 17. Roof Covering Within the Fire Limits. Every building
hereafter erected and every roof hereafter renewed within the fire limits
shall have a fire-resistive roof covering, and no existing wooden sliingle
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roof, if damaged by fire or other casualty more than 25 per cent shall
be renewed or repaired with other than a fire-resistive roof covering.
Sect. 18. Roof Openings Within the Fire Limits. All openings in
roofs for the admission of light or air, other than those provided for in
Sections 14 and 16, shall have incombustible frames and sash glazed
with wired glass; or ordinary glass may be used, if protected above and
below by galvanized steel wire screens with a mesh not exceeding one
inch, and the wire not smaller than No. 12 gauge. The top screen
shall be installed as specified in Section 14.
Sect. 19. Exits Required Within the Fire Limits. The term floor
area as used in this section shall mean the entire floor space between
exterior walls and fire walls.
In every building hereafter erected or altered as to exits, except in pri-
vate dwellings, not exceeding two stories in height and buildings erected
solely for storage purposes, each floor area above the first shall be pro-
vided with at least two means of egress remote from each other, one
of which shall be an enclosed stairway as provided in Section 13, or a
doorway in a fire wall leading to another floor area separately provided
with adequate stairs or other independent means of exit. Such doorway
serving as an emergency exit in a fire wall shall be protected by an au-
tomatic and a self-closing fire door as specified in Section 12.* No por-
tion of any floor area shall be more than 100 feet from a place of egress.
Elevators shall not be considered as a required means of egi'ess as speci-
fied in this section.
t
Except in dweUings, no required stairway shall be less than 44 inches
wide, and in all public buildings the total width of exit doorways leading
therefrom shall at least be equal to the total width of the stairways
which they serve.
The total width of stairway, interior and exterior, provided for the
occupancy of each floor and those above, shall be not less than 44 inches
* Note.—As a means of rapid and safe egress from a burning building, the use of
horizontal exits through a fire wall or a fire exit partition are strongly recommended.
Such a partition shall be built of fire-resistive material not less than 3 inches thick, and
be securely attached to the walls, floors, and ceiHngs of the room which it subdivides.
It shall be provided with one or more self-closing fire doors, that is, doors which are kept
closed by some automatic device. Such a partition would afford an area of quick
refuge upon either side. Each area must be sufficient to accommodate all the people
employed upon the floor, and must be provided with at least one independent exit to
the street. As above indicated a fire wall may be made to serve the same purpose.
As a means of egress, a doorway in such a partition or fire wall may be considered the
equivalent of three times the same width of stairway.
t Smokeproof Tower.—The use of a smokeproof tower or stairway is also recom-
mended as one of the best known means of safe escape from a burning building. At the
same time it furnishes a protection position from which firemen can attack a fire on
any floor. Such a tower is built entirely of incombustible materials, and has no direct
openings to the interior of the building it serves. It is reached by a fireproof open-air
balcony or interior open-air vestibule, this effectively excluding smoke and fire from the
tower. The entrance at each floor level is protected by a self-closing fire door.
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for the first 50 persons, and 12 inches for each additional 50 persons to
be accommodated tiiereby. The stair treads shall be not less tb-^
inches wide, and the risers not more than 7| inches high. Wine
such required stairways are prohibited.
Every school, hospital and theater, over one story high, shall have at
least two stairways constructed entu-ely of incombustible material, lo-
cated remote from each other and continuous from grade line to the
topmost story.
All exit doors in schools, hospitals, theaters, and other places of public
assemblage, shall open outward, and shall be equipped with anti-panic
latches or bolts.
Sect. 20. Fire Stops. At each floor level in all buildings hereafter
erected within the fire limits, all stud walls, partitions, furrings and spaces
between joists where they rest on division walls or partitions, shall be
fire-stopped with incombustible material in a manner to completely cut
off communication by fire through concealed spaces. Such fire-stopping
shall extend the full width of the studding and at least 4 inches above
each floor level. Stair carriages shall be fire-stopped at least once in the
middle portion of each run. Buildings of over one story in height if
framed with girts the full size of the wall studding and floor timbers no
other fire-stop would be required. If balloon framing is used fire-stops
will be required at each floor as specified for interior partitions as above.
Sect. 21. Areaways in the Restricted Area. All areaways shall be
guarded with suitable railings, or be protected by incombustible covers or
gratings. If gratings be used, they shall have a wire screen of not more
than |-inch mesh securely attached to the under side. Open areaways
shall not project beyond the lot line.
Sect. 22. Frame Buildings Within the Fire Limits. No frame build-
ings hereafter erected or altered shall exceed two stories or 30 feet in
height, except that houses designed for private occupancy exclusively,
may be three stories or 40 feet in height.
No frame building hereafter erected for any occupancy other than grain
elevators, coal elevators and coal pockets, ice houses and exhibition
buildings, shall cover a ground area exceeding the following: One-story
building 7,500 square feet, two-story building 5,000 square feet.
In no case shall a frame building be erected within 5 feet of the side
or rear lot line, nor within 10 feet of another building, unless the space be-
tween the studs on such side be filled solidly with not less than 2J inches
of brickwork or other equivalent incombustible material, or unless the
outer walls are covered on both sides with metal lath and stucco.
In rows of frame houses the dividing walls or partitions between
houses shall be built of brick, hollow tile, concrete or other incombustible
material; or they may be built with 4-inch studs, filled solidly with brick-
work laid in mortar, or other incombustible material and be covered with
metal lath and plaster. Such dividing partitions shall rest on masonry
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walls and shall extend to under side of roof boards. A flush mortar joint
shall be made between the roof boards and the wall or partition. In rows
'>re than three houses every alternate division wall or partition shall
. . constructed of solid brickwork not less than 8 inches in thickness.
Buildings with wooden framework clad with sheet metal or stucco or
veneered with brick, shall be classed as frame buildings.
Sect. 23. Electrical Installations Within the Firp Limits. All elec-
trical installations shall be in accordance with the National Electrical
Code, and no installation of electrical equipment shall be made, except
in conformity thereto.
Sect. 24. Chimneys Within the Fire Limits. The smoke flue of
every high pressure steam boiler, hereafter erected, and every appliance
producing a corresponding temperature in a flue, if built of brick, stone,
reinforced concrete or other approved masonry, shall have walls not less
than 12 inches thick, and the inside 4 inches of such wall shall be fire
brick, laid in fire mortar, for a distance of at least 25 feet from the point
where the smoke connection of the boiler enters the flue.
Metal smokestacks may be permitted for boilers, furnaces and similar
apparatus, where large hot fires are used, provided they have a clearance
from all combustible material of not less than one-half the diameter of the
stack, but not less than 15 inches unless the combustible material be
properly guarded by loose-fitting metal shields, in which case the distance
shall be not less than 12 inches. Where such stack passes through a
combustible roof, it shall be guarded by a galvanized iron ventilating
thimble extending from at least 9 inches below the under side of the
ceiling or roof beams, to at least 9 inches above the roof, and the diameter
of the ventilating thimble shall be not less than 36 inches greater than
that of the smokestack. Metal smokestacks shall not be permitted to
pass through floors.
Sect. 25. Chimney for Low Temperature Appliances Within the Fire
Limits. All chimneys, hereafter erected within the corporate limits,
shall be built of brick, or other fireproof, incombustible material, and in
no case shall rest upon any flooring without a footing of masonry or iron
supported by iron beams, having a secure bearing of masonry or iron at
either end. All chimneys shall be constructed with either 8-inch brick
walls or with 4-inch brickwork and a terra-cotta flue lining set in cement.
Brick chimneys shall be smoothly plastered with mortar on the outside
below the roofing. In no case shall a nail be driven into the masonry or
any flue. All flues shall be guarded by either a double collar of metal or a
recess, leaving two inches of space around the flue. No drain pipe or
earthenware of any description shall be used for horizontal flues but all
flues of this kind shall be made of iron pipe laid in brick and mortar,
or a double galvanized iron pipe, the air space between the pipes to be
not less than two inches. All flues shall be topped out at least four feet
above a flat roof and two feet above the ridge of a pitched roof building
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and all chimneys shall be covered with a cap of metal, concrete, or stone
properly secured. No soft brick shall be used on the exterior above the
roof or on the interior within four feet of the roofing in the construction
of chimneys. No smoke-pipe or flue shall project through an external
wall or though any window, door, or other opening in said wall, and no
stove funnel shall project through any partition or floor unless the same
is safely and securely surrounded by brick or stonework. Hearths or
fireplaces or gi-ates shall not be less than eight inches thick and shall
be laid upon brick or other trimmed arches, or upon bars of iron support-
ing a bed of brickwork.
All funnel receivers shall be built into the chimneys at the time of their
construction. All chimneys shall have at their base an ash door, or some
opening sufficient to enable them to be readily cleaned. If any existing
or hereafter erected chimney, flue, or other heating apparatus shall be
dangerous or unsafe, the Inspector shall at once notify, in writing, the
owner, agent, or other party having an interest in said premises, and
shaU require him to make the same safe immediately. All woodwork
shall be kept away at least two inches from any chimney.
No building shall be hereafter erected in which chimneys, boilers, or
heating apparatus of any kind are used, or are to be erected and main-
tained, nor shall any alterations be made in chimneys or flues already
erected, without notice to the Inspector before such changes or altera-
tions are commenced, and this provision shall apply to all buildings
raised, moved, or built upon.
Sect. 26. Hot Air Pipes. No woodwork shall be placed at a less dis-
tance than one inch from any tin or other metal flue, or flues, pipe or
pipes, used or intended to be used to convey heated air in any building
unless protected by a metal or earthen casing so constructed as to permit
the free circulation of air around said flues or pipes.
Cold-air ducts for hot-air furnaces shall be made of incombustible
material.
Sect. 27. Steam and Hot Water Pipes. No unprotected steam or
hot water pipe shaU be within 1 inch of any woodwork. Every steam or
hot water pipe passing through combustible floors, or ceilings, or wooden
lath and plaster partitions, shall be protected by a metal tube, and be
provided with a metal cap. All wooden boxes, or casings enclosing
steam or hot water heating pipes, or wooden covers to recesses in waUs in
which steam or hot water heating pipes are placed, shaU be lined with
metal.
Sect. 28. Dry Rooms Within the Fire Limits. No combustible
material shall be permitted in the construction of any dry room hereafter
erected, in which a temperature of 125 degrees Fahrenheit or over may
exist. If a temperature under 125 degrees Fahrenheit is to be used, the
dry room may be constructed of wood, but it shall be lined throughout
with 5-inch asbestos, covered with sheet metal.
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If windows are placed in walls or ceilings of dry rooms they shall be of
wired glass set in fixed incombustible sash and frames.
Sect. 29. Stoves and Ranges Within the Fire Limits. Hotel and
restaurant ranges shall be provided with a metal hood, placed at least 9
inches below any wooden lath and plaster or wooden ceiling, and have
an individual pipe outlet connected with a good brick flue. The pipe
shall be protected by at least one inch of asbestos covering, or its equiv-
alent.
Combustible floors under coal ranges and similar appliances without
legs, such as mentioned in Section 30 in which hot fires are maintained,
shall rest upon 6-inch foundations built of incombustible materials sup-
ported within the thickness of the floor framing. Such hearths shall ex-
tend at least 24 inches in front and 12 inches on the sides and back of
the range or similar heating appliance.
Sect. 30. Heating Furnaces and Appliances Within the Fire Limits.
Any woodwork, wooden lath and plaster partition or ceUing within 4 feet
of the sides or back, or 6 feet from the front of any heating boiler, fur-
nace, bakery oven, coffee roaster, fire-heated candy kettle, laundry stove
or other similar appliance shall be covered with metal to a height of at
least 4 feet above the floor. This covering shall extend the full length of
the boiler, furnace, or heating appliance, and to at least 5 feet in front
of it. Metal shields shall be loosely attached, thus preserving an air
space behind them. In no case shall such combustible construction be
permitted within 2 feet of the sides or back of the heating appliance, or 5
feet in front of same.
No furnace, boiler, range, or other heating appliance, shall be placed
against a wall furred with wood.
Heating boilers shall be encased on sides and top by an incombustible
protective covering not less than 1 ^ inches thick.
Sect. 31. Open Flame Heating Devices Within Fire Limits. All gas,
gasoline, oil, or charcoal burning stoves or heating devices, shall be
placed on iron stands at least 6 inches above combustible supports, un-
less the burners are at least 5 inches above the base with metal guard
plates 4 inches below the burners.
No open flame heating or lighting devices shall be used in any room
where gasoline or other volatile inflammable fluids are stored or handled.
Sect. 32. Gas Connections Within the Fire Limits. Gas connections
to stoves and similar heating devices shall be made by rigid metal pipes.
For small portable gas heating devices, flexible metal or rubber tubing
may be used when there is no valve or other shut-off on the device.
Sect. 33. Vent Flues Within the Fire Limits. Vent flues or ducts,
for the removal of foul or vitiated air, in which the temperature of the air
cannot exceed that of the rooms, shall be constructed of metal or other in-
combustible material, and shall not be nearer than one inch to any wood-
work, and no such flue shaU be used for any other purpose.
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Sect. 34. Safety of Design Within the Fire Limits. All parts of ev-
ery building shall be designed to safely carry the loads to be imposed
thereon, and shall in all other respects conform to good engineering
practice.
Sect. 35. Regidations Within the Fire Limits. No persons shall
hereafter set up or cause to be set up or use any steam, gas, naphtha,
gasoline, or other engine, or vulcanizing plant or dry cleansing equip-
ment, in any building wdthin the fire limits of the city without wiitten
consent of the building inspector, to be first had and obtained after a
hearing of all parties in interest duly notified by public notice posted
on the public notice board at the city hall at least seven days before the
date of hearing, and by a further notice given to or left at the last and
usual place of abode of the owners or occupants of land adjoining the
premises where license is asked under this section. In all cases where
said building inspector shaU give such written consent, he shall cause the
petition and evidence of notice and all such written consent to be filed
with the city clerk, who shall keep the same on file. In aU cases where
said building inspector shall refuse or neglect to give his written consent,
any party interested in the matter may petition the board of mayor
and aldermen for such consent and shall set forth in his petition that he
has applied to the building inspector for such consent which has not
been granted. The board of mayor and aldermen shall thereupon
order a hearing, giving not less than seven days' notice, and upon such
hearing or adjournment thereof, shall grant or refuse such consent, as
they may deem proper.
Sect. 36. No permit shall be granted by the building inspector for
the erection or remodeling of a building to be used as a public garage,
steam mUl, furnace, foundry, blacksmith's shop, vulcanizing plant or dry
cleansing equipment, or house for storing powder until the owner has
filed with the building inspector a written certificate stating that the
owner has received a license therefor from the board of mayor and alder-
men, and no building already erected shall be used or occupied for any of
the above-named purposes unless a license to so use or occupy has been
granted by the board of mayor and aldermen; and the building inspector
shall have power to order such changes in existing buildings used for
the above-named purposes as he may deem necessary.
Sect. 37. Within the Fire Limits. No person shall hereafter erect or
build, or cause to be erected or built, any buildings for the aforesaid pur-
poses, until he has presented to the board of mayor and aldermen a peti-
tion therefore; setting out the proposed situation of such public garage,
steam null, furnace, foundry, blacksmith shop, vuilcanizing or dry cleans-
ing establishment, the materials of which the same are to be built, the
dimensions, height, and number of stories of the proposed building, the
situation of aU boilers therein, the manner in which the same are to be
secured or set, the height of the chimney, and the various branches of
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biisiness to be carried on or proposed to be carried on in said building,
and having first obtained a license therefor.
Sect. 38. Storage of Gunpowder or Dynamite. No person shall
erect, or cause to be erected or built within the city, any building for the
storage of dynamite or gunpowder, in quantities of over twenty-five
pounds weight, nor use or permit to be used or occupied any building for
such purpose, unless in a building situated more than sixty rods from
any dwelling house, pubUc road, or place, and under a license from the
board of mayor and aldermen.
Sect. 39. The board of mayor and aldermen may from time to time
grant Licenses, as provided in the preceding sections, to any person or
persons petitioning therefore, and upon such conditions as they shall
deem necessary.
Sect. 40. The city clerk shall record aU such licenses granted as
aforesaid, in a book to be kept for that purpose, and he shall receive
therefor the sum of twenty-five cents, to be paid by the person to whom
said license is granted.
Sect. 41. The building inspector shall have the authority to stop the
construction of any building, or the making of any alterations or repairs
of any building, within the city, when the same is being done in a reckless
or careless manner, or in violation of any ordinance of this city, and to
order, in writing or parole, any and all persons in any way or manner
whatever engaged in so constructing, altering, or repairing any such
building, to stop and desist therefrom; and to have the authority, if they
find any building or part thereof in an unsafe condition and so that said
unsafe condition may be averted by the immediate application of pre-
cautionary measures, to cause such precautionary measures to be taken,
all work necessary to render said building or any part thereof safe to be
done after having served written notice upon the owner, lessee, occupant,
or agent of said building personally. Following any order of the building
inspector made under the provision of this section, any party interested
may petition the mayor to have the questions raised by such order heard
and determined by the board of aldermen. Upon receipt of such petition
the mayor shall notify all parties interested to appear and be heard either
at the next regular meeting of the board of aldermen or at a special meet-
ing which the mayor may call for that purpose.
Sect. 42. Temporary observation stands, booth, and platforms may
be erected within the fire limits upon permits issued by the building
inspector.
Sect. 43. Duties of Enforcing Officer. The building Inspector is
hereby authorized and empowered:
First: To enforce all ordinances relating to the construction, equip-
ment, management and condition of all property within the corporate
limits.
Second: To supervise the construction or reconstruction of all build-
ings.
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Third: When called upon to report to the Mayor and Board of Alder-
men regarding the condition of the city on aU matters pertaining hereto.
Sect. 44. Penalty for Violations. Any and all persons who shall
violate any of the provisions of this ordinance or fail to comply there-
with, or who shaU violate or fail to comply with any order or regulation
made thereunder, or who shall build in violation of any detailed state-
ment of specifications or plans submitted and approved thereunder, or
any certificate or permit issued thereunder shall severally for each and
every such violation and non-compliance respectively, forfeit and pay a
penalty in the sum of twenty-five dollars. The imposition of one pen-
alty for any violation of this ordinance shall not excuse the violation,
or permit it to continue ; and all such persons shall be required to correct
or remedy such violations or defects within a reasonable time ; and when
not otherwise specified, each ten days that prohibited conditions are
maintained shall constitute a separate offense.
The application of the above penalty shall not be held to prevent
the enforced removal of prohibited conditions, as provided in Section 2
of this ordinance.
Sect. 45. Conflicting Ordinances Repealed. AU ordinances and
parts of ordinances inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.
Sect. 46. Date of Effect. This ordinance shall take effect and be in
force from and after its passage, and legal publication.
garages within the fire limits
Section 1. The word "garage" wherever occuring in this Code shall
mean a buUding or any part thereof, in which there shall be housed or
kept one or more self-propefled vehicles, or automobiles, containing in-
flammable liquid for fuel or power. The plans for every garage shall be
filed in duplicate with the building inspector and shall be approved by
him before any use of the garage as such.




Sect. 3. Class A: A private garage is one in which there shall be
housed or kept not more than four self-propelled vehicles, or automo-
biles. The following regulations shall govern the construction and main-
tenance of aU private garages
:
(a) Gasoline in excess of 5 gallons, exclusive of that in the tanks, or
vehicles in storage, shall not be kept within any private garage. That
quantity or less shall be kept only in a 5-gallon can approved by the
building inspector, and any quantity in excess of 5 gallons shaU be kept
Note.—To insure a standard quality of construction, it is suggested that all fire doors,
windows, shutters, and similar devices required by the provisions of this ordinance,
shall be of a manufacture which has been tested and approved by the Underwriters'
Laboratories.
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only in a tank or tanks placed not less than 3 feet beneath the surface of
the ground and approved by the building inspector.
(b) No private garage shall hereafter be erected or used as such nearer
than 15 feet to any church, school, or other public building unless the
same be constructed of brick, concrete or other non-combustible ma-
terial, when the same may be erected or used if not nearer than 10 feet
to any church, school, or other public building.
(c) Private garages, for the shelter of not more than four self-pro-
pelled vehicles or automobiles, shall be subject to the following regula-
tions :
1. Barns, stables, sheds or other buildings already standing may be
utilized for private use only without the necessity of securing a permit.
Except that in case of any alterations being required to so use the build-
ing or buildings, permit shall be secured as provided for in the following
section.
2. For the erection of a private garage plans shall be filed in duplicate
with the Building Inspector and be subject to his approval before work
is commenced. Notice shall be given to, or left at the last and usual
place of abode of all abutting property owners, by the owner or owners of
the property where the permit for erection of any private garage is
sought, and a copy of said notice be posted on the public bulletin board
in the City Hall. Such notice shall be given or left at least seven days in
advance of a hearing to be held on the premises. Said date to be set by
the Building Inspector. At said hearing all persons notified may be
present and heard. If no objection is raised to location of proposed
private garage or type of construction, the Building Inspector shall issue
a permit for its construction. If objections are raised by the owner or
owners of any abutting property, the Building Inspector shall not issue
a permit but shall refer the matter to the Mayor and Board of Aldermen
who shall then proceed in the same manner as specified in Section re-
lating to public garages.
Sect. 4. A private garage may be located beneath a dwelling, pro-
vided the following regulations as to its construction are rigidly com-
plied with:
(a) The floor and ceiling construction above the garage when it is lo-
cated beneath the building, or the roof when the garage is attached to
the building, shall be unpierced and shall have a fire-resistance of one
hour based upon the Standard Specifications for Fire Tests of Materials
and Construction,
(b) Walls and partitions shall be of such construction as wiU meet re-
quirements of the one-hour test as above specified.
Note.—A minimum type of floor and ceiling construction which it is behaved will
meet the requirements of the specified test would be constructed as follows:
Two-inch floor joists spaced on not less than 16 inch centers and properly bridged.
Overhead flooring double, of seven-eighths inch rough and finished floor boards with a
layer of asbestos floor felt between. Ceiling of heavy metal lath and Portland cement
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(c) All doors and windows with their sash and frames shall be of
standard fh-eproof construction and glazed with wired glass.
(d) Openings from dwellings into garage shall be restricted to a single
doorway: such openings shall be protected by a standard swinging self-
closing fire door with approved fire-resistive frame and hardware. No
glass shall be permitted in such door.
(e) WTien doorway connects directly with a cellar or basement on the
same lower level in which there is any heating device or gas fixture, it
shall have a sUl raised at least one foot above the garage floor level; or
the doorway shall lead into a vestibule from which a second door con-
nects with the cellar or basement.
(f) Garage floor shall be of concrete or equal fire-resistive and im-
pervious material and shall have a slope sufficient to permit natural
drainage of gasses, oil and water to the outside.
(g) There shall be no stove or forge in any private garage except in
a heating room thereof, which heat-room shall be separated from every
other part of the garage by partitions having one-hour fire resistance
fitted tightly to floor and ceiling.
(b) There shall be no pit in any floor.
Sect. 5. Class B. A public garage is any garage not included in
Class A. No pubUc garage shall be constructed, or maintained or used
as such until a permit therefor has been granted by the Building In-
spector. The following regulations shall govern the construction of and
maintenance of all public garages:
(a) No public garage shall be located or maintained within 50 feet of
any school, place of assemblage or place of detention.
(b) Hereafter no permit for the maintenance of a public garage, in
the prescribed area, in any frame building or in any building used in
part as a dwelling shall be granted.
or gypsum plaster not less than three-fourths inch thick. The metal lath to be at-
tached to the joists by 6 penny nails driven nearly home and heads turned over against
the lath, also by strands of No. 8 annealed wire looped over each third joist engaging
the lath at bottom of joist and twisted to place. These loops to be spaced at intervals
of 2 feet along the joists. The lath to be bent down 6 inches along the walls on aU sides
and securely attached to same.
For walls and partitions any construction meeting the test quaUfications should be
approved. In absence of test records proving that less thickness of material may be
employed the following may be accepted: Brick, hollow tile, concrete block or gypsum
block, 4 inches thick, or reinforced concrete 3 inches thick. The foregoing incombustible
constructions are recommended.
The minimum construction meeting the requirements for walls would be a back-
plastered Portland cement stucco on heavy metal lath attached to wooden studs spaced
on 16 inch centers with metal lath and three-fourths inch Portland cement or gypsum
plaster on the inside surface.
For partitions, three-fourths inch Portland cement or gypsum plaster on metal lath
on each side of stud construction as above specified may be accepted as fulfilling the
requirement.
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Sect. 6. All public garages hereafter erected within the fire limits
shall have enclosing walls of masonry, concrete or reinforced concrete.
Every window exposing any building within 50 feet shall have a standard
metal frame and sash glazed with wired glass. All elevators, stairways
and ramps shall be enclosed with fire-resistive material and every open-
ing in such elevators, or stairway enclosure protected by automatic
fire door.
Exposed steel work shall be permitted in roof supports only, AH
floors shall be of fire-resistive construction with an impervious surface
and designed to carry safely the loads imposed. Wooden roof or floor
support shaU be of miU type, or of built-up truss construction with no
wooden members less than 2x8 inches (nominal size) in minimum
dimension.
A garage exceeding 50 cars storage capacity on any one floor and with
unprotected steel or wooden roof supports or wooden floor supports shall
be protected by an automatic sprinkler system.
Sect. 7. No pits shall be permitted. No room used for storage
shall be permitted below a grade which wiU prevent natural ventilation
at the floor level.
Sect. 8. (a) All storage of gasoline shall be in underground tanks;
provided, however, that there may be in each garage one or more ap-
proved portable wheeled tanks, each of a capacity not exceeding sixty
gaUons, to be used for transferring such liquid from the storage tank; the
number of these wheeled tanks shall be fixed for each garage by the Chief
of the Fire Department and the Building Inspector. The reservoirs of
motor vehicles shall be filled directly through hose from pumps attached
to such portable tanks, or by hose coupled to permanent filhng stations
connected with the main storage tanks. No transfer of gasoline in any
garage shall be made in any open container. Hose for vise in connection
with the filUng station or with the portable tank shall be of such design
and material as to prevent leakage.
(b) Storage tanks for gasoline shall be buried at such points as shall be
directed by the Chief of the Fire Department and by the Building In-
spector. The top of each tank shall be at least three feet below the
surface of the ground and below the level of the lowest pipe in the build-
ing to be supplied. Tanks may be permitted underneath a building, if
buried at least three feet below the lowest floor. Tanks shall be set on
fii-m foundations and shall be surrounded by soft earth or sand weU
tamped into place, or encased in concrete. A tank may have a test well,
provided it extends to near the bottom of tank and its top shaU be her-
metically sealed and locked, except when necessarily open. WTien a
tank is located underneath a building its test weU shall extend above
source of supply. The limit of tank storage capacity permitted shall
depend upon the location of tanks with respect to the building to be sup-
plied and adjacent buildings, as follows:
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(1) Unlimited capacity if lower than any floor, basement, cellar or pit
in any building within a radius of fifty feet.
(2) 20,000 gallons total capacity if lower than any floor, basement, cel-
lar or pit in any building within a radius of thirty feet.
(3) 5,000 gallons total capacity if lower than any floor, basement, cel-
lar or pit in any building within a radius of twenty feet.
(4) 1,500 gallons total capacity if lower than any floor, basement, cel-
lar or pit in any building within a radius of ten feet.
(5) 500 gallons if not lower than every floor, basement, cellar or pit
in any building within a radius of ten feet, in which case it shall be en-
tirely encased in six inches of concrete.
(c) Except existing tanks in good condition, all tanks below ground as
permitted by this ordinance shall be made of basic open hearth steel or
wrought iron of a minimum gauge, depending upon the capacity or size




1 to 560 gaUons No. 14 BWG
560 to 1,100 gallons No. 12 BWG
1,100 to 4,000 gaUons No. 7 BWG
4,000 to 10,500 gallons i inch
10,500 to 20,000 gaUons t\ inch
20,000 to 30,000 gallons | inch
Tanks shall be riveted, welded or brazed and shall be soldered, caulked
or otherwise made tight in a mechanical and workmanUke manner,
and if to be used with a pressure discharge system shall safely sustain a
hydrostatic test at least double the pressure to which each tank may be
subjected. Top of each tank shall be securely fastened to top ring with
joints of equal tightness to those between rings. Every tank shall be
covered with asphaltum or other rust-preventing paint or coating. All
pipe connections shall be made through flanges or reinforced metal,
securely riveted, welded or bolted to tank and made thoroughly tight.
(d) All undergi'ound storage systems, in which the tank shall contain
inflammable gasses, shaU have at least a 1-inch vent pipe running from
top of tank to a- point outside of the building and acceptable to the Chief
of the Fire Department and to the Building Inspector, and which shall
end at least 12 feet above level of source of supply and in a location re-
mote from fire escapes and never nearer than three feet, measured
horizontally and verticaUy to any window or other opening; the tank
vent pipe shall terminate in a gooseneck, protected at its outer end by a
30 X 30 mesh, or equivalent, brass wire screen, or by a combined vent and
filling pipe, so equipped and located as to vent the tank at all times even
dviring filling operations. The vent pipes from two or more tanks may
be connected to one upright, provided they be so connected at a point
at least one foot above level of source of supply.
(e) All drawing-off pipes terminating inside of any building shall have




The end of the filling pipe for every underground storage tank shall
be carried to an approved location outside of any building but not
within 5 feet of any entrance door, or cellar opening, and shall be set in an
approved metal box with cover, which shall be kept locked except during
filling operations; this filling pipe shall be closed by a screw cap. A 30
X 30 mesh, or equivalent, brass screen strainer shall be placed in the
supply end of the filling pipe.
(g) Liquids shall be drawn from tanks by pumps so constructed as to
prevent leakage or waste splashing, or by some other system approved by
the Chief of the Fire Department and by the Building Inspector with con-
trolling apparatus and piping so arranged as to allow control of the
amount of discharge and prevent leakage or discharge inside the buUding
by any derangement of the system. When inside of a building, the
pump or other drawing-off device shall be located on the grade floor,
preferably near an entrance or other weU-ventilated place.
Sect. 9. In no instance shall gasoline or other volatile or inflam-
mable liquid be allowed to run upon the floor or to fall or pass into the
drainage system of the premises. Self-closing metal cans shall be used
for all oily waste or wasted oils.
Sect. 10. In every public garage two or more approved chemical fire
extinguishers and four or more pails of sand shall be kept convenient for
quick use in case of fire.
Sect. 11. Construction and maintenance of public garage outside the
restricted area and used solely for shelter purposes may be allowed un-
der the same provision prescribed in Section C—^relating to private
garages.
Passed Aug. 11, 1924.
An Ordinance relating to show.s and exhibitions.
Be it ordained by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. No showman, tumbler, rope dancer, ventriloquist or other
person shall, for pay, exhibit any feats of agiUty or horsemanship or
sleight of hand, rope dancing, or feats of cards, or any animal, wax
figures, puppets or other show, or shall perform or exhibit any theatrical
representation in this city, nor give any musical performance or ex-
hibition of singing or dancing or other exhibition or amusement of any
kind with or without pay, unless a license or permit therefore in writing,
specifying the time and object for which said license is granted, shall
first be obtained from the mayor, city clerk, and city marshal who are
hereby constituted a licensing board.
Sect. 2. Every such person shall pay such license for the use of the
city, the following sums : For each circus or show where feats of agility,
horsemanship, sleight of hand or rope dancing are performed and for,
menageries where wild beasts are exhibited, the sum of Fifty Dollars
($50.00); for each troupe or company of minstrels or comedians, and for
all other theatrical and dramatic exhibitions and for each panorama,
mirror, stereoscopic, moving pictures or other views, the sum of One
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Dollar ($1.00), for each day exhibited or performed; for each and all
other exhibitions, ^vTestling contests, or other shows the mayor, city
clerk, and city marshall shall fix the sum to be paid for license fee as they
deem best.
Sect. 3. Theaters or places of amusement of a permanent character
may be hcensed for a period of one year from the first day of May of each
year for the following sums: for theaters or places of amusement of the
seating capacity of one thousand (1000) or more, three hundred dollars
($300.00) per year; of the seating capacity of five hundred (500) and un-
der one thousand (1000), one hundred and fifty dollars ($150.00) per year;
of the seating capacity under five hundred (500), one hundred dollars
($100.00) per year, and all of the aforesaid sums to be payable in ad-
vance. The license shall designate the location of said theater or place of
amusement and shall not be transferable.
Sect. 4. If any person holding a license shall desire to transfer and
carry on such business in other premises in said city than those desig-
nated in the original application and in the license, upon the making and
filing of a new application said licensing board shall grant the same sub-
ject to the regulations and requirements as governed the original license.
Sect. 5. At any time after a license has been issued to any person
the same may be revoked and cancelled by said licensing board, if the
performance shall \'iolate any of the public statutes or ordinances of the
city, be conducted in a building which does not conform with the or-
dinances or regulations of the Board of Aldermen, or the place hcensed be
used for criminal or immoral purposes. Before any such license is re-
voked or cancelled, the holder shall be entitled to a hearing by said li-
censing board, and to five days' previous notice thereof in writing, ex-
cept that hcenses of a temporary character may be revoked at any time
by said licensing board without notice, in their discretion.
Sect. 6. Any member of said licensing board, police officer or agent
may enter upon the premises licensed under this ordinance at reasonable
times to ascertain the manner in which said license is exercised and to
preserve order.
Sect. 7. All hcenses or revocation thereof under Section 3 of this or-
dinance shall be subject to ratification by the board of aldermen.
Sect. 8. All concerts, shows, exhibitions or performances originating
in this city and of a purely local character for the benefit of any religious,
social, educational, charitable or fraternal organization, shall be entitled
to a license without any charge therefor.
Sect. 9. Any person violating any of the provisions of this ordinance
shall be punished by a fine not exceeding twenty doUars ($20.00).
Sect. 10. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage, and all
ordinances or parts of ordinances inconsistent herewith, are hereby re-
pealed.
Passed January 12, 1925.
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Resolution providing for printing of the roster of the city gov-
ernment.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the city clerk be instructed to prepare a roster of the present
city government and cause copies to be printed, and that the expense of
printing the same shall be charged to the account of printing and sta-
tionery.
Passed January 22, 1924.
Resolution in relation to a temporary loan not exceeding four
hundred thousand dollars ($400,000).
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the Committee on Finance is hereby authorized to borrow on
the credit of the city the sum not to exceed four hundred thousand dol-
lars ($400,000) for expenses in anticipation of taxes for the municipal
year 1924 and to issue notes of the city therefor upon such terms and
for such amounts as the committee shall determine. The said loan to
be payable from the taxes for the said municipal year and the said Com-
mittee on Finance is hereby authorized to refund all or any of the said
notes at their maturity, provided, however, that the refunding notes
shall be payable within one year after the date of the incurrence of the
debt represented by the note or notes refunded.
Passed January 22, 1924.
Resolution asking for sealed proposals for printing and binding
the annual city reports.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the city clerk be, and hereby is instructed to ask for sealed pro-
posals for printing and binding the city reports for the year 1923 and
submit the same to the Finance Committee, who shall have full power
to act in the matter.
Passed January 22, 1924.
Resolution in relation to paying salaries, pay-rolls and rents.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as folloivs:
That the mayor be, and hereby is, authorized to draw his warrant on
the city treasurer for the payment of all salaries, pay-rolls and rents as
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the same shall become due during the present municipal term, and all
bills so paid shall be laid before the Committee on Accounts and Claims
at the next meeting.
Passed January 22, 1924.
Resolution in favor of mattie e. drew.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of one hundred eighty-seven and 45-100 dollars
($187.45) be, and the same is hereby, appropriated out of any money
in the treasury not otherwise appropriated for the benefit of Mattie E.
Drew,
Passed February 11, 1924.
Resolution appropriating money for purchasing a sewer right
from the new hampshire spinning mills.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of three hundred dollars be and hereby is appropriated
for the purchase from the New Hampshire Spinning Mills of a permanent
right to maintain a sewer from East Canal street across the land and
canal of the said New Hampshire Spinning Mills to the Contoocook
River; said sum to be charged to the account of incidentals and land
damages.
Passed February 11, 1924.
Resolution appropriating money to pay taxes assessed in 1923 on
non-resident property sold to the city in 1920 for 1919 taxes.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. That the sum of twenty-six cents ($.26) be, and the
same is hereby, appropriated out of any money in the treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to pay taxes assessed in 1923 on non-resident prop-
erty sold to the city in 1920 for 1919 taxes.
Sect. 2. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed March 10, 1924.
Resolution appropriating money to pay taxes assessed in 1923
ON non-resident property sold to THE CITY IN 1921 FOR 1920
taxes.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. That the sum of one and 33-100 dollars ($1.33) be, and
the same is hereby, appropriated out of any money in the treasury not
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otherwise appropriated, to pay taxes assessed in 1923 on non-resident
property sold to the city in 1921 and 1920 taxes.
Sect. 2. This resohition shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed March 10, 1924.
Resolution appropriating twenty-five and 42-100 Dollars
($25.42) TO pay FOR non-resident real estate sold to the city
of'concord for unpaid taxes for the year 1923.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of twenty-five and 42-100 dollars (.125.42) be, and the
same hereby is, appropriated out of any money in the treasury not other-
wise appropriated, to paj' the amount due to the City of Concord for
non-resident real estate purchased at the tax collector's sale of non-
resident real estate for the unpaid taxes for the year 1923.
Passed March 10, 1924.
Resolution providing for printing five hundred copies of the
building code.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the Committee on Building Code be, and hereby is, authorized
to have printed five hundred copies of the Building Code and that the
expense of printing the same shall be charged to the account of printing
and stationery.
Passed March 10, 1924.
Resolution authorizing the finance committee to engage the
services of a city service advisor.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the Finance Committee be and hereby is authorized to engage
the services of Gaylord C. Cummings, City Service Advisor, for the
purpose of planning and installing a new system of accounts and records
in the various city departments at a total expense not exceeding two
thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00).
Passed March 10, 1924.
Resolution transferring fourteen hundred eighty dollars of
the income from the EASTMAN LIBRARY FUND TO THE PRINCIPAL
OF SAID FUND FOR THE LIBRARY.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. That the sum of fourteen hundred eighty dollars
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($1,480.00) of the income from the Eastman Library Fund be, and
hereby is, transferred to the principal of said fund for the Library.
Sect. 2. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed March 10, 1924.
Resolution transferring the balance from precinct west concord
sewer sinking fund to the general account. e
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of thirty-five and 14-100 dollars ($35.14), the balance
due Precinct West Concord Sewer Sinking Fund, January 1, 1924, be,
and hereby is, transferred to the general account of the city.
Passed April 14, 1924.
Resolution fixing and determining the amount of money to be
raised for the ensuing financial year to pay the operating
deficit existing at the end of the fiscal year 1923.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. There shall be raised and there is hereby ordered to be
raised, on the ratable estates within said city the sum of seventy-five
thousand dollars ($75,000) to pay for the operating deficit existing at
the end of the fiscal year 1923 and the tax for this purpose shall be placed
on the tax bills as a separate and distinct item.
Passed April 14, 1924.
Resolution fixing and determining the amount of money to be
raised on the taxable property and inhabitants within the
limits of the sewerage precinct for the ensuing financial
year.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. There shall be raised, and there is hereby ordered to be
raised, on the polls and ratable estates within the sewerage precinct of
said city the sum of eighteen hundred seventy-five dollars ($1,875.00) to
defray the necessary expenses and charges of said precinct for the ensuing
financial year, which shall be appropriated as follows:
For the payment of interest that may become due on precinct bonds,
$1,875.00.
Sect. 2. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed April 14, 1924.
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Resolution fixing and determining the amount of money to be
raised for the ensuing financial year for the use of the
CITY.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. There shall be raised and there is hereby ordered to be
raised on the polls and ratable estates within said city, the sum of three
hundred twenty-five thousand dollar's ($325,000) to defray the necessary
expenses and charges of the city for the ensuing financial year, which
together with the sums which may be raised by taxes on railroads and
from other sources, shall be appropriated as follows:
GENERAL.
For aid city poor $3,500.00
For interest cemetery trust fund -.
.
1,826. 17
For interest on bonds 6,855. 00
For interest on temporary loans 8,000 . 00
For Margaret Pillsbury Hospital 3,000.00
For New Hampshire Memorial Hospital 1,000.00
For civic adviser 2,500 . 00
For playground and bath 3,300 . 00
For parks 6,000.00
For eradication white pine blister rust 1,000.00
For clearing skating area 525 .00
For Memorial Day 460 . 00
For winter sports 100 . 00
For open air concerts 550 . 00
For White Park ball grounds 250 . 00
For municipal tree 75 . 00
For incidentals and land damages 12,500.00
For care of trees 4,500.00
For printing and stationery 6,500 .00
Repairs on buildings 4,000 . 00
For Fire Department, repairs 1,500.00
For repairs Police Department 1,000.00
For Concord Charity Organization 350 . 00
For Concord District Nursing Association 350.00
For Penacook District Nursing Aspociation 50 . 00
For E. E. Sturtevant Post 450.00
For Board of Aldermen 1,905.00
$72,046.17
BONDS.
For highway bonds $10,000.00
For City Hall bonds 10,000.00
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For bridge bonds $4,000.00
For Soucook River project 3,000 . 00






















For salary of engineer $3,000 . 00
For salary of assistants 2,500.00




For assistant chief's salary 2,000.00
For permanent men 27,100 . 00
For vacations 974.00
For semi-annual payroll 10,243.00
For house man 100 . 00
For rent Veterans' Association 210.00
For fuel 2,800.00
For lights •' 850.00
For incidentals 5,200.00
For horse hire 1,000.00
For new equipment 500 . 00
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For supplies—auto combination $400 . 00
For laundry 100.00
For fire inspection 630.00
For fire alarm 2,000.00
For Penacook fire alarm 500 . 00
$57,209.00
For Ford truck 650.00
$57,859.00
BOARD OF HEALTH.
For salary sanitary officer $2,000 . 00
For fumigation supplies 100 . 00
For contagious diseases 1,000 . 00
For upkeep of automobile 400 . 00
For incidental expense 1,500 . 00
For table garbage 5,200.00
$10,200.00
DEPARTMENT OP PUBLIC WORKS.
For maintenance $110,000 .00
For new work 40,000 . 00
For garbage 22,000 . 00
For sprinkling 8,000 . 00
For lighting 28,200.00




For deputy 2,200 .00
For captain • 2,000.00
For sergeant 1,950.00
For officers' salaries 27,230 . 00
For motor officer 900 . 00
For traffic officer 900 . 00
For specials 2,500.00




For exchange of auto 875 . 00
$46,755.00




For mayor $2,000 . 00
For city clerk 1,700 . 00
For clerk, board of public works 200 . 00
For overseer of the poor 390 . 00
For solicitor 800 . 00
For treasurer 1,225 . 00
For messenger 1,200 . 00
For city physician 700 . 00
For care of city clock 1 10 . 00
For assessors 4,400 . 00
For moderators and ward clerks 720 . 00
For supervisors and inspectors of elections 2,064.00
For judge of police court 1,200 . 00
For clerk, police court 600 . 00
For sealer weights and measures 720 . 00




Aid dependent soldiers $1,000 . 00 $1,000 . 00
Aid county poor 15,000.00 15,000.00
State poU tax 20,000.00 20,000.00
Sect. 2. There shall be raised and there is hereby ordered to be
raised a tax of three and 50-100 dollars ($3.50) on each thousand dollars
of the value of the ratable estates taxable within said city for the support
of the public school which, together with the income of the Abial Walker
fund shall be appropriated and divided among the school districts accord-
ing to the valuation thereof.
There shall also be raised a sum equal to two dollars ($2.00) for each
child residing in the city who was enrolled in the public schools in the
last preceding school year.
Sect. 3. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed AprU 14, 1924.
Resolution authorizing the issue of $70,000 serial bonds for
THE permanent IMPROVEMENT OP CITY STREETS, HIGHWAYS, SIDE-
WALKS, etc.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That pursuant to the Municipal Bonds Act of 1895 and the Laws of
1917, Chapter 129, the city treasurer is hereby authorized and directed
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to issue seventy thousand dollars ($70,000) serial bonds of the City of
Concord for the purpose of constructing public improvements of a per-
manent nature, consisting of the construction or reconstruction of streets
and highways and sidewalks within the city and the construction of a
building for the Highway Department. The said bonds shall be coupon
bonds, shall be dated May 15, 1924, shall be paid in ten equal annual
payments, the first, payment to become due one year from the date of
the bonds, and shall bear such rate of interest and shall be payable at
such place as shall be fixed by the city treasurer. The proceeds derived
from the sale of the said bonds shall be expended under the supervision
of the Board of Public Works.
Passed May 2, 1924.
Resolution authorizing the mayor to sign a quitclaim deed for
land sold to the citt for taxes.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the mayor be authorized to execute a quitclaim deed for lot No.
3513-B, Sheet 52, Engineer's Map, sold to the city for taxes at a cost to
include all taxes and costs against said property.
Passed May 2, 1924.
Resolution appropriating money for an automobile for the police
department.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of five hundred fifty dollars ($550) be, and the same
hereby is, appropriated for the purchase of an automobile for the use of
the Police Department, the same to be charged to the incidental account
of said department.
Passed May 12, 1924.
Resolution authorizing the mayor to sign a quitclaim deed for
land sold to the city for taxes.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the mayor be authorized to execute a quitclaim deed for lot No.
4514, Map D, Engineer's Map and lot 8068 on the Assessors' Map, sold
to the city for taxes at a cost to include all taxes and costs against said
property.
Passed May 12, 1924.
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Resolution providing for a discount on taxes.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That a discount of two per cent (2%) shall be allowed on all taxes
assessed for the year 1924, which are paid within ten days from the date
of the tax bills.
Passed June 9, 1924.
Resolution appropriating money for the band concert held july
4, 1924.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of two hundred fifty dollars ($250) be, and the same
hereby is, appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
appropriated for the band concert held July 4, 1924.
Passed July 14, 1924.
Resolution in favor of frank j. kelly.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of one hundred ninety-nine dollars be and hereby is
appropriated for the relief of Frank J. Kelly to reimburse him for serv-
ices and expenses in connection with the funeral of one Gallagher who
died as the result of injuries from being hit by a truck of the Police
Department of the City of Concord while said truck was in the per-
formance of the duties of said department. Said appropriation to be
charged to the account of incidentals and land damages.
It is understood that the city by this appropriation does not admit
any legal liability because of the injuries to or the death of the said
Gallagher nor any legal liability to any person or persons growing out of
same, but that this appropriation is for the relief of the said Kelly and
not otherwise.
Passed July 14, 1924.
Resolution relating to the estate of Horace b. bartlett.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the city solicitor be authorized to co-operate with counsel for
the estate of Horace B. Bartlett to the intent that the city may enjoy
the full benefit of the residuary bequest made to the city in the will of
the said Horace B. Bartlett.
Passed July 14, 1924.
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Resolution appropriating money to pay taxes assessed in 1923 on
REAL estate SOLD TO THE CITY OF CONCORD IN 1920 FOR 1919 TAXES.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. That the sum of ninety-eight dollars and nine cents
($98.09) be, and the same is hereby appropriated out of any money in
the treasury not otherwise appropriated, to pay taxes assessed in 1923
on real estate sold to the city in 1920 for 1919 taxes.
Sect. 2. That the city treasurer is hereby authorized to pay to the
collector of taxes said amount of ninety-eight dollars and nine cents
($98.09).
Sect. 3. This resolution shall take effect on its passage.
Passed July 14, 1924.
Resolution appropriating money to pay taxes assessed in 1923
ON REAL estate SOLD TO THE CITY OF CONCORD IN 1921 FOR 1920
TAXES.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. That the sum of one hundred ninety-five and 49-100
dollars ($195.49) be, and the same is hereby appropriated out of any
money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, to pay taxes assessed
in 1923 on real estate sold to the city in 1921 for 1920 taxes.
Sect. 2. That the city treasurer is hereby authorized to pay to the
collector of taxes, said amount of one hundred ninety-five and 49-100
dollars ($195.49).
Sect. 3. This resolution shall take effect on its passage.
Passed July 14, 1924.
Resolution appropriating money to pay taxes assessed in 1923
on real estate sold to the city of concord in 1922 for 1921
TAXES.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. That the sum of three hundred eighty-eight and 38-100
dollars ($388.38) be, and the same is hereby appropriated out of any
money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, to pay taxes assessed
in 1923 on real estate sold to the city in 1922 for 1921 taxes.
Sect. 2. That the city treasurer is hereby authorized to pay to the
collector of taxes said amount of three hundred eighty-eight and 38-100
dollars ($388.38).
Sect. 3. This resolution shall take effect on its passage.
. Passed July 14, 1924.
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Resolution appropriating money to pay taxes assessed in 1923 on
REAL estate SOLD TO THE CITY OF CONCORD IN 1923 FOR 1922 TAXES.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. That the sum of eighty and 74-100 dollars ($80.74) be,
and the same is hereby appropriated out of any money in the treasury
not otherwise appropriated, to pay taxes assessed in 1923 on real estate
sold to the city in 1923 for 1922 taxes.
Sect. 2. That the city treasurer is hereby authorized to pay to the
collector of taxes said amount of eighty and 74-100 dollars.
Sect. 3. This resolution shall take effect on its passage.
Passed July 14, 1924.
Resolution appropriating eighteen hundred thirty-one and
47-100 DOLLARS ($1,831.47) to pay for real estate sold to the
city OF CONCORD FOR UNPAID TAXES FOR THE YEAR 1923.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of eighteen hundred thirty-one and 47-100 dollars be
and the same hereby is, appropriated out of any money in the treasury
not otherwise appropriated, to pay the amount due to the City of Con-
cord for real estate purchased at the tax collector's sale of real estate for
the unpaid taxes for the year 1923.
Passed July 14, 1924.
Resolution appropriating money for interest, temporary loan,
ACCOUNT.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000) be, and the same is,
hereby appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
appropriated, for the account, Interest Temporary Loan.
Passed August 11, 1924.
Resolution authorizing the mayor to sign a quitclaim deed for
land sold to the city for taxes.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the mayor be authorized to execute a quitclaim deed for lot No.
1235, Ward Four, Engineer's and Assessors' Maps sold to the city for
taxes, at a cost to include all taxes and costs against said property.
Passed August 11, 1924.
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Resolution authorizing the mayor to deed certain property.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the mayor be and hereby is authorized to give a quitclaim deed
in the name of the City of Concord covering all of the city's interest in
Lot No. 4371, Map C, Ward 8, Assessor's Map, for the sum to include
all taxes, interest and costs due thereon.
Passed August 11, 1924.
Resolution in relation to a temporary loan not exceeding
$75,000.00.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That in addition to the temporary loans already authorized the Com-
mittee on Finance is hereby authorized to borrow on the credit of the
city the sum not to exceed seventy-five thousand doUars ($75,000.00)
for expenses in anticipation of taxes for the Municipal Year 1924, and
to issue notes of the city therefore, upon such terms and for such amounts
as the committee shall determine, the said loan to be payable from the
taxes for the said municipal year; and the said Committee on Finance is
hereby authorized to refund all or any of the said notes at their maturity,
provided, however, that the refunding notes shall be payable within
one year after the date of the incurrence of the debt represented by the
notes refunded.
Passed August 11, 1924.
Resolution appropriating the sum of one hundred fifty dollars
FOR playgrounds AND BATHS.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of one hundred fifty dollars ($150.00) be, and the same
hereby is, appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
appropriated, for playgrounds and baths.
Passed September 8, 1924.
Resolution relative to opening polls on election day.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
In the election to be held Tuesday, November 4, 1924, the polls in
the several wards of the City of Concord shall be opened at seven o'clock
in the forenoon.
Passed October 13, 1924.
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Resolution appropriating the sum of five hundred dollars for
LIGHTS, city hall.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of five hundred dollars ($500) be, and the same hereby
is, appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, for lights, city hall.
Passed October 13, 1924.
Resolution appropriating the sum of .twelve hundred dollars
for city poor.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of twelve hundred dollars ($1,200) be, and the same
hereby is, appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
appropriated, for city poor.
Passed October 13, 1924.
Resolution appropriating the sum of twelve hundred dollars
FOR printing and STATIONERY.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of twelve hundred dollars ($1,200) be, and the same
hereby is, appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
appropriated, for printing and stationery.
Passed October 13, 1924.
Resolution accepting the gift of the memorial to captain eben-
ezer eastman.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the City accept the gift from the Eastman Association of the
lot of land with the Concord Granite monument thereon erected in
Ward 2 to the memory of Captain Ebenezer Eastman, the first settler in
Concord, and further accept the conditions of the said gift as specified
in the vote of the Eastman Association passed April 17, 1924, all as
referred to in the offer of the committee for the Eastman Association
dated October 6, 1924.
Passed October 13, 1924.
RESOLUTIOisr appropriating money FOR MAPLE GROVE CEMETERY.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of seventy-five dollars ($75.00) be, and the same hereby
is, appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, for Maple Grove Cemetery.
Passed November 10, 1924.
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Resolution recommending the appointment op a bail commissioner.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the Superior Coiirt of Merrimack County be and hereby is
petitioned to appoint Peter J. King of Concord, N. H., as a bail
commissioner.
Passed November 10, 1924.
Resolution appropriating money to reimburse fred a. lane for
taxes erroneously assessed in 1923.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of twenty-six and 6-100 dollars ($26.06) be, and the
same hereby is, appropriated to reimburse Fred A. Lane for taxes errone-
ously assessed in the year 1923. Said sum to be charged to the account
of incidentals and land damages.
Passed November 14, 1924.
Resolution authorizing alderman washburn to procure an option
ON property owned by MRS. CALEB LITTLE.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That a sum not^to exceed ninety-nine dollars ($99.00) be, and hereby
is, appropriated to procure an option on a piece of property south of
Ferry Street owned by Mrs. Caleb Little. Said sum to be expended by
Alderman Washburn and charged to the account of incidentals and
land damages.
Passed November 14, 1924.
Resolution appropriating money for salary, t.4JC collector.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of seven hundred dollars ($700) be, and the same hereby
is, appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appro-
priated for salary, tax collector.
Passed December 8, 1924.
Resolution appropriating money for municipal christmas tree.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of fifty dollars ($50) be, and hereby is, appropriated
out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated for a
municipal Christmas tree to be expended by a special committee to be
appointed by the mayor.
Passed December 8, 1924.
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Resolution appropriating the sum of two hundred fifty-six and
73-100 dollars for printing and stationery.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the sum of two hundred fifty-six and 73-100 dollars ($256.73)
be, and the same hereby is, appropriated out of any money in the treas-
ury not otherwise appropriated, for printing and stationery.
Passed December 8, 1924.
Resolution appropriating money to install electric lights at
WHITE park.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows.
•
That the sum of three hundred dollars ($300) be, and hereby is, appro-
priated to install three electric lights at White Park for the better light-
ing of the park for winter sports. Said sum to be charged to the account
of incidentals and land damages.
Passed December 8, 1924.
Resolution transferring money from the appropriation for
public library to the principal of the eastman library fund.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. That the sum of fourteen hundred eighty dollars
($1,480.00) of the appropriation for Public Library, be and hereby is,
transferred to the principal of the Eastman Library Fund.
Sect. 2. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed December 29, 1924.
Resolution appropriating money for deficiencies in the several
departments.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
Section 1. That the sum of twenty-three hundred ninety-three and
97-100 dollars ($2,393.97) be, and hereby is, appropriated out of any
money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, to pay outstanding
claims as follows:
City poor $37 . 77
Dependent soldiers, county 16 . 92
Interest on bonds 1,562 . 50
Lighting streets 358 . 43
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Old North Cemetery $0.37
Pine Grove Cemetery 21 . 47
Printing and stationery 155 .11
Table garbage 214.22
White Park ball ground 27. 18
2,393.97
Sect. 2. That there be transferred to the appropriation for garbage
for the year 1924, the sum of two hundred eighty-one and 8-100 dol-
lars ($281.08), the same being the earnings of this department.
Sect. 3. That there be transferred to the appropriation for roads
and bridges for the year 1924, the sum of eighty-six hundred twenty-
one and 64-100 dollars ($8,621.64), the same being the earnings of this
department.
Sect. 4. That there be transferred to the appropriation for sewers
for the year 1924, the sum of seven hundred eighteen and 32-100 dollars
($718.32), the same being the earnings of this department.
Sect. 5. That there be transferred to the appropriation for sprin-
kling for the year 1924, the sum of two hundred twelve and 67-100 dol-
lars ($212.67), the same being the earnings of this department.
Sect. 6. That there be transferred to the appropriation for trees
for the year 1924, the sum of one hundred thirty and 88-100 dollars
($130.88), the same being the earnings of this department.
Sect. 7. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed January 12, 1925.
Resolution in relation to a temporary loan not exceeding four
hundred thousand dollars ($400,000).
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the Committee on Finance is hereby authorized to borrow on
the credit of the city the sum not to exceed four hundred thousand dol-
lars ($400,000), for expenses in anticipation of taxes for the municipal
year 1925 and to issue notes of the city therefor upon such terms and
for such amounts as the committee shall determine. The said loan is
to be payable from the taxes for the said municipal year, and the said
Committee on Finance is hereby authorized to refund all or any of the
said notes at their maturity; provided, however, that the refunding
notes shall be payable within one year after the date of the incurrence
of the debt represented by the note or notes refunded.
Passed January 12, 1925.
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Resolution asking for sealed proposals for printing and binding
THE annual city REPORT.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as follows:
That the city clerk be, and hereby is, instructed to ask for sealed pro-
posals for printing and binding the City Reports for the year 1924 and
submit the same to the Finance Committee, who shall have full power
to act in the matter.
Passed January 12, 1925.
CITY GOVERNMENT, 1924.
Inaugurated fourth Tuesday in January, 1924.
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.
MAYOR.
Salary, $2,000 per annum.
HON. WILLIS H. FLINT.
Office: City Hall, Room 4.
BOARD OF ALDERMEN.
Aldermen-at-Large, salary, $200 per annum. Ward Aldermen, salary, $75 per annum
with additional $10 to each member of the Committee on Accounts and Claims.
Aldermen-at-Large.






16 South Spring Street
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Ward Aldermen.
Ward ^—HARRY F. JONES, Penacook
Ward ^—CLARENCE I. TEBBETTS, East Concord
Ward 5—OTTO ANDERSON, West Concord
Ward 4—GEORGE G. PRESCOTT, 42 No. State Street
Ward 5—CLARENCE J. WASHBURN, 57 Center Street
Ward ^—LEVI L. HEATH, 16 South State Street
Ward 7—CHARLES J. McKEE, 7 Badger Street
Ward 5—ADOLPHE BOISVERT, 93 So. Main Street
Ward P—JAMES McGUIRE, JR., 212 No. State Street
CITY CLERK.
Elected biennially in January by Board of Aldermen. Salary, $1,700 per annum.
ARTHUR E. ROBY.
Office: City Hall, Room3.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.














STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN.
On Accounts and Claims—
Aldermen Prescott, Heath, Brunei.
On Bills, Second Reading—
Aldermen Stevens, Chase, Anderson.
On Elections a7id Returns—
Aldermen Boisvert, R. W. Brown, Jones.
On Engrossed Ordinances—
Aldermen Anderson, Tebbetts, R. W. Brown.
On Finance—
Mayor, Aldermen R. A. Brown, Stevens, Chase, Washburn.
On Fire Department—
Aldermen Strong, McGuire, Jones.
On Lands and Buildings—
Aldermen R. A. Brown, McKee, Heath.
On Police and License—
Aldermen Brunei, Boisvert, McKee.
On Public Instruction—
Aldermen McGuire, Tebbetts, Prescott.
Committee on Playgrounds and Bath—
Aldermen Washburn, Brunei, McGuire, Jones, Tebbetts,
Miss Mary Saltmarsh, Mrs. Cora Sullivan, Miss Elsie
L. Johnson, Richard T. Smith.
. CITY TREASURER.
Elected biennially in January by Board of Aldermen. Bond to the acceptance of the
Board of Mayor and Aldermen. Salary, $1,200 per annum, and $25 as
Treasurer of Cemeteries.
CARL H. FOSTER.
OflSce: First National Bank.
CITY ENGINEER.
Elected biennially in January by Board of Aldermen. Salary, $3,000 per annum.
FRED W. LANG.
Office: City Hall.
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CITY MESSENGER.
Elected biennially in January by Board of Aldermen. Salary, SI,200 per annum.
EDWARD M. PROCTOR.
COLLECTOR OF TAXES.
Elected annually in January by Board of Aldermen. Bond within six days to satisfac-
tion of the board. Salary, one-half of one per centum upon the first $100,000; three-




Salary, $1,200 per annum. Clerk, $2,000 per annum.
Office: Room 5. City Hall.
JOSEPH E. SHEPARD, Chairman,
Term expires January, 1928
JAMES H. MORRIS, Clerk, " '' " 1926
MICHAEL H. DONOVAN, " " " 1930
SUPERINTENDENT OF STREETS.




SANITARY OFFICER AND INSPECTOR OF
PLUMBING.





Elected biennially in January by Board of Aldermen. Salary, $600 per annum.
DR. CHARLES H. COOK.
Office: 37 Green Street.
ASSISTANT CITY PHYSICIAN.
Elected biennially in January by Board of Aldermen. Salary, $100 per annum.
DR. E. U. SARGENT.
Office: Penacook.
CITY SOLICITOR.
Elected biennially in January by Board of Aldermen. Salary, $800 per annum.
ELWIN L. PAGE.
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
Elected biennially in January by Board of Aldermen.
Ward 1—HARRY F. JONES, Penacook.
Salary, $30 per annum.
Ward ^—CLARENCE I. TEBBETTS, East Concord.
Salary, $10 per annum.
Wards 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 5—ARTHUR E. ROBY, City Hall.
Salary, $350 per annum.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT.
JUSTICE MUNICIPAL COURT.





Appointed by Justice. Salary, $600 per annum.
JOHN W. STANLEY.
CITY MARSHAL.
Appointed by Board of Aldermen. Term, unlimited. Bond of $1,000 required.
Salary, $2,600 per annum.
GEORGE A. S. KIMBALL.
Office: Police Station.
ASSISTANT MARSHAL.
Appointed by Board of Aldermen. Term, unlimited. Salary, $2,200 per annum.
VICTOR I. MOORE.
* Died November 11, 1924.
t Appointed December 10, 1924.
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REGULAR POLICE AND NIGHT WATCH.
Appointed by City Marshal, subject to confirmation by Board of Aldermen. Term,
unlimited. Salary, $1,650 per annum to $1,916, according to term of service. Police
Station service, $1,000 to $1,300.
Samuel L. Bachelder, Captain of Night Watch.
* J. Edward Silva, Captain of Night Watch.
Salary, $2,000 per annum.
Christopher T. Wallace, Sergeant.
Salary, $1,950 per annum.
Samuel L. Bachelder, George H. Silsby, Irving B. Robinson,
House Officers.
Samuel Rodd, Merle F. Densmore,
John B. Long, Fred N. Harden,
C. H. Curtis, F. Scott Rogers,
A. W. Mclsaac, Eugene G. Densmore,
Paul H. Moore, James J. Halligan,
George M. Dooley,
Abraham D. Gushing, Thomas M. Harrison, Chauffeurs.
RESERVE OFFICERS.
George H. Abbott, Captain.
Edward J. O'Connell, Frank Silva,
Joseph King, Herbert E. Clark,
Harold B. Page, Mathew Peabody,
WilHam E. White, Addison N. Martin,
Edward L. Howland, Joseph P. Morrill,
D. Otis Swain, Perley H. Morse,
Mark D. Casey, Hayward C. Logan,
John P. Walsh, Joseph G. Andrews,
Harry D. Long.
* Appointed May 15, 1924.
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PUBLIC LIBRARY.
TRUSTEES.
Appointed biennially in January by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of
Aldermen. Salary, none.
Ward i—CHARLES H. SANDERS.
Ward ^—OSCAR H. WOODWARD.
Ward S—LEVIN J. CHASE.
Ward 4—JOHN A. BLACKWOOD.
Ward 5—WILLIS D. THOMPSON.
Ward ^—THOMAS W. D. WORTHEN.
Ward 7—WILLIAM W. FLINT.
Ward 5—PERLEY B. PHILLIPS.
Ward .9—WILLIAM J. AHERN, JUNIOR.
LIBRARIAN.
Elected annually by trustees of library. Salary, $1,200 per annum.
GRACE BLANCHARD.
ASSISTANTS.
Salary, $800 per annum.
JOSEPHINE M. BROWN. HELEN C. CLARKE.
MARY W. DENNETT.





Two appointed annually in March, for four years, by Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
Salary, none.
Office: Room 1, City Hall.
WILLIS H. FLINT, Mayor, ex-officio,



















SUPERINTENDENT OF WATER WORKS.




TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS.
NATHANIEL E. MARTIN, Term expires January, 1925
CARL H. FOSTER, " " " 1926
HARRY H. DUDLEY, " " " 1927
* Died September 27, 1924.
t Appointed to fill vacancy.
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FIRE DEPARTIVIENT.
CHIEF ENGINEER.
Elected by Board of Aldermen. Term, unlimited. Salary, $2,600 per annum.
WILLIAM C. GREEN.
ASSISTANT ENGINEERS.
Elected by Board of Aldermen. Term, unlimited.
FOR PRECINCT.





Salary, $100 per annum.
FRED M. DODGE.
FOR EAST CONCORD.
Salary, $20 per annum.
C. E. ROBINSON.
FOR WEST CONCORD.
Salary, $20 per annum.
GEORGE W. KEMP.
STEWARD FIRE STATION, EAST CONCORD.
Elected by Board of Aldermen. Salary, $30 per annum.
M. J. LACROIX.
* Died January 6, 1924.
t Appointed February 11, 1924.
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SUPERINTENDENT FIRE ALARM, PENACOOK.
Elected by Board of Aldermen. Salary, $100 per annum.
FRED M. DODGE.
BUILDING INSPECTOR.
WILLIAM C. GREEN, Chief, ex-officio.
FRED W. LANG.*
SUPERINTENDENT OF CITY CLOCKS.
Elected by Board of Aldermen. Salary, $85 per annum.
MERVIN E. BANKS.
BOARD OF HEALTH.
Appointed biennially in January, by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of
Aldermen. Salary, none.
WILLIS H. FLINT, Mayor, ex-officio,
Dr. CHARLES H. COOK, ex-officio,
DR. SIBLEY G. MORRILL.
REGISTRAR OF VITAL STATISTICS.
ARTHUR E. ROBY.
Office: City Hall.
* Elected August 11, 1924.
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BOARD OF HYDRANT COMMISSIONERS.
No salary.
FRED W. LANG, City Engineer
WILLIAM C. GREEN, Chief of the Fire Department
PERCY R. SANDERS, Supt. of the Water Works
PARK COMMISSIONERS.
Two appointed annually in January, for three years, by Mayor, subject to confirmation
by Board of Aldermen. No salary.
WILLIS H. FLINT, Mayor, ez-officio.




One from each ward (except Wards 4, 5, 6, 9, and part of Ward 7, consolidated) ap-
pointed annually in January, for three years, by Mayor, subject to confirmation by
Board of Aldermen. Salary, none.
Ward 1.
OLIVER J. FIFIELD, Term expires January, 1925
CHARLES H. SANDERS, " " " 1926
WALLACE C. HOYT, '' " " 1927
Ward 2.
CHARLES T. STANIELS, Term expires January, 1925
SCOTT FRENCH, " " " 1926
C. A. CHAMBERLIN, " " " 1927
Ward 3.
ROYAL D. HOLDEN, Term expires January, 1925
MATHEW H. PEABODY, " " " 1926
LEWIS S. PARMENTER, " " " 1927
Ward 7.
ALBERT S. TRASK, Term expires January, 1925
FRANK G. PROCTOR, " " " 1926
IRVING F. CURRIER, " " " 1927
Ward 8.
ROBERT E. PHILBRICK, Term expires January, 1925
ALMAH C. LEAVITT, " " " 1926
BENJAMIN J. PRESCOTT, " " " 1927
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COMMISSIONERS OF CEMETERIES.
For Wards 4, 5, 6, 9, and part of Ward 7.
Two members appointed annually in March, for three years, by Mayor, subject to
confirmation by Board of Aldermen. Salary, none.

















Appointed biennially in January by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of
Aldermen. Salary, none.








FOR WOODLAWN CEMETERY, PENACOOK.
OLIVER J. FIFIELD.
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FOR EAST CONCORD CEMETERY.
SCOTT FRENCH.







Appointed annually in January by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of Alder-
men. Fees, one-fourth cent per gallon for inspection, paid by owner of oil.
CLARENCE I. TEBBETTS.
FENCE VIEWERS.
Appointed annually in January by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of





Appointed annually in January by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of Alder-
men. Fees, two cents each for impounding sheep, and five cents each for aU other
creatures, paid by owners.
OMAR L. SHEPARD, JR.
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SEALERS OF LEATHER.
Appointed annually in January by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of
Aldermen. Fees, reasonable price, paid by person employing.
JOHN C. THORNE,
FRANK E. GALE.
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
Appointed annually in January by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of
Aldermen. Salary, $720.
FRED S. PENDLETON.
Office: 11 Court Street.
CULLER OF STAVES.
Appointed annually in January by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of Alder-
men. Fees, bbl. staves, 28 cents; hhd. staves, 34 cents; pipe staves, 40 cents; butt
staves, 45 cents; hoop, 50 cents; heading, 33 cents per M.—paid by party for whom
culling is done.
FRED H. PERLEY.
WEIGHERS OF HAY, COAL, ETC.
Appointed annually in January by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of
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CITY WEIGHER.
WILLIAM A. KELLEY.
Office: Rear of Police Station.
SURVEYORS OF PAINTING.
Appointed a'nnually in January by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of
Aldermen. Fees, reasonable price, paid by party employing.
George Abbott, Jr., George Griffin,
Charles F. Mudgett, Moses E. Haines.
SURVEYORS OF MASONRY.
Appointed annually in January by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of
Aldermen. Fees, reasonable price, paid by party employing.
Fred L. Plummer, William Rowell.
Stephen H. Swain,
SURVEYORS OF WOOD, LUMBER AND BARK.
Appointed annually in January by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of Alder-
men. Fees, for surveying shingles and clapboards, 4 cents per M. ; boards and timber,
16 cents per M.; measuring cord wood, 4 cents per cord or load, or 40 cents per hour
for over twenty cords—paid by person employing.
Arthur G. Stevens, John Rolfe,
John .A. Blackwood, Fred G. Chandler,
Albert O. Preston, Oliver Reno,
Alfred Clark, Silas Wiggin,
Edgar D. Eastman, F. E. Frost,
Harry Jones, Irving T. Chesley,
William Pierce, B. J. Prescott,
George Darrah, Arthur C. Stewart,
Arthur N. Day, Fred W. Lang,
Frank E, Dimond, Charles H. Swain,
Henry Rolfe, Everett L. Davis,


































































































BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF PLUMBERS.
Appointed annually in March by Mayor, subject to confirmation by Board of
Aldermen. No salary.
CHARLES H. COOK, M. D., ex-officio,





Ward 7—FRANK P. ROBERTSON,
ELI LAFLAMME,
GEORGE F. McGIRR.
Ward 2—M. J. LACROIX,
FRED J. CARTER,
C. E. ROBINSON.


















Ward 5—PATRICK J. GAVAGHAN,
DENNIS J. KENNEY,
FRANK J. SPAIN.
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WARD CLERKS.
Ward i—JOHN B. DODGE.
Ward ^—WALTER C. SANBORN.
Ward 5—EARL N. WOODBURY.
Ward 4—WILLIAM B. McINNIS.
Ward 5—EDWARD A. DAME.
Ward.6—GUY JEWETT.
Ward 7—GEORGE B. WHITTREDGE.
Ward 5—GEORGE E. JACOBS.
Ward 5—ANDREW E. SALTMARSH.
MODERATORS.
Ward i—JOHN H. ROLFE.
Ward :g—WARREN F. ESTY.
Ward 3—FRANK C. BLODGETT.
Ward 4—JOSEPH S. OTIS.
Ward 5—WILLIAM L. STEVENS.
Ward e—ARTHUR E. DOLE.
Ward 7—ALBERT W. THOMPSON.
Ward <§—CORNELIUS McCORMICK.
Ward 5—PAUL E. CASEY.
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MAYORS OF CITY OF CONCORD.
The original charter of the city was adopted by the inhabitants March 10, 1853, and
until 1880 the Mayor was elected annually. Since 1880 the Mayor has been elected
for two years at each biennial election in November. Under the City Charter,
adopted May 11, 1909, the Mayor was elected in December, 1910, for one year, and
biennially thereafter in November, beginning in the year 1911.
Hon. JOSEPH LOW, 1853-'54.
" RUFUS CLEMENTS,* '55.
" JOHN ABBOTT, 1856-'57-'58.
" MOSES T. WILLARD, 1859-'60.
'' MOSES HUMPHREY, 1861-'62.
" BENJAMIN F. GALE, 1863-'64.
" MOSES HUMPHREY, '65.
" JOHN ABBOTT, 1866-'67.
" LYMAN D. STEVENS, 1868-'69.
" ABRAHAM G. JONES, 1870-'71.
" JOHN KIMBALL, 1872-'73-'74-'75.
" GEORGE A. PILLSBURY, 1876-'77.
" HORACE A. BROWN,t 1878-'79-'80.
'' GEORGE A. CUMMINGS,! 1880-'81-'82.
" EDGAR H. WOODMAN, 1883-'84-'85-'86.
" JOHN E. ROBERTSON, 1887- "88.
" STILLMAN HUMPHREY, 1889-'90.
" HENRY W. CLAPP, 1891-'92.
" PARSONS B. COGSWELL, 1893-'94.
" HENRY ROBINSON, 1895-'96.
" ALBERT B. WOODWORTH, 1897-'98.
" NATHANIEL E. MARTIN, 1899-1900.
" HARRY G. SARGENT, 1901-'02.
" CHARLES R. CORNING, 1903-'08.
" CHARLES J. FRENCH, 1909-'15.
" NATHANIEL W. HOBBS, 1916-'17.
" CHARLES J. FRENCH, 1918-'19.
" HENRY E. CHAMBERLIN, 1920-'23.
" WILLIS H. FLINT, 1924-
* Died in ofiBcc, January 13, 1856.
tTerm closed in November, 1880.





BOARD OF EDUCATION, 1924-1925.
Harry F. Lake, Esq.





Harry F. Lake, Esq.,
Mrs. Dorothy B. Jackson,
Mr. Carl H. Foster,
Mr. Bennett Batchelder,
Mrs. Elisabeth R. Elkins,
Mr. Joseph S. Otis,
Rev. W. Stanley Emery,
Mrs. Osma C. Morrill,
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15 Summit Street. Office: Parker School.
Hours: 4 to 6 p. m., school days. Office open 8 to 12 a. m.,
1.30 to 6 p. m. Telephones: Office, 1325; house, 603R.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.
Charles Waterman Walker.
74 School Street. Office: Parker School.





Mechanicks Bank. 12 Auburn Street. Telephone, 63.
ATTENDANCE OFFICER.
Arthur James Taylor.
6 Avon Street. Office: Parker School.




4 Rockingham Street. Telephone, 702.
Celia Shuff.
7 Oak Street. Telephone, 1783-12.
Office of Financial Agent, Parker School.
Office hours: 8.30 to 12 a. m., 1.30 to 5.00 p. m.
MEDICAL INSPECTOR AND PHYSICAL DIRECTOR.
Arthur Kehew Day, M. D.
11 South Street. Office: Parker School.
Hours: 8.30 to 9 a. m., and 4 to 4.30 p. m. on school days.
Telephones: Office, 1325; house, 995W.
SCHOOL NURSE.
Helen Young Upham, R. N.
941^ South State Street. Office: Parker School.




50 West Street. Telephone, 203J.
OFFICERS OF THE DISTRICT.
Arthur P. Morrill ...... Moderator
Ray E. Burkett . . . . . . . . Clerk
Henry H. Metcalf and Clyde M. Davis . . Aiiditors
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.
To the Citizens of Union School District:
The only addition to the equipment of the district during
the past year has resulted from the purchase, remodeling and
equipment of our Practice House. In accordance with the
vote of the district, that a house should be bought to provide
accommodation for the Domestic Arts course, the house at
59 Warren Street, adjacent to the High School, was obtained
and has been used during the school year. It has proved to
be very practical and satisfactory. Excellent sewing and
fitting rooms give the sewing classes an opportunity to work
under the best conditions the district has ever provided.
The kitchen and pantry are used by the cooking classes^ and
meals are served in the dining room, while a laundry in the
basement makes instruction in washing and ironing possible.
Miss Wallace, the head of the department, lives at the house,
paying rent to the district and has direct supervision of
the property. Her office also is in the building.
The project has worked admirably, and the Board of Edu-
cation feels that in view of the housing conditions which
exist in the district, the purchase of this practice house was
the best method to relieve the congestion in the High School,
When the need for such a house shall have passed, it may
easily be turned into offices for the district or because of its
situation and the improvements which have been made it
would find a ready market.
The Board of Education has been troubled for a long time
over the problem of transportation. There is probably but
one district in the state which has more territory to cover, or
spends more money for the purpose. We have thirteen
different routes, conveying 271 children. There are no con-
veyances to be had really suitable for the purpose. Those
furnished locally are such only as are the left-overs from the
now obsolete livery stable business. The wagons and
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barges used as conveyances are so constructed as to leave
the children when enroute without proper supervision, and
in cold and rainy weather are so enclosed by curtains as to
hide the children almost entirely throughout the trip.
We have for a long time felt that there was much in our
transportation system that was not dignified, nor in keeping
with Concord schools. There are standard barges which
are used to a great extent throughout the country, which
afford every possible safeguard to the health and morals of
the children. We believe that possibly three such motor
barges would take care of several of our routes at an expense
not greater than the present. The mandate which involves
the taking of no risks with the lives and health of our chil-
dren rests heavily upon us. We have, therefore, inserted an
article in the warrant under which appropriate action can
be taken, and we hope the district will provide means to buy
one or more standard motor vans for school purposes the
coming year. We believe that such motor vans can be
operated substantially the whole year,—certainly they could
be so operated during an open season like the present one.
If the operation of such as might be purchased now should
prove successful, more could be provided at a later date.
We unreservedly recommend such purchase for immediate
use.
The time has arrived when Union School District should
give some attention to the matter of pensions for its teachers.
A large number of our teachers have given the district long
and faithful service, and much of this service was given at a
time when salaries were meager. There will be, before
many years, several retirements from the ranks of the teach-
ing force, and we feel that in no event will these teachers be
able to retire into comfortable circumstances so far as their
own savings are concerned.
In consequence, your Board desires the establishment of
some appropriate pension system for the teachers of Union
School District. That in Manchester, by a special enabling
act of the Legislature, permits the city to appropriate money
annually as a pension to such former teachers as are recom-
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mended for the purpose, year by year, by the Board of
Education. It is obvious that this method lacks that degree
of security particularly desirable in such a matter. An-
other system, adopted in many places, embodies the pay-
ment on the part of the teachers into a common fund, which
establishes in time a very substantial principal from which,
upon retirement, teachers may receive a stated annual in-
come. It is evident that by this system the teachers have
their pensions created out of their own earnings, instead of
receiving them as additions to their annual salaries, which is
the method followed under the system first suggested.
If the idea of providing a so-called pension, which as ap-
plied to teachers is to be regarded only as deferred compen-
sation for services actually rendered, finds favor with the
district, we hope that such interest may be created in the
matter as will result in devising and establishing a proper
pension system, so-called, at an early date.
The most important matter facing the district is that of a
new High School building. The High School, the Parker
School, and the Penacook, Cogswell, Rumford and Chandler
Schools are overcrowded. The High School, designed for
496, will next year have nearly 700 in attendance,—the
Parker School, made to accommodate 180, has now 280,
while the other grade schools mentioned are taking care of
substantially twenty-five per cent more than good results
will permit. We believe that the District well understands
that the erection of a new High School building, and the
transferring of the entire Junior High School to the present
High School building, and the use of the Parker School to
relieve congestion in the grade schools named south of
Pleasant Street, is the only practical plan for the immediate
future.
Such a plan was contemplated in the vote of the last an-
nual meeting, authorizing the School Board to obtain an act
from the Legislature enabling the district to incur such a
debt as would be necessary for the carrying out of the under-
taking suggested. This bill has been prepared, introduced
into the Legislature, passed by it, and signed by the Gov-
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ernor. Under its provisions, we shall have ample funds to
acquire a site and erect and equip a building, paying for the
same during such period less than forty years as may be
agreed upon by the city and the district.
We therefore recommend that under the appropriate arti-
cle in the warrant, a committee of citizens be appointed to
act with the School Board or a committee thereof, and that
to this joint committee authority be given to select a site,
employ architects and with them plan a High School build-
ing to accommodate at least 1,000 pupils, and immediately
to build and properly equip the same,—and as necessary for
this purpose, that the district vote to raise and appropriate
a sufficient sum.
Bearing upon the cost of such a proposition, the School
Board has made only such investigation as was possible,
without the expenditure of money. We believe that a
building of the character suggested can be erected and
equipped for approximately $500,000. The additional cost
of a site is problematical, depending obviously upon the
amount of land taken, and the number and value of the
buildings thereon. We make no suggestion herein as to the
site,—that should be left to the committee appointed, or
provided for at the annual meeting. There follows this











Board of Education of Union School District.
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Concord, N. H., February 11, 1925.
Harry F. Lake, Esq., Chairman Board of Education, Concord,
New Hampshire:
Dear Mr. Lake: The cost of printing the annual city
report is large. This document includes in full the reports of
Union School District, and I find it is really a large part
thereof.
In the interests of economy, we have asked all departments
to make reports as brief as possible consistent with compre-
hensiveness. If it is possible for the usual school reports to
be shortened without loss of value to the district, we should
appreciate your efforts to this end.
WILLIS H. FLINT,
Chairman Finance Committee.
Concord, N. H., February 13, 1925.
Hon. Willis H. Flint, Concord, N. H.:
My Dear Mayor Flint: Your letter of February 11 is
just at hand. The School Board will be mindful of your
suggestions, and will endeavor to abbreviate as much as can
reasonably be done the various reports. We are, of course,
pleased to co-operate with you in this matter.
Very respectfully yours,
HARRY F. LAKE,






House and lot, $4,100.00
Recording deed, . 87
Wiring, 147.60
Plumbing, 369.62
Heating supplies, 899 . 98
Refinishing, 761 . 85
Tin roof, 15.00-
Cement, 1 . 60'
Taxes, 131.51
Concreting, 56 . 95
Architect fees, 137.00
Furniture, 425 . 62
Furnishings, 215.27
Freight and trucking, 4 . 24
Grading, 172.30





March 15, 1934, to March 11, 1925.
H. L. Alexander, Treasurer.
Appropriation.
Amount voted by district, $283,808.37
Domestic Arts housing, 8,500.00
Dog licenses, 2,145.51
Abial Walker Fund, 36.61
$294,490.49
Amount drawn from city treasurer, $279,000.00
Balance due from city treasurer, 15,490.49
$294,490.49
Receipts.
Balance on hand March 25, 1924, $58.02
Drawn from city treasurer, 279,000.00
Received from tuition, 4,341.02
Received from cash sales for school lunches, 3,951.32
" " " miscellaneous, 113.71
" " '' " '' text-books, 116.46
" " " " " scholars' supplies, 443.90
Received from cash sales for medical inspec-
tion, .90
Received from cash sales for repairs, 9.45
Received from state of New Hampshire, 2,402.89
$290,437.67
Expended.
1. Expenses of School Board and other dis-
trict officers, $325.00
2. Expenses of superintendents, 4,500.00
3. Truant officer and census, 140.51
Salary of truant officer, 799.76
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Concord, N. H., March 11, 1925.
We hereby certify that we have examined the foregoing
accounts of the Financial Agent of Union School District,







Cost per pupil, including all current expenses,
Cost per pupil, including all current expenses,
based on average membership.
Cost per pupil for tuition, including music, draw-
ing, superintendents, etc.,
Cost per pupil for tuition, exclusive of special
teachers and superintendent.
Cost per pupil for tuition, exclusive of special
teachers and superintendent, in all schools
below the High School,
Cost per pupil for tuition, exclusive of special
teachers and superintendent, in the High
School,
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For Every Dollar Expended
1924-1925.
$0. 629+ for teachers' salaries.
.055+ for janitors' salaries and supplies.
. 047+ for fuel.
. 036+ for transportation of pupils.
. 029+ for lands and new buildings.
. 026+ for repairs to buildings.
. 024+ for new equipment.
. 021+ for state per capita tax.
. 018+ for medical inspection.
. 017+ for scholars' supplies.
. 017+ for other expenses of administration.
.016+ for text-books.
.015+ for superintendents' salaries and expenses.
. 014+ for insurance on buildings.
. 007+ for alterations of old buildings.
.007+ for other expenses of instruction.
. 006+ for light and power.
. 003+ for truant officer and census.
. 003+ for other expenses of operation and maintenance.
.001+ for water.
.0004+ for graduation, exhibits, etc.
.0001+ for reference books, maps, etc.
.0001+ for salaries and expenses of School Board.
. 0084+ for all other things.
Elementary
Schools.
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.
To the Board of Education of Union School District:
The sixty-fifth annual report of the schools of this dis-
trict and my own thirty-ninth report as superintendent is
herewith submitted for your approval.
The prosperity of your schools for the last year has been
definitely marked in many different ways. In the various
lines of work improvement is noticeable that justifies the
expense, the anxieties, the labor and the constant care that
must always accompany its successful realization.
No system of education can progress in a broad way by
simply considering local demands. It must be constructed
and carried on with a knowledge of national and state
requirements to make it a worth-while local institution.
As a national proposition public education is before the
country in a constantly expanding form seeking to add
support to our scheme of government and insure it an
increasing power. This improvement is being sought by
legislation that will strengthen national organization and
reduce illiteracy.
Prominent among the many suggestions for improve-
ment we find a growing desire for radical changes in the
requirements of the secondary school curricula, changes
that bear directly upon improving the manner of living
the common life and these, I think, will be accomplished
at no distant day. The following also are subject to the
serious thought of educators: The testing of pupils for
intelligence and achievement. The growth of the platoon
method of conducting public schools. Providing for the
advancement of superior children through amplified courses
of study. Reorganization of the courses of study in his-
tory and geography. The expansion of domestic arts
courses. More definite plans for looking after the health
of the pupils. The expansion of musical organizations and
definite credit for extra-curricula activities.
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The matter of state educational activity is being closely
and carefully managed so that the plan, which has placed
New Hampshire in the front rank educationally, is being
perfected and carried into effect by a capable corps of
officials.
The work of our own schools in the various departments
has been carefully planned and carried on to success. The
course of study authorized by the state is followed as
closely as possible, varied only by local demands that must
be recognized.
Very definite results obtained from standardized tests
show your schools to be in the superior class. In certain
branches they are not surpassed in the country.
Probably the greatest hindrance to further improvement
is the lack of room for the junior high schools, and for the
elementary schools in certain sections.
We hope that the good judgment of the people of this
city will cause the erection of a new high school building
whose occupancy will furnish enough additional room to allow
the proper expansion for the junior high schools and relief
for crowded elementary grades for a long period of time.
Pupil Enrollment.
The peak of pupil enrollment was reached this year.
There were many rooms crowded beyond reasonable work-
ing numbers. In the first semester it was found that there
were fifteen rooms each with an enrollment of from forty
to fifty pupils. With such handicaps standard work is out
of the question.
These conditions forced the transfer of many pupils
beyond the established lines for attendance at the various
schools causing much inconvenience to parents, but they
have met it with little complaint even in the most extreme
cases. Extra help has been furnished for the Kimball,
Cogswell, Walker and Harriet P. Dame primary grades.
The part of the district lying south of Pleasant Street
suffers most from the lack of proper housing conditions.
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All available rooms here are in use and a majority of them
are overcrowded.
Complaint has been made by the people living in the
vicinity of Hall Street about the distance the small chil-
dren have to walk to reach the nearest school building, and
the accompanying dangers from traffic. These complaints
are well-founded and the difficulties should be obviated as
soon as possible.
The efficiency of the work in the junior and the senior
high schools is seriously impaired by a lack of room. This
can be best relieved by the early erection of a new high
school building on a lot with a much needed field for
physical culture.
The transportation of pupils to the city schools still
continues to be one of the district's great problems. Early
in the year I called your attention to the need of better
and safer facilities for carrying the children. This should
be considered from two very serious viewpoints. The
physical security and the moral uplift of the children. No
risks should be taken with such things as these. They are
not being realized to the fullest extent now. We need
newer, safer, and more commodious vehicles with respon-
sible drivers. There are now being carried 271 pupils by
thirteen different routes.
Senior High.
The attendance at this school has varied from 576 to 597.
Probably about 675 pupils will be enrolled in the fall.
During the year 134 pupils have graduated, 22 of whom
entered college and 2, normal schools.
The record of tardinesses has improved. The various
activities have been carried on much the same as in other
years. A dramatic club has been formed that is a distinct
addition to the extra-curricula activities. The Lyceum has
entered the Interscholastic Debating League. A new
arrangement for mathematics has been made that is ex-
pected to increase efficiency in this branch. The principal
commends the efforts of the cadet teachers and notes
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effective progress being made as well as a growing school
spirit. Mr. Walker's work in behalf of the school is
commendable.
Junior High Schools,
The junior high schools have functioned effectively as
intermediate steps from the elementary to the senior high
grades. When reasonable accommodations are furnished
these schools by housing them for two years in one building,
their efficiency, which is already proved, will be doubled.
The Elementary Schools.
The substantial work of these grades is reflected in the
advanced work of the grades following. The usual adjust-
ments are being made to keep the grading up to the capacity
of the pupils.
Kindergartens.
The kindergartens have shown an increase in attendance,
particularly in the Rumford and Dunklee Street schools.
This department was an interesting feature of the school
parade, the children showing attractively with their sun-
bonnets and caps of rainbow colors. The assistants have
been employed in helping out the primary grades in the
afternoons. The work has been aided by parents and
friends in making gifts and by the gradual introduction of
the Hill Blocks. The supervisor and subordinate teachers
have accomphshed much.
The Morrill School of Mechanic Arts.
I beg leave to call your attention to the high standards
attained by this school in all its lines of work. A depart-
ment of book-binding was inaugurated last fall with the
idea that it would prove its worth both financially and
educationally. The eventual purpose is to rebind all of
the books belonging to the district whenever needed.
The school was represented in the parade by an exact
model of the building made at the school. It received
much in favorable comment.
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The equipment of this school is reasonably full. Its
broad sphere of usefulness coupled with the fine work
attained in the various departments are invaluable in
educating boys along lines of proper living and in main-
taining Concord's reputation for the best in public school
work.
Domestic Arts.
This department has been reorganized since the last
report. At the close of the spring term Miss B. Lillian
Barker, for a number of years at the head of the sewing
department and for one year supervisor of domestic arts,
resigned. Her place was taken by Miss Grace I. Wallace
who is working out a new plan. With skilled supervision
there is no reason why this department should not equal
any other of the kind in the state.
The practice house at 59 Warren Street, at which a
great deal of the work in this branch is done, is a distinct
addition to the school system. It contains a commodious
pantry, kitchen, dining room, living room, and supervisor's
office on the first floor, and a large room for sewing with
cutting and fitting room adjacent, a bath room, and a
chamber on the second floor. This chamber is rented by
two teachers at a reasonable sum per week.
In the attic are two small unfinished chambers that may
eventually be called into use.
In the basempf is a boiler, heated by gas, providing heat
for the ent house. In addition there is a large space
for storage and laundry purposes.
The high school class had the furnishings and their
arrangement as a project, and the girls of the domestic arts
department with commendable spirit raised a sum of
money to assist in equipping the kitchen. The sewing
classes aided in making towels, curtains, and table hnen.
The design is to make this house a real home for the girls
both in working and in leisure hours.
Sewing in grade five has been discontinued to allow
classes K and L an hour a week each for taking up this work.
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School lunches have been conducted along traditional
lines. They seem to be giving good satisfaction.
I recommend: That the lunch rooms be made more
attractive. That education in food selection be made
prominent so that pupils may be directed toward the
nutritious side of the lunch. That more sewing machines
be furnished. That the course be made a full credit course
the same as others.
This department starts out auspiciously. The instruc-
tors are apparently capable, earnest workers. The initial
year of the supervisor promises a continuation of the suc-
cess that has been evident.
Music.
The district continues to be fortunate in retaining the
services of Mr. Conant as director. The work of Miss
Colburn has been confined to the lower grades where her
efforts have been successful.
A new brass band of more than ordinary merit has been
started in the High School with distinct success. We have
now, outside of the school choruses, a brass band, an orchestra,
a girls' glee club, and a boys' glee club in the High School;
and a girls' glee club, a boys' glee club, and an orchestra
in the Junior High School. Music has made decided
advancement since the last report. Music Week was
observed and many of Concord's best musicians under the
direction of Mrs. Morrill gave their services to the schools
with vocal and instrumental selections.
Drawing.
Miss Helen C. Redfield resigned during the summer, and
Mr. William P. Hopkins was chosen to fill her place. He
also resigned in March.
A reorganization of the work is needed.
Physical Education.
Both Mr. Callahan and Miss Pease have not been work-
ing under the best conditions, but they have accompHshed
a.great deal.
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Outside of the various forms of strenuous athletics the
work of Mr. Callahan has been confined to hygienic exercises
with the pupils. There is improvement noticed in the
general carriage of the pupils and in obedience to commands.
An extra half hour should be added to the session-time
and devoted wholly to this work. It should be conducted
upon a definite credit basis.
Medical Inspection.
This work has been the subject of much thought during
this year. The pupils are now given a physical examina-
tion once a year and are weighed and measured once each
month. The work of Dr. Day is proving of great value
in raising health standards. In this he has an able assist-
ant in Mrs. Helen Y. Upham, R.N. The following statis-
tics are of interest. Of 3,296 children weighed and meas-
ured, 522 were found to be below normal weight. This
number was reduced 50 per cent in four months' time.
67,756 milk and cracker lunches were served last year,
representing an increase of 15,283 over the year preceding.
New rules were formulated and put in practice to pre-





A parade of all the public schoolchildren took place on Fri-
day, June 13, 1924, in the forenoon. About 2,900 children
were in line, all the various grades and departments being
represented. The affair was so illuminating and well-or-
dered that it won the approval of everybody. The march
was short, but countermarching on Main Street gave all the
opportunity of seeing the entire line.
The parade was reviewed from the balcony of the
Eagle Hotel by the Board of Education, Mayor Flint,
Commissioner Butterfield and other distinguished citizens.
Obituary.
Miss Luella Anne Dickerman, a teacher for many years
in our schools, died May 15, 1924.
Miss Dickerman received her elementary and secondary
education in the public schools of this city, continuing her
post-secondary education in various special schools.
Following her graduation from Concord High School she
taught two years in Hooksett, N. H. Then she came
directly to Concord schools where she was in service
thirty-three years, the last seventeen of which were spent
as principal of the Parker Junior High School.
Miss Dickerman's professional study was wide, varied,
and thorough. It is a question whether any other teacher
in the state at the time was better informed on professional
matters and educational progress.
She taught at different times in summer schools and in
1915 received the degree of M.A. from Bates College.
As a lecturer on educational subjects her services were
in frequent demand by many different organizations, her
papers always being forceful, instructive and entertaining.
Miss Dickerman's contribution to the success of Con-
cord's Schools cannot be adequately written. She ex-
hibited in a high degree the many qualities that belong to
a successful teacher. Her impress upon pupils was not
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confined to the classroom. It extended far beyond, enter-
ing into the lives of her pupils abundantly, and acting upon
their subsequent careers as a guiding star. The various
manifestations of esteem by her former pupils during her
final sickness paid just tribute to one of the strongest
teachers I have ever kno^vn.
The Teaching Force.
One of the prime functions of successful school adminis-
tration is to secure a competent teaching corps and keep
their professional standing on a high plane. Everything
else aside, the teaching force determines the success of any
educational system.
I am confident that the teachers of our schools can
measure up adequately to the standard of intelligence,
energy, and general teaching ability that the modern school
must have for successful work.
However this may be, no teacher nor any body of teachers
can afford to rely upon past experience alone to meet the
growing standards year by year. If we work with our eyes
upon the traditions of the past, the school world will move
on without our help and our knowledge.
The following tabulation gives a clear idea of the stand-
ing of Concord teachers with respect to their professional
equipment:
The whole number of teachers who are graduates of colleges, 28
The whole number of teachers who are graduates of normal schools, 23
The whole number of teachers who are graduates of city training
school, 65
The whole number of teachers who have attended summer schools
during the last three years, 39
This shows that 28 per cent of the teachers have sought
to improve their teaching ability by extra effort in the
summer vacation in the last three years.
During this winter many of the teachers have taken the
College Extension Course in psychology which was con-
ducted by Harvard professors. Those who earned a full
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certificate will be allowed to count it as an equivalent to
attendance at a normal school for one summer.
The available sources for professional training here are
quite unusual for a city of this size. The Dewey Normal
Training School functions admirably in keeping up primary
standards by furnishing trained teachers for the grades.
There are now in the school eleven young ladies who
promise success, two in the senior class and nine in the
junior class. Probably from now on we shall have entering
classes normal in size.
In addition to the training school we have two university
graduates in teaching fellowships. Each has shown apti-
tude for teaching both in regular class work and in sub-
stitutions which cover the work of both the junior and the
senior high schools. They have been under the immediate
training and direction of Mr. Walker whose work has
shown to advantage. This training is economical from
every point of view.
Nevertheless, training and experience in regular positions
wears itself out unless renewal occurs at reasonably
frequent periods. Such periods are valuable not only
for renewal and enlargement of one's professional equip-
ment but for that which is just as valuable, the associa-
tions with fellow teachers from different parts of the
Country.
The teachers are to be commended for faithful applica-
tion that they have shown under many disheartening con-
ditions. Without complaint they have exhibited com-
mendable pride in trying to keep their schools up to former
standards. No one appreciates this more than the superin-
tendent and he gladly brings it to the attention of the
committee and the public.
I feel very keenly, however, the importance of fre-
quently reviving one's professional associations and the
amplification of one's professional training. May I not
ask that we all make extra effort to have Concord teachers
one hundred per cent perfect in this respect.
I cannot close this report without acknowledging the
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great assistance I have received from the Board of Educa-
tion, the assistant superintendent, and the entire teaching





REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT
SUPERINTENDENT.
Mr. Louis J. Rundlett, Superintendent of Schools:
Dear Sir: I am presenting herewith a brief summary of
several educational activities for the past year together with
a number of recommendations.
Evening School.
The enrollment in the evening school at the present time
is sixteen. The school meets three evenings a week in the
High School building. Mrs. Grace Putnam, who has been in
charge of this work for a number of years, is, as usual, doing
very excellent work.
The work of the evening school might be extended very
profitably in three directions. First, classes for the express
purpose of preparing our foreign born neighbors for taking
out their citizenship papers should be offered. A special
committee of the Chamber of Commerce has been working
recently on the problem of naturalization. This committee
has gathered information concerning the number of Concord
residents who are not yet American citizens, and has found
that there are a large number who do not know how to read,
write or speak the English language. The public evening
school seems to be the most available means through which
this instruction can be given. Because of the activity of the
Chamber of Commerce and other local organizations
interested in this problem of naturalization, we are looking
forward to a rather large increase in night school enrollment
for the coming year.
The second direction in which evening school activities
might be expanded is through the establishment of classes
along the lines of the practical arts. The Morrill School
and the new Practice House are buildings well adapted for
this type of work. Short unit courses in mechanical
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drawing, printing, applied physics, radio instruction, etc.,
could be offered to young men, while courses in cooking,
sewing, dress making, etc., might be offered to young
women at the Practice House.
As a third means of expansion, we recommend that
subjects of high school grade be offered in the evening
school. There have been several applications for work of
this kind during the past two years by pupils who have
left school before completing their high school work. This
work could be made rather practical in nature along the
lines of bookkeeping, typewriting, mathematics, English
and history.
Professional Improvement.
School teachers, as well as members of other professions,
must keep abreast of the times. The science of education
has made rapid advances during the last decade. The
general public is demanding more and more that the teachers
of its children be more than "quizzers." Witness the
legislators passing laws demanding better qualified teachers;
witness state and local boards raising the standard of pro-
fessional training for those who are to engage in the teaching
profession, and witness the consensus of opinion of the
teachers themselves as exemplified in the slogan "A well-
trained teacher for every school." During their summer
sessions the normal schools and universities are crowded to
capacity.
Our Concord teachers, as a group, are professionally
inclined. Several of them have attended summer sessions
at Harvard, Columbia or at normal schools. The financial
cost of summer school attendance is not low, ranging from
S150-$300, depending on the amount of work taken and the
standard of living maintained. Yet it is a good investment
for the public and the teacher.
In a city in a neighboring state, before the introduction of
a junior high school system, thirty-six of the teachers
attended summer school for the expressed purpose of study-
ing the organization, best methods of instruction and other
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problems connected with junior high schools. Is it any
wonder that this city is winning rapid recognition for the
excellency of its junior high school program?
During the present winter a course of twenty lectures in
Educational Psychology has been given to the Concord
teachers under the auspices of Boston and Harvard Universi-
ties. For those teachers who are unable to attend summer
school this course is a valuable one. Sixty-eight of our
teaehers are enrolled and the majority of them are working
for credit. We recommend that this type of work be
continued during the next winter.
Educational Aims and Objectives.
Our Concord schools should have definite aims and
objectives. Perhaps the best statement of aims yet
formulated is that given by the committee appointed by the
National Educational Association of Teachers. It is as
follows: "The committee regards the following as the main
objectives of education: (1) Health, (2) command of
fundamental processes, (3) worthy home-membership,
(4) vocation, (5) citizenship, (6) worthy use of leisure,
(7) ethical character."
The Baltimore Survey Committee states that, due to the
great diversion of public funds for education, there must be
forthcoming dividends in terms of more intelligent and
zealous participation in promoting the community welfare.
(1) There should result an improvement in individual
health and community sanitation.
(2) There should be a more general control and a higher
standard of command of the fundamental processes.
(3) The home should become a more satisfactory social
institution through the contribution to its cultural activity
of all its members.
(4) All citizens should be helped to find a vocation for
which they are suited and in which they may find the joy of
productive effort.
(5) A more critically responsive public opinion, a united
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and determined general effort for a better community, and
a greater willingness to contribute to the general welfare.
(6) The ever-increasing leisure time of great numbers of
the population calls for the setting of higher standards of
employment of leisure if it is to be an asset rather than a
liability to the community.
(7) And finally, the supreme outcome of the community
investment in secondary education must be the higher
ethical character of the maturing boys and girls that Uiey
may perceive clearly their relations to their fellows and to
the institutions with which they deal.
Is it too much to ask that future educational policies be
determined by these objectives?
In conclusion I wish to express my appreciation of the co-




Assistant Supermtendent of Schools.
TABULATION OF CLASS DATA FOR NIGHT SCHOOLS, 1924-1925.
Whole number of different
pupils.
1924-1925 1923-1924
Men Women Men Women
English A 7 18 5
English B 15 7 25 7
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Cora T. Fletcher ....
Elizabeth J. Donovan
Ehzabeth Rogers ....
Julia M. Melifant . . .
Luella A. Dickerman.
Fannie E. Lincoln . .
.





Anna M. Keenan. . .
.
Grace M. Haskell . . .
Nina B. Stanchfield.
























Resigned at end of
spring term.














































Residence ( ) =out of
town.
20 Pine St.
15 Rumford St. (Portland,
Maine.)
5 So. State St.
28 Thorndike St.
6 WaU St. (Syracuse, N. Y.)
36 So. State St.
14 No. State St.
3 Rumford St. (Gloucester,
(93 High'St.,Penacook, N. H.)
167 Rumford St.
22 Ehn St. (Bangor, Me.)
121 Warren St.
41 Warren St.
99 No. State St.
(20 Winter St. Penacook.
N. H.)
105 No. State St.
70 Rumford St.
63 High St.













Alice M. M. Phaneuf .
.
Sara E. McClure
Agnes V. Sullivan . . .
Helen F. Stevens
SupervisingPrincipal
















99 No. State St.
(20 Winter St., Penacook,
N. H.)


























Katharine E. Crabbe . .
.
Frances M. Twomey. . .
Hannah E. Bourne . . .
.
Myrta B. Lowe





Stella M. French. . .
Doris C. Saben
RuMFORD School.




Annie E. Saltmarsh. . .
,
Ellen C. Dohertv
Abbie T. McDonald . .













Ruth M. McCaig .
.
Marguerite M. J. Tet-
reault












































Mathematics K, L. .
.















Geography I, J, K, L.



























Special Teacher . .
.
Residence ( ) = out
of town.
60 So. Main St.
70 Rumford St.
63 High St.
71 Warren St. (Hooksett.
N. H.)
542 No. State St., West Con-
cord, N. H.




66^ No. State St.














6 Court St. (Franklin, N. H.)
47 Pleasant St.
45 Perley St.
















Annie M. Branon ....
Clara E. Flanders ....
Rose E. Donovan ....
Marion F. Callaiian. .
.
Franklin School.
Abbie A. Donovan. . .









Belle E. Shepard . . . .
.
Antoinette Francis. . .
Harriet P. Dame
School.
Nettie M. Bowen . . . .
Rose C. McCormick .
Agnes E. Callahan . . .
Anna E. Murphy
Cogswell School.









Ethel M. Carpenter. .
Nora E. Murphy



















Resigned at end of
spring term. . .
Supervising Princi-
pal, room 6

































































105 So. Main St.
11 Concord St.
84 Center St.
1 View St., West Concord, N.H.
126 Warren St.
101 No. State St.





8 North State St.




22 No.Spring St. (Bristol.N.H.)
18 So. Fruit St.
Grades V, VI, VII. . .
.
I, II, 111,1V..
Grades IV, V, VI, VII








Clinton St. R.F.D. 2
Iron Works Rd., R.F.D. 3
East Concord, N. H.
(20 Summer St., Penacook,
N. H.)























John McKenzie . .
,








































Eastman School. . . .


















60 N. State St. (Winchendon,
12 So. Spring St. (Duxbury,
Mass.)
73 Rumford St.








482 No. State St., West Con-
cord, N. H.
R.F.D. 5
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HIGH SCHOOL TABLE.
Showing the Number of Students Taking Each Study,
First Semester, 1924-1925.
SUBJECTS.
TABLE OF ATTENDANCE FOR THE YEAH ENDING JUNE 20, 1924.
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PUPILS OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Of Union School District, High School Hall, Thursday Evening,
February 26, 1925, at Eight O'Clock.
PROGRAM.
High School Orchestra
"A Hunting Scene" Bucahssi
ORIGINAL DECLAMATION.
1. "The Power of Music"
AHce Helen Galligan, High School, Class V
2. "The Typical American"
Grace Milton \Miite, High School, Class T
3. "Education—A Quest"
Margaret Frances Morrison, Parker School, Class P
4. " Educating the Immigrant
"
John Lester Nolan, High School, Class R
(a) "There Little Girl Don't Cry" Norin
(b) "De San'man's Song" McKinney
Girls' Glee Club, High School
FORENSIC DECLAMATION.
1. " The Flag and Patriotism
"
Roger Henry Gillette, Chandler School
2. "The National Flag"
WiUiam Gust Andberg, Garrison School
3. " Heroic Courage
"
Edward Blyth Dunphy, Walker School
March—"The Dictator"
High School Brass Band
MISCELLANEOUS DECLAMATION.
1. "Grandma Keeler Gets Grandpa Keeler Ready for
Sunday School"







2. "Two Little Sunbonnets" Donnell
Emogene Lavinia Cass, Walker School
3. "TheBoy That Was Scar'tO'Dyin'" Slosson




Original Declamation—High School, Groups 1 and 2.
First Prize, $15, awarded to Grace Milton White, High School.
Second Prize, $10, awarded to Alice Helen Galligan, High School.
Forensic Declamation—Junior High Schools, Group 2.
First Prize, $6, awarded to Roger Henry GUlette, Chandler School.
Second Prize, $4, awarded to William Gust Andberg, Garrison School.
Miscellaneous Declamation—Junior High Schools, Group 2.
First Prize, $6, awarded to Bertha Matilda Angwin, Chandler School.
Second Prize, $4, awarded to Emogene Lavinia Cass, Walker School.
BOARD OF JUDGES.
Hon. Robert P. Bass, Peterboro, N. H.
Hon. J. Randolph Coolidge, Sandwich, N. H.
Rev. Oscar W. Peterson, Penacook, N. H.
PRIZE SPEAKING ACCOUNT.
Received,
Balance from last year's account, $3,550 . 28
Interest on same for one year, 147.32
Sale of 462 tickets at 35 cents, 161 . 70
Expended.
Henrietta C. Bemis, professional services,
Prizes, including books,
English Prize Composition, expense,
Miscellaneous expense, including selling and taking tickets,
ushers, music, etc..
Cash on hand as a guaranty fund for future contests,
$3,859.30
$3,859.30
ANNUAL CONTEST IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION
FOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS.






First, $3 Lawrence Henry Tucker, P Penelope.
Second, $2 Dorothy Marie Hadley, O Brutus.
Third, $1 Doris Fuller, P The Vicar in Prison.
Chandler, Walker, Garrison Schools.
Classes M, N.
First, $3 Margaret Frances Morrison N The Prophecy.
Walker School,
Second, $2 Robert Whittier Parker, M The Sacrifice of Virginia.
Walker School,
Third, SI Edward March Cummings, N How I Held the Bridge.
Walker School,
EIGHTH ANNUAL ALBIN PRIZE MEDAL CONTEST.
High School Hall, June 6, 1924, 8 p. m.
PROGRAM.














Mr. H. Styles Bridges.
Rev. Harry F. Shook.
Mr. William Y. Morrison.
Rachmaninoff
Violin Solo—"To a Wild Rose"
GRADUATING EXERCISES, CONCORD
HIGH SCHOOL.
Class of June, 1924.
Auditorium, Friday, June 20, 1924, 2.30 p. m.
PROGRAM.
March—"The Boys in lOiaki" Bennett
High School Orchestra
Prayer:
Rev. W. Stanley Emery
Essay—"The Needs of the Youth of Concord"
Kinsley Moses Batchleder (First Honor)
Essay—"The Development of Education in New Hampshire"
Barbara Everett (Second Honor)
Chorus— ' ' Forest Dance '
'
Targett
Members of the Graduating Class
Address—"The Fruits of Education"




Woman's College Club Prize
Thayer Athletic Prize
Class of January 1922 Cup




















—"The Meaning of Education"
Catharine Anna Moore (First Honor)
Essay—"New Hampshire, A Place for Winter Sports"
Mary Helene Wheeler (Second Honor)
Waltz—"Sparkling Sunlight"
Girls' Glee Club




Awards—Class of January 1922 Cup
Woman's College Club Prize
Selections—(a) "The American Patrol"












President, Earl C. Knowlton
Vice-President, Ahce M. Powell
Secretary, Omar T. Johnson
Treasurer, Charles C. Davie
GRADUATING CLASSES OF THE CONCORD
HIGH SCHOOL.
































































































































































































































































































ANNUAL SCHOOL MEETING WARRANT.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
To the Inhabitants of Union School District in Concord, N. H., qualified to
vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auditorium on Prince Street,
in said district, on the ninth day of April, 1924, at 7.30 o'clock in the
evening, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose a moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To hear and act upon the report of the Board of Education for the
past year.
4. To choose three members of the Board of Education to hold office
for three years, to fill the vacancies arising from the expiration of the
term of office of W. Stanley Emery, Osma C. Morrill, and Charles Dun-
can.
5. To choose one or more auditors for the ensuing year.
6. To see what sum of money the district will raise and appropriate for
the payment of the debts of the district.
7. To see what sum of money the district will raise and appropriate for
the support of schools for the ensuing year.
8. To see if the District will authorize the School Board to secure from
the Legislature at its next session an enabling act, empowering the Dis-
trict to issue necessary notes or bonds for the purpose of purchasing sites
and erecting school buildings thereon, over and above the indebtedness
now allowed by law.
9. To see if the District will raise and appropriate the sum of Eight
Thousand Five Hundred dollars ($8,500) to provide housing accommo-
dations for the Domestic Arts classes of the High School.
10. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Given under our hands this 20th day of March, 1924.
HARRY F. LAKE, DOROTHY B. JACKSON,
W. STANLEY EMERY, CHARLES DUNCAN,
OSMA C. MORRILL, BENNETT BATCHELDER,
JOSEPH S. OTIS, ELISABETH R. ELKINS,
CARL H. FOSTER,
Board of Education of Union School District.
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RECORD OF ANNUAL MEETING, 1924.
In accordance with the foregoing warrant a meeting of the legal voters
of Union School District was held at the City Auditorium in Concord,
N. H. on Wednesday, April 9, 1924, at 7.30 p. m.
The moderator called the meeting to order and read the warrant.
Article 1. On motion of Harry F. Lake, duly seconded, the clerk
was instructed to cast one ballot for Arthur P. Morrill as moderator of
the District for the ensuing year, and he was declared unanimously
elected and took the oath prescribed by law before Ray E. Burkett,
Justice of the Peace.
Article 2. On motion of Earl F. Newton, duly seconded, the moder-
ator was instructed to cast one ballot for Ray E. Burkett for clerk of the
district for the ensuing year, and he was declared unanimously elected
and took the oath prescribed by law before the moderator.
Article 3. On motion of Mr. John S. B. Davie, it was
Voted: That the report of the Board of Education, having been
printed in the annual school report, the reading of the same be dispensed
with, and that the report as printed be accepted and placed on file.
Article 4. On motion of Henry H. Metcalf it was unanimously
Voted: That the meeting proceed to vote for three members of the
Board of Education to serve for three years, that the polls be kept open
for the reception of ballots until 8.15 o'clock, and that the moderator
appoint three tellers to sort and count the ballots.
The moderator appointed as tellers Dr. Edward S. Cummings, Mrs.
Margaret C. Martin, and Mr. Walter F. Timlin.
At 8.15 o'clock the moderator declared the polls closed and announced
the result of the ballot as follows:
Total number of ballots cast 410
Necessary for a choice 206
John B. Abbott had
Amasa Tracy "
W. Jameson "





Rev. Raymond Huse "
H. H. Metcalf
Mrs. Sarah Willis "
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John Murray had 5
Mrs. Grace P. Amsden " 6
James M. Langley " 36
Lillian Yeaton " 39
W. Stanley Emery " 364
Osma C. Morrill " 364
Carlton R. Metcalf
" 390
and W. Stanley Emery, Osma C. Morrill and Carlton R. Metcalf were
declared duly elected members of the Board of Education for a term of
three years.
Article 5. On motion of Charles G. Remick, duly seconded, it was
Voted: That Henry H. Metcalf and John P. George be elected audit-
ors of the district for the ensuing year.
Article 6. On motion of Joseph S. Otis, duly seconded, it was
Voted: That there be raised and is hereby ordered to be raised on the
poUs and ratable estates within Union School District the sum of eight-
een thousand six hundred sixty-five dollars ($18,665), of which sum six
thousand six hundred sixty-five dollars ($6,665) shall be appropriated for
the payment of the interest on its bonded indebtedness accruing during
the year, and twelve thousand dollars ($12,000) for the payment of the
bonds of the district maturing respectively on May 1, 1924, July 1, 1924
and October 1, 1924.
Article 7. On motion of Carl H. Foster, duly seconded, it was
Voted: That there be raised and is hereby ordered to be raised on the
polls and ratable estates within Union School District for the support of
the schools for the ensuing year such a sum as in addition to the sum re-
quired by law wiU amount to the sum of two hundred eighty-three thou-
sand eight hundred eight and 37/100 dollars ($283,808.37).
Article 8. On motion of Burns P. Hodgman, duly seconded, it was,
after discussion.
Voted: That the Board of Education be authorized by Union School
District to secure from the Legislature of 1925 an enabling act, empower-
ing the District to issue necessary notes or bonds, not exceeding three
hundred thousand doUars ($300,000) above the present debt limit, for
the purposes of purchasing a site or sites and erecting a school building
or school buildings thereon, over and above the indebtedness now al-
lowed by law.
Article 9. On motion of Dorothy B. Jackson, duly seconded, it was
Voted: That there be raised and is hereby ordered to be raised on the
polls and ratable estates within Union School District, and appropriated
for providing housing accommodations for the Domestic Arts Classes of
the High School, the sum of eight thousand five hundred dollars ($8,500).
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Article 10. On motion of John P. George, duly seconded, it was
Voted: That there be pubh'shed with each annual report a full state-
ment of the financial affairs of the district, including the bonded in-
debtedness.
On motion of Mr. Foster the meeting adjourned.
A true record. Attest:
RAY E.
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Board of Water Commissioners.




Cost of land and water and flowage rights:
Penacook Lake, $252,060.56
Lake Winnepocket, 5,000 . 00
Cost of property and rights of
Torrent Aqueduct Associa-
tion, 20,000.00
Cost of dam, gate-houses and
appurtenances, 69,086 . 68
mains (low service main
and pump main from the
dam to Penacook Street),
force main from the
pump to the reservoir,
fire main through North
and South Main Streets
and high service main
from Penacook Street to
Stark Street, Penacook, 182,241 . 70
distribution pipe, 438,800 . 48
service pipe, 83,527.49
reservoir, including land, 45,044 . 09
pumping statiou, shop, sta-






Cost of works, January 1, 1925, $1,169,861.01
Less amount received for lumber, land and
buildings sold, 7,919.11
$1,161,941.90
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF WATER
COMMISSIONERS.
Concord, N. H., March 30, 1925.
To the Mayor and Board of Aldermen of ilie City of Concord:
We hereby submit the annual report of the superintendent
of the Water Works for the year ending December 31, 1924.
As usual the superintendent's report is in full detail,
furnishing complete information of the condition of the
Water Works at that date.
By the inspection of his report the public can get a full
understanding of the excellent condition of the water supply
and fine protection of the city.
The receipts are sufficient to meet the interest due annu-
ally on the bonds issued and to pay the amount of bonds
coming due annually and to make all necessary extensions
and repairs.
During the year the Board lost by death Melvin H. Towle,










WILLIS H. FLINT, ex-officio.
Board of Water Commissioners.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.
To the Board of Water Commissioners:
I herewith present to you the fifty-third annual report of
the operations of this department, showing the receipts,
expenditures and abatements, together with a statement of
the extensions and improvements made during the year
ending December 31, 1924.
Receipts.
For water from consumers at fixed
rates, $9,917.71
For water from consumers by meter
rates, 74,999.63
From dehnquents, 138.02
For water for building purposes, 189. 56
From wood and farm lands, 216. 00
For labor and materials furnished on
private fire lines, 387.74




For repairs of hydrants broken by
automobiles, 1 18 . 25
For shutting off and turning on
water, non-payment of bill, 2 . 00
From Penacook and Boscawen Water
Precinct, water furnished^ 400.00
From St. Paul's School, one half ex-
pense of relaying mains, 3,977 . 00
For rebates on insurance and bills, 102.36
,129.74
Deduct abatements, 32 . 09
Net receipts for 1924, $91,097.65
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Expenditures.
maintenance account.
General care and maintenance:
Salaries and labor, $11,932.34
Team account, 107.52
Automobile account, 1,567.43
Miscellaneous supplies and re-
pairs, 485.78
Tools, 347.40





Salaries and clerical work, $1,803. 95




Care and repair of hydrants:
Stock, $199.38
Labor, 588.06




















Labor, 255 . 36
L,227.40
2,287.19
New electric pump, 498 . 84
Total construction account, $20,729. 22
Total expenditures 1924, $54,420.49
EXTENSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
Distribution pipes laid in 1924:
10-inch:
Pleasant Street from New Upper School, St. Paul's School,
to Old Saw Mill Road, 613 feet.
8-inch
:
Old Saw Mill Road from Pleasant Street to Dunbarton
Road, 495 feet replacing 4-inch.
Dunbarton Road from Old Saw Mill Road to St. Paul's
School Farm House, 1,226 feet replacing 4-inch.
6-inch
West Main Street, Penacook, extended south from Pine
Street, 1,371 feet.
Borough Road, west from West Main Street, 442 feet.
Merrimack Street, Penacook, 139 feet replacing 6-inch
cement-lined.
Kimball Street from Pillsbury to Allison Street, 403 feet;
63 feet of 1-inch discontinued.
Badger Street, extended south, 110 feet.
4-inch
Jackson Street from Church to Highland Street, 266 feet;
175 feet of 1-inch discontinued.
2-inch
East Borough Road, east from Penacook Road, 316 feet.
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Highland Road, West Concord, west from North State
Street, 250 feet replacing 1-inch.
Ferry Street from No. 30 to No. 36, 124 feet, replacing
1-inch.
Summit Street, south from Centre Street, 72 feet.




On hydrant branches: 133 feet of 6-inch: 39 feet of 4-inch
discontinued.
Total length of main and distribution pipes now in use,
389,944 feet or 73.85 miles.
Fourteen gates were added during the year; 3 were discon-
tinued; total number now in use, 1,093.
Seven new hydrants have been set as follows:
Borough Road, northwest corner of West Main Street,
Penacook.
West Main Street, west side at No. 68.
West Main Street, west side at No. 76.
Pleasant Street, St. Paul's School, southeast corner of
Old Saw Mill Road.
Dunbarton Road, south side at St. Paul's School Tene-
ment No. 6.
Dunbarton Road, north side, east of Coit House.
Dunbarton Road, north side, west of Coit House.
The hydrant on Dunbarton Road at St. Paul's School Farm
was changed from 4-inch oo 6-inch and the high service
hydrant at Rumford Arms, North Main Street, from one
steamer and two nozzles to four hose nozzles.
Total number of hydrants now in use, 482; private, 96.
Seventy-four services have been laid consisting of 1,430
feet of |-inch, 421 feet of 1-inch and 74 feet of 2-inch pipe.
Twenty services were discontinued, nine permanently and
eleven replaced by new ones.
Total number now in use, 4,092; length of service pipes,
97,252 feet or 18.41 miles.
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One 6-inch high service connection for sprinkler service
was made for Triesman Bros, and Diversi Co., and one
2-inch fire service for Coit House.
One hundred and forty services have been relaid and curb
valves placed on 90 old services.
Ninety-nine new meters have been set and 5 have been
removed. Total now in use, 2,937.
The fire service to Coit House and St. Paul's School Farm
has been greatly improved by larger mains laid according to
your agreement with St. Paul's School, that corporation
bearing one-half the expense as the original pipes were of
capacity sufficient for ordinary use.
More services were relaid than usual on account of the
resurfacing of several streets by the department of public
works. We are now discarding original hydrants in service
since 1872 whenever they need repairs for others of more
modern construction.
The buildings and lands of the department are in excellent
condition and the wooden bridge across the outlet in the
rear of the Garrison School has been replaced by a perma-
nent structure of field stone which adds to the attractiveness
of the surroundings.
We have replaced the Concord truck bought in 1916 and
the Buick roadster bought in 1920 with machines of the
same makes.
In accordance with your vote to install a second electric
pump, a DeLaval pump has been purchased, same capacity
as one now in use, with General Electric 100 H. P. motor,
same style and type as present unit and the contracts have
been placed with Concord Electric Co. for additional switch-
board and Warren Foundry and Pipe Co. for necessary
fittings for installation.
It is planned to put in the foundation very soon and the





REPORT OF ENGINEER AT PUMPING STATION.
Pumping Station, Concord Water Works.
P. R. Sanders, Superintendent:
Sir: I would report that the pumping machinery at the
pumping station, including boilers, is in good working
condition.
Both steam pumps have been turned over every two
weeks by high service pressure to see that they were in good
working order.
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CITY TREASURER'S CONDENSED STATEMENT
OF WATER WORKS ACCOUNT.
Carlos H. Foster, Treasurer,
In account with Concord Water Works.
Receipts.
Balance on hand, January 1, 1925, $39,891.74




Orders paid, $54,376 . 72
Bonds paid, 33,000.00
Interest on bonds, 11,197.50
Balance January 1, 1925, 32,415. 17
$130,989.39
CITY OF CONCORD WATER WORKS INCOME.
Investment Account.
Amount of capital January 1, 1925, $25,000.00
Invested in:
U. S. First Liberty Loan con-
verted 41^% bonds, $5,000. 00
U. S. Third Liberty Loan 4}^%
bonds, 10,000.00




Income received 1924, $1,076.30
Deposited in Union Trust Company, $1,076.30
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SUMMARY OF STATISTICS.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1924.
CONCORD WATER WORKS.
CITY OF CONCORD, COUNTY OF MERRIMACK, STATE OF NEW
HAMPSHIRE.
GENERAL STATISTICS.
Population by census of 1920—22,167.
Date of construction—1872.
By whom owned—City of Concord.
Source of supply—Penacook Lake.
Mode of supply—Gravity, also pumping to reservoir for
high service and fire protection.
PUMPING.
Builders of pumping machinery—Worthington Pump and
Machinery Corporation.
1 triple expansion horizontal engine, capacity, 2,000,000
gallons per 24 hours, 1893.
1 triple expansion horizontal engine, capacity, 2,000,000
gallons per 24 hours, 1904.
1 Worthington 8", type " BS", slow speed, horizontal split
casing, volute, centrifugal pump, capacity 3,500,000
gallons per 24 hours, 1919.
Motor, G. E., 100 H. P., A. C.
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Electric Pump.
1. Description of power:
a. Alternating, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 2,200 volts, 1,800
R. P. M.
b. Price per K. W. H., SO.Oli 8 p. m. to 6 a. m.;
maximum, $1,800 per year, 300,000,000 gallons;
$6.00 per 1,000,000 gallons, over 300,000,000.
2. K. W. H. used for year, 166,570.
3. Total pumpage, by Venturi meter, 331,064,000 gallons.
4. Average static head against which pump works, 90 feet.
5. Average dynamic head against which pump works,
117.5 feet.
6. Gallons pumped per K. W. H., 1,987.5.
7. K. W. H. used per 1,000,000 gallons pumped, 503.
8. Efficiency electric unit.
331,064.000 (gallons pgmped) X 8.34 (lbs.) X 117.5 (dynamic head) _„ op/
166,570 (K. W. H.) X 33,000 X 60 X 1-34 X ~" *'^"^ /O
9. Total pumping for year, steam and electric pumps,
331,064,000 gallons.
10. Cost of total pumping figured on pumping station
expenses—$4,004.08.
11. Per million gallons pumped—$12,093.
12. Per million gallons raised one foot (dynamic)—$0. 101.
DISTRIBUTION.
Mains.
1. Kind of pipe—cast iron and cement-lined.
2. Sizes—from two-inch to twenty-four-inch.
3. Extended—6,250 feet during year.
4. Relaid—feet during year.
5. Discontinued—2,511 feet during year.
6. Total now in use—73.85 miles.
7. Number of leaks per mile for year
—
8. Length of pipes two inches and less diameter—3.59
miles.
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9. Number of hydrants added during year—public, 7.
10. Number of hydrants now in use—pubHc, 482; pri-
vate, 96.
11. Number of stop gates added during year—11.
12. Number of stop gates now in use—1,093.
13. Number of stop gates smaller than four-inch
—
14. Number of blow-off gates—81.
15. Range of pressure on mains at center of city—88 pounds
high service and 48 pounds low service.
Services,
16. Kind of pipe—cement-lined.
17. Sizes—three-fourths-inch to ten-inch.
18. Extended—1925 feet.
19. Discontinued—404 feet.
20. Total now in use—97,252 feet.
21. Number of service taps added during year—54.
22. Number now in use—4,092.
23. Average length of service—23.76.
24. Average cost of service for the year
—
25. Number of meters added during year—94,
26. Number now in use—2,937.
27. Percentage of services metered—71.75.
28. Percentage of receipts from metered water—88.11,
29. Number of elevators added—none.
30. Number now in use—9.
31. Number of standpipes for street watering—44.
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FIRE DEPARTMENT.
REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEER.
To the Board of Aldermen:
In accordance with the requirements of the city ordi-
nance, I herewith submit for your consideration the report
of the Fire Department for the year 1924:
The department responded to 55 bell alarms and 362
still alarms.
In addition one fire entailing loss occurred for which no
alarm was given, an account of which will be found in the
order of occurrence.
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on each of two combination cars, Cataract and Old Fort,
were cut down and provided with new cord tires. A new
fire alarm truck, a new hand-drawn 50-gal. tank, chemical
engine for East Concord, an air compressor and two and one-
half dozen service coats were purchased. The chief's car
was repainted and two stalls added to the annex garage.
All needed repairs on the precinct fire alarm system were
attended to and two boxes were added to the Penacook
system.
One man was added to the permanent force. The monthly
inspection of buildings in the business section of the city is
constantly proving by results that no mistake was made in
adopting that policy.
I respectfully recommend the purchase of at least 1,000
feet of hose during the coming year. During the month of
August I was privileged to attend the convention of the
International Association of Fire Engineers, held at Buffalo,
N. Y., a report of which I rendered at that time.
I wish again to thank your honorable body for the oppor-












Chief s salary, $2,600.00
Permanent men, 26,500 . 00
Vacations, 973.06
Call men, 10,270.00








Penacook fire alarm, 353 . 17
Supplies, auto combinations, 305 . 35
Laundry, 83 . 65
Fire inspection, 609.25




Value. Loss. Insurance. Paid. Net Loss.
Buildings.
Precinct $316,489.00 $43,010.15 $153,600.00 $35,835.15 $7,175.00
Penacook 21,500.00 383.50 18,450.00 383.50
East Concord 13,500.00 13,500.00 8,900.00 8,900.00 4,600.00
West Concord 100.00 17.50 100.00 17.50
West Concord* 8,000.00 200.00 200.00
Total $359,589.00 $57,111.15 $181,050.00 $45,136.15 $11,975.00
Contents.
Precinct $106,325.00 $45,431.12 $58,300.00 $34,758.97 $10,672.15
Penacook 1,000.00 115.00 70.00 40.00 75.00
East Concord 9,000.00 5,340.00 3,500.00 3,340.00 2,000.00
Total $116,325.00 $50,886.12 $61,870.00 $38,138.97 $12,747.15
Buildings 359,589.00 57,111.15 181,050.00 45,136.15 11,975.00
Buildings and contents $475,914.00 $107,997.27 $242,920.00 $83,275.12 $24,722.16
* Forest fire.
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Apparatus and Force.
The apparatus and force of the department is as follows
:
Precinct, located at the Central Fire Station, one first-
class Amoskeag engine, "Eagle," and one 750-gallon
Ahrens-Fox motor-driven combination pumping engine
and hose car, attached to Eagle Steam Fire Engine Com-
pany (15 men); one second-class Amoskeag engine, "Kear-
sarge," and auto-combination car, attached to the Kearsarge
Steam Fire Engine Company (13 men); one second-class
Amoskeag engine, ''Governor Hill," relief engine, in charge
of an engineer and fireman, one auto-combination car in
charge of four permanent men; one motor-driven ladder
truck, "City of Concord," attached to Hook and Ladder
Company (21 men) ; one house man at Central Fire Station.
There are twelve permanent men at the Central Fire Station,
one permanent man at each other fire station within the
precinct, one permanent man at Pioneer Station, Penacook,
and one permanent man at Cataract Station, West Concord.
The Alert Hose Company (11 men), located on Wash-
ington Street, has an auto-combination car, with permanent
man.
The Good Will Hose Company (11 men,) located on the
corner of Concord and South State Streets, has an auto-
combination car, with permanent man.
Veterans' Auxiliary Company (30 men).
One hand engine and three wagons and one ladder truck
in reserve.
The "Pioneer" Engine Company, No. 3 (28 men), at
Penacook, has a third-class Metropolitan engine, with two
hose wagons and one auto-combination car with perma-
nent man.
The Cataract Company (30 men), at West Concord, has
a modern hose wagon and auto-combination car with per-
manent man.
Old Fort (30 men). East Concord, has a 4 1-2-inch cylin-
der Hunneman hand engine and hand ladder truck, and
one hand-drawn chemical engine, 50-gallon, single tank,














No. Main Street, rear Court House,
No. State Street, corner of Washington Street,
Orchard Street, corner of Pine Street,
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ROLL OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT, 1924.
Permanent Chief Engineer.
William C. Green, OfiSce, Central Fire Station.
Assistant Engineers.
PRECINCT.
Walter J. Coffin, 1st Asst., Shipping clerk, 11 Beacon Street.
W. A. King, Sd Asst., Machinist, 38 Franklin Street.




Electrician, 61 Merrimack Street.
WARD 2.
Clerk, Penacook St., East Concord.
WARD 3.
George W. Kemp, Overseer, 16 Fisher St., West Concord.
KEARSARGE STEAM FIRE ENGINE AND HOSE
COMPANY, NO. 2.
OFFICERS.
J. Edward Morrison, Captain. Charles Powell, Lieutenant and Clerk.
















EAGLE STEAM FIRE ENGINE AND HOSE COM-
PANY, NO. 1.
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GOOD WILL HOSE COMPANY, NO. 3.
OFFICERS.
Harry L. Peacock, Captain. Albert W. Thompson, Ldeutenant and Clerk .




COMBINATION COMPANY, NO. 1.
OFFICERS.
M. S. Wakefield, Captain. M. J. Martin, Lieutenant and Clerk.
Badge
Nos. Names.
91. M. S. Wakefield.
92. M. J. Martin,
9.3. M. R. Piper,
94. J. H. Brunei,
95. F. P. McKenna,




















C W. Downing, 17 Capitol Street.
House Man.
A. L. Downing, Central Station.
PIONEER STEAM FIRE ENGINE COMPANY, NO. 3.
Penacook.
officers.
Henry Rolfe, Captain. William H. Holbrook, Lieutenant.
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OLD FORT ENGINE COMPANY, NO. 2.
East Concord.
OFFICERS.
George O. Robinson, Captain.




CATARACT ENGINE COMPANY, NO. 3.
West Concord,
officers.
Alfred J. Fraser, Captain. Andrew J. Abbott, Treasurer.

















































382 North State Street.
50 Hutchins Street.
513 North State Street.
1 Clark Street.
513 North State Street.
346 North State Street.
9 Knight Street.
359 North State Street.
Gladstone Avenue.
516 North State Street.
6 Dam Street.
436 North State Street.
280 North State Street.
406 North State Street.
426 North State Street.
280 North State Street.
402 North State Street.
499^ No. State Street.
Cataract Station.
VETERANS' AUXILIARY COMPANY.








H. T. Dickerman, First Lieutenant.















FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
CITY MARSHAL.
Concord, N. H,, January 1, 1925.
To His Honor Willis H. Flint, Mayor of the City of Concord,
and the Honorable Board of Aldermen.
Gentlemen: I respectfully submit my sixteenth report












Samuel L. Bachelder, George H. Silsby, Irving B. Robinson
Patrolmen.
Samuel Rodd, Fred N. Marden,
John B. Long, James J. Halligan,
C. H. Curtis, F. Scott Rogers,
A. W. Mclsaac, Eugene G. Densmore,
Paul H. Moore, George M. Dooley,
Merle F. Densmore.
Chauffeurs.






Edward J. O'Connell, Frank Silva,
Joseph King, Herbert E. Clerk,
Harold B. Page, Matthew Peabody,
WilHam E. White, Addison N. Martin,
Edward L. Howland, Joseph P. Morrill,
D. Otis Swain, Perley H. Morse,
Mark D. Casey, Hayward C. Logan,
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Collected for dance licenses, and paid to city
treasurer,






































Whole Number of Arrests and Causes, 1924.
Total Arrests, 813.
Brought before the court, 624





Assault on an officer, 1
Breaking and entering, 12
Bastardy, 4
Drunkenness, 206






Rude and disorderly conduct, 25
Bound over to Superior Court, 31
Disturbing the peace, 1
Feloneous assault, 1
Playing cards on Sunday, 4
Placed on file cases, 2
Committed to Industrial School, 2
Committed to jail, 24
Committed to State Hospital, 12
Number paid fines, 440






Carrying concealed weapons, 1






Illegal possession of liquor, 25
Violation motor vehicle lawS; 93
Gambling, 13
Escapes from State Hospital, 6




Peddhng without a license, 1
Begging, 1
Overspeeding motor cycles, 17
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Manufacturing liquor, 10
Trespass, 1
Bonds to keep the peace, 1
Allowing stock to run at large, 1
Riding wheel on sidewalk, 1
Neglecting children, 1
Reckless operation of automobiles, 9
Runaway children, 17
Evading railroad fare, 2
Selling liquor, " 2
Forfeited bail, 3
Open gross lewdness, 1
Statutory rape, 1
Violation of weights and measures, 4
Keeping liquor for sale, 21
Illegal use of railroad pass, 1
Arrests for government, 5
Violation of motor vehicle laws, 91
MISCELLANEOUS.
Lodgers, 883
Lights reported out, 1,224
"Doors and windows found open or unlocked, 587
Ambulance calls, 279
Automobile accidents investigated, 114
Officers attending fires, 103
Juvenile cases investigated. 111
Personal complaints investigated, 64
Automobile complaints investigated, 77
Complaints in regard to dogs, 52
Cases of breaking and entering investigated, 33
Bicycles reported lost or stolen, 19
Dogs reported lost, 37
Disturbances quelled, 81
Dogs found, 27
Dogs reported run over by automobiles, 18
Persons found dead, 5
Persons reported escaped from institutions, 49
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Stray teams found, 2
Stray cows, 1
Glass broken in fire alarm boxes reported, 6
Runaway horses caught, 2
Children reported lost, 19
Emergency call for lung motor, 1
Dangerous wires reported, 14
Gas leaks reported, 4
Holes in streets reported, 4
Broken trees reported, 7
Broken nigger head reported, 1
Dangerous poles reported, 2
Persons notified of trouble in stores, 14
Leaking water pipes reported, 3
Suicides, 5
Automobiles reported stolen, 5
Stolen automobiles recovered, 6
Police car used to remove sick and injured, 17
Persons injured by automobiles, 32
Persons killed by automobiles, 2
Horses injured by automobiles, 3
Horses shot by police officers, 2
Dogs killed by automobiles, 11
Dogs shot for killing sheep, 2
Dead taken from the river, 1
Accidental shooting (not fatal), 1
Lanterns placed in dangerous places, 11
Respectfully submitted,
GEO. A. S. KIMBALL,
City Marshal.
REPORT OF THE ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT.
Concord, N. H., December 31, 1924.
To the Board of Mayor and Aldermen:
Gentlemen: Herewith is submitted the thirty-second
annual report of the Engineering Department.
Financial Statement.
Appropriation, $5,850 . 00
disbursements.




The work of construction and maintenance of the sewers
are handled by this department for the Board of Public
Works.
This department has done whatever work was asked of it
by the several departments, committees and city govern-
ment.
Your engineer has attended building hearings and ac-
companied the city government on their hearings as well as
attended all meetings of the city government and board of
public works.
All sewer connections were inspected and recorded.
Grade stakes were set for 6,239 feet of sidewalks.
Sidewalks grades were established for 2,405 feet.
Plans and blue prints were made when requested. The
Assessors Maps were kept up to date. There were 704
transfers of property during the year.
Streets Laid Out.
Franklin Street extension, 320 feet.
Dunklee Street extension, 837.87 feet.
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Total length of streets laid out, 1157.87 feet or 0.219 miles.
Total mileage of streets and roads, 174.149.
Total mileage in compact part of city, 46.769.
Total mileage in outlying portions of city, 127.38.
The employees of this department have made a new plan
case 8' X 8' X 4' out of sheet rock; while this is not of fire
•proof construction, it will answer our requirements for a
long time. It will be used for unfinished plans, building
plans and plans of potential value.
Our dark room has been refitted and made ready for
installation of an electrical blue printing outfit, should the
city government see its way clear to purchase one. We
hope our need along this line will be granted, as our present
method of making prints is crude and very unsatisfactory.
The demands for assistance and information from this
department are increasing daily and the past year has been
the busiest one since I have been connected with the de-
partment.
We have handled practically every phase of municipal
engineering for citizens and out of town people, as well as
the city's work, all of which has been cheerfully done by
the employees of this department who are, Mr. Edward E.
Beane, assistant engineer, Mr. Joseph Clement, transitinan
and Miss Frances Ashley, clerk.
The demands for my personal time are so great that it is
practically impossible for me to assist the men on surveys
and mapping as I have heretofore done.
I deeply appreciate your courtesy in allowing me to
attend the American Society of Municipal Improvements
held in Boston, Mass., in September.
For the support and co-operation of your board, the heads
of the several departments and the citizens of this city, I




REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HYDRANT
COMMISSIONERS.
Concord, N. H., December 31, 1924.
To the Board of Mayor and Aldermen:
Gentlemen: The nineteenth annual report of this
board, for the year 1924, is herewith submitted.
On July 30, the full board met and recommended the
installation of a high service, two hose and one steamer
connection hydrant at corner of West Main Street and
Borough Road; also two other hydrants of same type as
above on West Main Street to be placed one third of the
total distance from Pine Street to Borough Road. The
above hydrants are in Ward 1.
Replace present hydrant on east side of North Main
Street just south of Larkin's store to a four way hydrant.
On August 20, Messrs. Sanders and Lang met and recom-
mended the following:
Install new hydrants at Saint Paul's School.
One three-way at southeast corner of Mill Road and
discontinue road.
One three-way on south side of Dunbarton Road opposite
Mill Road.
One three-way on east line main building of Orphan's
Home on Dunbarton Road.
Move present hydrant to new location just east of west
line of Orphan's Home building.





Board of Hydrant Commissioners.
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF EXAMINERS
OF PLUMBERS.
Concord, N. H., December 31, 1924.
To the Board of Mmjor and Aldermen:
Gentlemen: The twenty-fifth annual report of this
board is herewith submitted.
The membership of the present board is as follows : Wilfred
W. Brennan, an examined master plumber, Charles H.
Cook, M.D., and Fred W. Lang, city engineer. Mr.
Brennan is chairman of the board and Fred W. Lang, clerk.
Four applications for journeyman's license, and one for
a master's license were received.
Five meetings of the board were held, all of the applicants
were examined and four passed the required examinations;
one failed to pass.
There are four classes of plumbers on the register. Reg-
istered master, examined master, registered journeyman,
and examined journeyman.













Charles W. Bateman, License number 3
William J. Bishop, " " 27
icensi

























Harry H. Kennedy, '' "
Examined Journeymen.
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William H. Stanley, License number 59
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF
PUBLIC WORKS.
REPORT OF THE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
To the Board of Public Works:
The annual report for the year ending Dec. 31, 1924, is
herewith presented.
The work of this department embraces the construction
and maintenance of streets; the care of trees; the collection
of garbage; the sprinkling of streets and the construction of
sidewalks and bridges.
In the superintendent's office file a complete record of all
purchases, expenditures and detailed costs is maintained
for ready reference.
Finance.
Funds for the work have been received from two sources.
All permanent work on streets, side walks and bridges was
financed by bond issue. Maintenance of streets, the care of
trees, collection of garbage, and sprinkling of streets were
paid from the yearly budget.
Appropriations.
Appropriations. Earnings. Expended.






The Colburn Company's asphalt plant and roller were
bought and after the necessary repairs are made we shall
have a first class outfit.
Burnham Brook and Turkey River bridges were con-
structed of reinforced concrete and all tile pipe as they were
broken were replaced with corrugated iron culvert pipe.
Depot, Freight and Hills Avenue were replaced with
asphalt penetration.
A new shed has been built at City Stable's lot and the
sum of $17,546.55 has been expended for new sidewalks.
283.
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The surface between the car tracks from Blossom Hill
Cemetery to West Street was relaid with ' ' Modified Asphalt "
as was the roadway from West Street to the Concord-
Pembroke town line.
Maintenance.
Bridges. In addition to the usual minor repairs it was
necessary to rebuild the floor system of the Richardson Mill
bridge jointly with the town of Pembroke. Bridges were
painted, five of the most important being done this year.
Bituminous Surface. Ferry Street was surfaced with
asphalt penetration and 6.55 miles of streets were resurfaced
by the gravel and tar treatment. We wish to explain that
this latter method is in no sense considered a permanent
surface but simply a foundation for a bituminous top which
will come later.
Garage and Stable. One Ford roadster, two Ford tractors
and one International truck have been added to our equip-
ment, as well as three horses.
Patching. Throughout the season it was necessary to
patch holes in the pavements and to repair areas over open-
ings made. Main Street from Freight to Bridge was given
a tar application.
Snow Removal. Truck and tractor plows replaced the
horse-drawn rollers. Sidewalks were plowed as usual.
Sprinkling. Water and Calcium Chloride were used as
dust preventatives on all city streets and upon a few of the
country roads.
Garbage. Collections were made every week in the
business and every two weeks in the residential districts.
Trees. Fifty-two poplar, as well as several dead maples,
were taken down and the usual amount of trimming and
removal of moth nests was taken care of through the year.
Conclusion. I wish to thank Mayor Flint and members
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REPORT OF THE SEWER DEPARTMENT.
Concord, N. H., December 31, 1924.
To the Board of Public Works:
Gentlemen: The fourteenth annual report to your
board showing work done under the supervision of the
Engineering Department, for your board, for the fiscal
year ending December 31, 1924, is herewith submitted.
In this report I shall make no recommendations, believing
it to be more appropriate to make them to your board at
your regular sessions, when the opportunity is always open.
Financial Statement.
Appropriation for construction and repairs.
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There were laid 1,890 feet of sewer in 1924; 64 plugs in
house sewers were removed.
Manholes were raised to fit road improvements; 23 new
manholes were built other than those on construction jobs.
There were 26 main sewer plugs.




West Concord, 3 . 531+
St. Paul's School, 1.197+
Total, 47.990
An itemized account of transactions of the sewer depart-
ment is kept in the office of the city engineer and information
as to the same can be had by interested parties at that
office.
Instead of following the usual custom of flushing the
sewers in the spring and fall, we worked on the system con-
tinually; that is, when we were not at other work. This
has proven very satisfactory; in fact, we have adopted the
patrol system.
It is very pleasing to this department to see the removal
of the poplar trees, but this alone does not remedy conditions
as to roots in sewers ; before any relief can be obtained it will
be necessary to kill the roots, this a very simple and inex-
pensive procedure and it is hoped activities along this line
will be started in the near future.
On January 1, 1924, this department took over the con-
struction of house connections, from main sewer to street
line. This has proven a very satisfactory arrangement to
all concerned. We have laid 34 connections this year, and
data filed on a card system giving location, depth, size and
kind of pipe, drain layer and date.
On March 27, 1924, the Reo truck was placed in com-
mission and fills a long felt want. It has enabled us to do
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a vast amount of work and is of untold value on sewer
plugs as means of quick transportation of tools and men.
Data on truck maintenance can be obtained at the office
of the city engineer.
Sewer pipe for the year's work was furnished by A. H.
Britton & Co., agents for William S. Simpson, Inc., at 60
per cent off of list, less 2 per cent after freight charges were
deducted.
Cement was purchased of G. N. Bartemus and J. E.
Normandeau. Tools and hardware were purchased of
A. H. Britton & Co., Thompson & Hoague Co., Waldo Bros.
& Bond Co. Lumber was purchased of Boutwell, Upton &
Boutwell, and Concord Lumber Company.
The trucking prior to installation of truck was done by
George L. Theobald and M. J. Gorham.
Monthly statements of coal tar sidewalks, etc., were
made showing the location, quantities laid, price of same,
and given to the departments or committees having the
work done.
In company with one or both of the three members of the
committee on locating poles, I have attended to that duty,
attended hearings and meetings of your board and furnished
such information as was called for.
I wish to thank the citizens, and head of departments
for the courtesy extended me and employees of this de-
partment.
For the many courtesies extended to me by your board,
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REPORT OF THE BUILDING INSPECTOR.
Concord, N. H., December 31, 1924.
To the Board of Mayor and Aldermen:
Gentlemen: On August 11, 1924, I was elected Building
Inspector by the Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
The building code came into effect on September 26,
1924, since which time there have been 36 petitions for
erection or remodeling of buildings as follows:
8 1-stall wooden garages (built).
1 1-stall metal garage (built),
2 2-stall wooden garages (built).
1 2-stall wooden garage enlargement (built).
1 2-stall metal garage (not built).
2 2-stall wooden garages (not built).
2 2-stall wooden garages (not completed).
1 3-stall wooden garage (built).
1 3-stall wooden garage (not completed).
1 3-stall stone garage (not completed).
1 3-stall wooden garage (not built).
1 2-car garage (permit denied)
.
1 dwelling enlargement (completed).
1 dwelling alteration inside (completed).
1 dwelling enlargement (not built).
1 furniture repair shop (completed)
.
1 block remodeled for assembly hall (completed).
1 grocery store (wood) (not completed).
3 dwellings (wood) (not completed).
2 dwelling enlargements (not completed).
1 shop enlargement (not completed).
1 hall and lodge room (not completed).
1 Automobile show room (not completed).
Three petitions for garages were received and objections
were made by the abuttors. Permit was not granted.
Each case, however, was referred to the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen, who, after a hearing, granted the petitioners
permission to build and they are listed in above figures.
One petition for a garage was received and objections were
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made by abutters. Permit was not granted and petitioner
has done nothing further about it.
Three permits have been granted to move building to new
location on same lot.
Eight petitions for erection of signs were received from
the Board of Public Works; 5 of these have been erected.
Thirty-seven complaints were received on the matter of
wooden shingles and upon investigation it was found that
the shingles were purchased or bargained for prior to Sep-
tember 26, the date of passage of the building code.
In regards to signs attached to building throughout the
city, I would recommend that the city employ some compe-
tent party to make a thorough inspection of all such signs
and submit a list of those that are unsafe; as soon as said
list is presented, the owners be notified that the sign must
be made safe.
Although only a small number of buildings have been
erected in the fire limits since the building code was passed,
it has required a great amount of time to make inspections
and see that the provisions of the code are upheld. Taking
an average of past years, we may reasonably expect at least
80 new structures in 1925, to say nothing of alterations of
which no estimate of the number can be intelligently given.
We have established a system that is very easy to operate
and one that will give a great amount of information at a
glance. This has been developed at no additional money
cost, and as no funds were available for the inspector to
develop the department I have used some of the supphes
that are the property of the Engineering Department, the
cost of which is small.
If the building code is to be continued it will be necessary
for you to make an appropriation for the use of the building
inspector, as the work requires a great amount of detail.
For the courtesy extended me by your, board, the con-






REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES.
To the Mayor and the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord
,
New Hampshire:
The trustees of the PubHc Library herewith transmit the
annual report of the hbrarian containing a brief account of
the work of the year 1924.
At the annual meeting of the trustees held on January
21, 1925, Levin J. Chase, Willis D. Thompson, and Thomas
W. D. Worthen were reappointed a committee to consider
further the question of pubKc library facihties in Concord
with special reference to what extensions are desirable.
The trustees fixed the salaries of the library force as
follows: Librarian, salary $1,500 per year, Grace Blanchard;
assistants, $1,000 per year, Helen C. Clarke, Mary W.
Dennett, $900 per year. Bertha N. Carr, $800 per year, Jos-
ephine M. Brown. These increases were regarded as more
than well deserved, and the increase in the income from the
library trust funds will pay this additional expense.
The trustees recommend that the budget library appro-
priation for the year 1925 be $11,543.74. This is made up
of $7,000 from the city free fund (the same as for several
years) and the estimated income from the library trust funds
(same as last year) . This is on the understanding that the
interest on the Samuel C. Eastman Public Library Trust is
to be added to the principal as a building fund. Strict
economy will be required in order to keep the ordinary
expenses of the library within the limits of the appropriation
above requested.
Respectfully submitted,
THOMAS W. D. WORTHEN,
President of the Board of Trustees.
-February 14, 1925.
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REPORT OF THE CITY LIBRARIAN FOR 1924.
To the Board of Trustees of the Concord Public Library:
Gentlemen: I herein present my annual report con-
taining a brief outline of the work done during the year
1924. The financial statement is as follows:
PUBLIC LIBRARY. 177
alcove unique in New Hampshire, in that it would contain
classic and modern works in different languages and be of
increasing scope.
It is too soon to know what Judge Coming's gift will
accomplish but though its amount and disposition are as
yet undertermined, it is not too soon to refer to it gratefully.
During his several terms as mayor he evinced no special
interest in the City Library, but in his will he certainly
proved that he had been observant of the outgrown facilities
of this building and proposed to make it possible to better
them.
As regards the circulation of books for the year, it is
gratifying to report a gain, and that along non-fiction lines,
of 3,400. The statistics are
:
No. of bound volumes given out—fiction, 57,427
No. of bound volumes—non-fiction, 16,779
No. of bound volumes—periodicals, 4,474
In all, 74,206
This total includes the tributary circulations of books
placed
:
In Penacook agency, 3,041
At West Concord (where IVIrs. Quimby nearly 93, loves
to care for them), 299
At East Concord (where Mrs. Stuart maintains good
oversight), 570
At the Dewey School, 1,527
At the Millville School, 165
At the Jail, 55
At Camp Spaulding, boys' week, 100
At Camp Spaulding, girls' week, 90
Total, 5,847
It has been possible, partly through watching bargain
catalogues, to buy 1,300 volumes the past year; but of these
only about half were new publications, the rest being re-
placements or duplicates.
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On our shelves at end of 1923, 34,818
Added by purchase, 1,250
Added by gift, 50
Discarded, 350
Total number owned, December 31, 1924, 35,768
Donations annually from the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace are giving us dozens of volumes, valuable
and yet not quite within our purchasing scope: books of
travel, history and sociology, they are meant to broaden the
adult mind, to enlighten one people about another, and thus
to strike at the roots of racial hatreds. Although lack of
space prevents carrying out the donor's wish that a library
should have an international mind alcove, we have given
these volumes a bookcase within sight and reach of all who
enter the reading room, and it is my earnest hope that they
may be read enough to keep Concord out of narrowness and
bigotry.
Last spring, when the Penacook High School decided to
expand its library, we collected from our duplicate store or
bought afresh, 75 worth-while books and sent them to
benefit pupils there.
It maybe these are not yet sorted out from more ephemeral
contributions and catalogued so as to reach the degree of
helpfulness which they could afford teachers and scholars.
The number of our new borrowers in 1924 was 761, 350
being of school age; these figures vary little from year to
year.
The reference work is being exceptionally well done by
Miss Dennett and Miss Clarke. They divide it between
them, turn and turn about for two weeks at a time, and yet
hold themselves ready to assist cheerfully in desk and cleri-
cal work on the first floor. This Library, like all others, is
feeling the effect of the cross word puzzle craze, and its





FIFTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
OVERSEER OF THE POOR.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1924.
To the Board of Aldermen:
The undersigned herewith submits the fifty-seventh
annual report of expenditures for the poor, including Wards
One and Two, for the year ending December 31, 1924.
City Poor.
Appropriation, $3,500.00
Resolution No. 608, 1,200.00
Resolution No. 620, 37.77
t,737.77
County Poor.
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County Poor.
REPORT OF THE CITY CLERK.
To the Board of Aldermen:
The undersigned herewith presents an account of, the
amount received from fees, hcenses, and other sources for
the year ending December 31, 1924:
Marriage licenses, $230.00
Dog license fees, 211.00
Recording mortgages, 162.00
Recording conditional sales, 783 . 90
Recording mortgage discharges, 45 . 25
Recording assignments, . 75
Recording writs, 13 . 60
Billiard and pool table license fees, 3 . 50
Certificate of record, 19.75
House rent, fire chief, 250.00
Bowling alley, billiard and pool table licenses, 290 . 00
Junk dealers' licenses, 130.00
Job team and passenger carriage licenses, 91.00
Dog licenses, 2,424.05
County poor, Merrimack County, 14,486.90
Dependent soldiers, Merrimack County, 1,018 . 92
State primary fees, 157.00
Sale of city histories, * 43 . 00
Druggists' permits to sell liquor, 5 . 00
Town of Pembroke, aid poor, 90 . 00
Lease of land, C. S. Piper, 25.00
A. O. Preston, account of M. J. Preston, 138.00
Bounty hedgehogs, . 60
Bounty wildcats, 60 . 00
William L. Sleeper, land damages, 125.00
Louise H. Folsom, land damages, 125.00
E. L. Page, layout, Dunklee street, 5.00
Board of Health, paper, 5 . 25
Land sold Ralph Oilman, 207.74
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Sale, Ira H. Manchester, land.
REPORT OF CITY SEALER.
Covering the Period January 1, 1924, to
January 1, 1925.
To His Honor Willis H. Flint, Mayor, and the Board of
Alder7nen:
Two prosecutions have been made during the past j'ear
for short measure of gasohne. In each case the offender
was found guilty and fined. One appealed and the case is
now pending.
Three hundred and ninety-five (395) scales were tested
and sealed, three (3) confiscated, and twenty (20) con-
demned for repairs, which were later reinspected and sealed.
Four hundred and sixty-eight (468) weights were tested and
sealed. Eighteen (18) wood carts were measured. Five
(5) reweighings of coal were made and one hundred and
fourteen (114) package reweighings. There were thirty-
five (35) five-gallon cans tested and sealed. One hundred
and seventy-one (171) tests of automatic pumps were made,
ninety-six (96) of which were found correct and sealed,
twenty-two (22) adjusted before being sealed, and thirteen
(13) condemned for repairs which were later reinspected and
sealed. Forty six (46) liquid measures were tested and




REPORT OF THE CITY SOLICITOR.
Concord, N. H., December 31, 1924.
To the Mayor and Board of Aldermen:
The city solicitor has during the past year attended to the
routine duties of the ofRce, including numerous opinions to
the mayor, the full board, the Board of Public Works, and
heads of departments, besides various activities connected
with tax sales, the drawing of deeds, the laying out of high-
ways, the drawing of ordinances and resolutions.
Two years of dealing with our ordinances has brought the
conviction that the time is ripe for a general revision of the
ordinances, which have not been thoroughly correlated
since 1912.
There are pending but two cases in court to which the
city is party. These are: (1) A prosecution of Ross C.
Banks for failure to observe the ordinance prohibiting
parking of automobiles in the safety zone on North Main
Street in front of the Putnam Drug Store. Mr. Banks was
convicted in the Municipal Court, but took an appeal now
pending in the Superior Court. (2) A suit by Lucille A.
Ahem in Superior Court in which she claims damages for
injuries she alleges as the result of the breaking of a rail on
the approach to the bridge over the outlet on Washington
Street, Penacook. Both of these cases will probably be
tried next April.
The city solicitor is co-operating with Hon. Nathaniel E.
Martin, who represents the estate of Horace B. Bartlett, in
defending a suit of Lewis G. Oilman seeking to recover the
bulk of the estate. This case is pending in Hillsborough
County Superior Court and is in order for trial at the next





REPORT OF THE MUNICIPAL PLAY-
GROUND AND BATH DEPARTMENT.
The activities of the various playgrounds in the city-
were made pubhc through the daily papers, also the program
on field day at White Park, where all the playgrounds were
represented. The activities at the public baths were also
made public through the press. The number present was
pleasing and showed a greater interest than ever.
The expenditures of the playgrounds may be found in the
Financial Statements, also the appropriation.
It is hoped that we may be able to erect a permanent
bath house which adults may enjoy as well as children.
It is recommended that two afternoons a week, Wednes-
days and Saturdays, be devoted to the public in general,
with attendants present to take care of the property of those
making use of the grounds.
C. J. WASHBURN,
Chairman.
Following is a report of the Municipal Playground and
Bath Department for the season of 1924.
I am pleased to report a general all-round improvement
in the playground work of Concord.
The season of 1923 the Committee on Playgrounds
opened Rolfe's playground in Penacook with a woman
instructor three days each week. The past season Miss
Vesta Knight was in daily attendance, which increased the
interest in that locality. The coming season will, no
doubt, see a male attendant at the park.
The committee opened a playground in West Concord
under the supervision of Miss Sanders. The children
showed great interest in their work during the season.
The grounds are laid out on the outskirts of a small wood in
the rear of the school house. A shallow stream with small
rock bottom flows on the edge of the woods. This makes
an ideal place for the children to wade in. A small clearing
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is planned in the woods for the children to hold their games
in the warm weather.
Miss Tebbetts supervises the work in East Concord. In
the past an instructor was on part time. Last season Miss
Tebbetts was in daily attendance with the result that
greater interest was shown. A male instructor should also
be in attendance, as there is a large number of boys in daily
attendance. A tennis court and shelter for the sand box
is planned for the coming season.
Miss Baker and Charles Reardon were in daily attendance
at Rollins Park.
The bathing beach on the Merrimac River was the center
of attraction for all the children in the city. Webster
Bridges and Miss Reardon, two very capable instructors,
were in charge and no accidents were reported. During the
past season the children from all the play centers were
transported to and from the bath houses, where swimming
events were held, and prizes that were donated by merchants
of Concord were presented to the winners by Mayor Flint.
White Park was opened for the first time. Here one
finds the ideal spot for a playground and a pool where the
small children can wade and swim. A two-room shed was
installed for the boys and girls to dress; play apparatus was
installed. This, combined with ball field where the Sunset
League play, makes White Park the center of attraction.
Miss Howard and Paul Tracy were in daily attendance.
The park had the largest daily attendance through the
season, which speaks for the interest and great need that
the children have shown.
The John Kimball grounds in the North End again was
under the able leadership of Miss Paulita Clark and Edward
Coughhn. The children that attended this playground
center deserve great credit for the interest and all-round
ability they showed in their various activities.
At the close of the season the annual pageant was held in
White Park, where the children from all the play centers
met and gave a very fine exhibition of their work during
the past season. Miss Theresa Schmidt, secretary of the
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National Playground Association, was present and con-
gratulated Dr. Washburn and the committee on the fine
showing of the children. The program started at 2.30
and at 5.30, through the kindness of Cutting Bros., over
seven hundred servings of ice cream were issued. At this
time I wish to thank the Park Department for the as-
sistance they rendered during the pageant, also Adjutant
General Howard's kind assistance is more than appreciated
for the use of Tents furnished for the children to dress in.
I submit the following recommendations to the Play-
ground and Bath Department Committee.
Penacook grounds could be improved upon with laying of
water pipe to the field for drinking. A tennis court could
also be laid out and a male instructor in daily attendance.
West Concord should have a male instructor and a small
clearing made in the woods.
East Concord—a male instructor, a shelter for sand box
and a tennis court.
Kimball grounds should have the giant swing repaired,
and White Park a shelter for the sand box.
Rollins Park a new base ball back stop and bleacher seats
installed.
The major proposition for next season is a suitable bath
house. This situation for the past three seasons has been
very bad. An average of twice a week the portable garages
have been broken open and equipment taken. It is very
important that a suitable building be erected, lockers
installed and with a very small fee charged for locker and
towel privilege it would pay for the upkeep. The committee
purchased the land last season and are going to try to erect
a bath house if an extra appropriation can be made. The
children of Concord are in need of this.
I take this opportunity to thank Mayor Flint, Mr. Head
of the Bureau of Highways, Mr. Lang, city engineer, Mr.
Sanders of the Water Department, and the Committee on
Playgrounds and Bath consisting of Dr. Washburn, chair-
man. Miss Elsie Johnson, Mrs. Cora Sullivan, Miss Mary
Saltmarsh, Mr, Richard Smith and Aldermen Brunei,
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Tebbetts, Jones and McGruire. It has been a pleasure to






REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH.
To the Board of Mayor and Aldermen:
Following is the report of the Board of Health for the
year ending December 31, 1924:
The board was organized as follows: Mayor Willis H.
Flint, ex-officio chairman; Doctor Charles H. Cook, ex-
officio member, was elected secretary, and Doctor Sibley G.
Morrill was the third member. Meetings were held from
time to time throughout the year for the transaction of
special and routine business.
The report of the sanitary officer to the Board of Health is
transmitted herewith and hereby approved and adopted as
a part of this report. It is thought that this document
covers the ground of the department's activities so fully and
in such detail as to render superfluous a lengthy supplemen-
tary report from this board.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIS H. FLINT, Mayor,
SIBLEY G. MORRILL, M.D.,
CHARLES H. COOK, M.D.
Board of Health.
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THE REPORT OF THE SANITARY OFFICER.
To the Board of Health:
Gentlemen: The annual report of the sanitary officer for
the year ending December 31, 1924, is herewith submitted:
During the year 1924 there were 428 deaths, which is 51
less than in 1923, heart disease causing 47, the largest num-
ber from any one cause. Estimating the population at 23,-
000 and excluding the non-resident 'deaths, 173, the yearly
death rate for Concord was 11 per cent. There were 240
deaths in the public institutions, and 188 in the nine wards
of the city.
Concord has been very fortunate in having thus far
escaped an epidemic of scarlet fever similar to the one which
has swept our neighboring city of Manchester since Novem-
ber, 1923. The total number of cases of scarlet fever in the
city for the entire year was twelve, with one death. Six of
these cases had a history of having had direct contact with
Manchester, two families having had guests who were resi-
dents of ]Manchester, and the third family had purchased
toys there. All of these cases have been mild, with the
exception of the one case that proved fatal, which was of an
extremely virulent type from the start. Measles were the
most prevalent contagious disease, as the mild epidemic of
1923 continued to run until June, when it subsided, and
only six cases were reported during the remaining six months
of the year. The total number of cases quarantined was
five hundred and eighty-three, with no fatalities. There
were also seven cases of diphtheria, eighty-seven cases of
venereal disease, and twenty-one cases of tuberculosis, with
twenty-one deaths. In passing it might be well to state
that a number of the twenty-one deaths from tuberculosis
were advanced cases that were reported previous to 1924.
Of the twenty-one new cases reported, nine died. There
w'as but one case of typhoid fever, which proved to be a very
mild type. Eighty-seven cases of venereal disease were
reported to this department. The Venereal Disease Clinic
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has continued its excellent and efficient work, and five hun-
dred and seventy-six treatments of neo-salvarsan have been
given to sixty different clinic cases.
The collection of table garbage was let on contract for the
year to John Cochrane, under the supervision of this depart-
ment. It is interesting to note that the number of licenses
issued this year to collect table garbage was nine, while in
1923 twenty-two licenses were given.
The state laboratory has examined ninety-eight samples of
milk for this department, ninety-three of which were found
to be above the minimum standard for total solids and total
fats, required by the state of New Hampshire for all milk.
This year the state chemist has made a bacteriological test
on all samples of milk, which has proved of great value in
stimulating the producers to use greater care in keeping the
milk free from all contamination. The recognized limit for
bacteria is 100,000, and the maximum count allowed on
colon bacilli is 10. Of the total ninety-eight samples
examined, thirty-seven ran in excess of 100,000 bacteria and
thirty-eight had a colon bacilli count greatly in excess of 10.
Following the report to producers on the bacteriological
findings, marked improvement has been noted in the milk,
but constant watch must be kept over all milk produced to
keep it as free as possible from contamination and bacteria.
The number of milk farms inspected this year is seventy-
eight. Of this number forty-seven were found to be clean,
sanitary and in good condition in every way, twenty-one
were fair, and the remaining ten in very poor shape. I
recommended whitewashing the interior of the barns in these
instances, installation of screens, and that the cows be
washed down regularly. Second and third inspections have
shown great improvement in the cleanliness of the herds
and the barns.
Three hundred and fifty-six inspections of plumbing were
made, which shows that many new buildings have been
under construction about town.
One hundred and fifty-seven complaints and nuisances
-were inspected, and the cause eliminated. These were
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largely from dead animals, odors from various sources, rub-
bish, unsanitary plumbing, refuse in yards, and the general
unsanitary condition of premises. By making a weekly
inspection of all alleyways, any accumulation of rubbish in
the rear of business blocks has been avoided.
The regular inspection of the shores of Penacook Lake
keeps it free from contamination of any sort. The water
analysis shows our drinking water to be of the usual superior
quality.
The total appropriation for the year was $10,200, $5,000
for the general work of the Board of Health and $5,200 for
the collection of table garbage. From the general health
appropriation the expenditures were $4,037.60, which left a
balance of $962.40. Due to the fact that there was very
little contagious disease in families needing financial aid from
this board, we are able to show the above balance. The
garbage collection ran a month before the contract was
finally let, which made the total expenditure for this work
$5,414.22, making an overdraft of $214.22.
Two hundred and one dollars was received from milk
license fees.




























The following table shows the number of contagious dis-





The following table contains the number of cases of con-
tagious diseases and the deaths resulting therefrom for the
years since and including 1890:
health department, 195





Ward 5, " . 28




New Hampshire State Hospital, 138
Margaret Pillsbury Hospital, 65
New Hampshire Memorial Hospital, 26
New Hampshire Odd Fellows' Home, 6
New Hampshire State Prison, 1
New Hampshire Centennial Home for the Aged, 4
Deaths Reported by Age.
Under 1 year, 26
From 1 year to 5 years, 11
From 5 to 10 years, 2
From 10 to 15 years, 4
From 15 to 20 years, 2
From 20 to 30 years, 27
From 30 to 40 years, _ 22
From 40 to 50 years, 56
From 50 to 60 years, 57
From 60 to 70 years, 76
From 70 to 80 years, 82
From 80 to 90 years, 53
From 90 to 100 years, 7
Not stated, 3
Total number of deaths, 428
Total number of stillbirths not included in deaths, 20
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Total number of deaths for the year 1924, 428, compared
with 490 in 1923.
Average death-rate for the year 1924, 11 per cent, compared
with 12.43 in 1923.
Total number of births for the year 1924, 498, compared
with 398 in 1923.
Total number of marriages for the year 1924, 220, com-
pared with 187 in 1923.
Report of Milk Examinations and Inspection of
Milk Farms,
Number of milk examinations made, 98
Number of examinations above standard, 93
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Summary.




Burial permits issued for interment of bodies brought
here, 114
Transit permits issued, 193
Number of persons to whom milk licenses were issued, 230
Number of persons to whom garbage licenses were
issued, 9
Number of reports of contagious disease sent to State
Board of Health, 52
Number of reports sent to the surgeon-general. Public
Health and Marine Hospital Service, 52
Number of samples of water and ice collected for
analysis, 12
Number of nuisances, complaints and inspections, 157
Number of rooms, etc., fumigated, 112
Number of plumbing permits granted, 142
Number of inspections of plumbing, 356
Number of barber shops inspected, 25
Number of public halls inspected, 25
Number of restaurants and bakeries inspected, 35
Number of school buildings inspected, 25
I wish to express my thanks to the Mayor and the other
members of the Board of Health, the aldermen and all the
city officials for their co-operation with me in the work of




REPORT OF THE CLERK OF THE
MUNICIPAL COURT.
Receipts.
Received for fines, costs and sundry fees, $11,645.29
Expenditures.
Paid for fees of officers, witnesses and com-
plaints and warrants, $2,258.22
State of New Hampshire
:
Mott L. Bartlett, commissioner of fish and
game, 10.00
John F. Griffin, commissioner of motor
vehicles, 2,383.40
Return of bail money, State v. W. T. Wilson, 500.00
Postage, printing and other supplies, 95.65
Clerk's bond, 3.00
Probation Officer, services and expenses, 120.00
Special justices, 303.00
Treasurer of Merrimack County, 500 . 00
George E. Farrand, state treasurer for fine,
violation of weights and measures law, 20 . 00






To the Taxpayers of the City of Concord:
The Board of Assessors submit to your consideration the
following facts and figures showing the valuation of the city
and its school districts and special precinct, with the amount
of taxes raised in each and returned to the tax collector for
collection.
In the following report is a table of the amount raised by
direct taxation for the years from 1914 to the present time^.
which shows the increased amount spent by the city.
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Tabulations of Warrants Submitted for Assessment,
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Number of Shares of Railroad Stock Held Here on
Which the Tax Was Assessed and Collected by
State of New Hampshire and Credited to the City.
Railroad.
ASSESSORS REPORT. 205
Inventory of the City of Concord,
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Polls, Valuation, and Taxes Assessed.
The number of polls, and the tax assessed on polls and on
the real and personal estate of Concord since 1914:
Year.
ASSESSORS REPORT. 207
List of Polls, Valuations, and the Tajc Assessed in
1923 and 1924.
PoUs.
REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR.
To the Board of Aldermen:
The undersigned herewith submits the annual report to




Poll tax lists, 11,558.00
Non-resident list, 764 . 85











































Poll tax lists, 10,970.00
Non-resident list, 843. 18
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR.
To the Board of Aldermen:
The undersigned herewith submits the report of the
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR.
To the Board of Aldermen:
The undersigned hereby submits the report of the Col-
lector of Taxes to the close of business, December 31, 1924:
Tax Levy, 1920.
Resident list, $616,789.11
Poll Tax lists, 29,031.00
Non-resident list, 1 , 189 . 52
$647,009.63
Additions and corrections, 1,156.29
Interest, 2,211.06
Cash paid treasurer, $635,865.54
Discount, 8,197.22
Abatements, 6,280 . 96
Uncollected, 33 . 26
Tax Levy, 1921.
Resident Hst, $602,280.14
Poll tax hsts, 61,520.00
Non-resident list, 1 ,064 . 69
$664,864.83
Additions and corrections, 9,520.78
Interest, 2,598.80
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Tax Levy, 1924.
Resident list, $825,579 . 04




Additions and corrections, 1,626.92
Interest, 123.81
$876,513.11
Cash paid treasurer, $744,421 . 69
Discount, 10,224.06
Abatements, 8,008.10
Cash on hand, 344.81
Uncollected, 113,514.45
$876,513.11





REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS.
NATHANIEL E. MARTIN,
)
HARRY H. DUDLEY, > Trustees.
CARL H. FOSTER, )
1924
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Dec. 31. Income, Charles E. Scorer, trust, $4.25
Antonio J. Sousa, trust, 2.13
Hiram B. Tibbetts, trust, 13. 20
Robert Upton, trust, 2.13
Interest, note of City of Concord,
$52,176.42 at 3^ per cent, 1,826.17
Trust funds, Merrimack
County Savings Bank, 632.04
Trust funds, Union Trust
Company, 635 . 40
Trust funds. New Hampshire
Savings Bank, 282.82
Income, Seth K. Jones, trust, 12. 00
J. Eastman Pecker, trust, 20. 00
Levi C. Heath, trust, Loan
and Trust Savings Bank, 5 . 10
Henry Burleigh, trust, Mer-
rimack County Savings
Bank, 6.80
Abial Walker, trust, 40. 00
Countess of Rumford, trust, 85.00
David Osgood, trust, 25 . 00
P. B. Cogswell, trust, 88.40
G. Parker Lyon, trust, 40.00
Franklin Pierce, trust, 42.50
Thomas G. Valpey, trust, 20.00
Joseph Hazeltine, trust, 138.54
Seth Jones, trust, 25. 14
K. P. and D. Rollins, trust, 63 . 75
Samuel C. Eastman, trust, 87 . 52
Samuel C. Eastman, trust, 1,709 . 14
William M. Chase, trust, 42.50
Benjamin A. Kimball, trust, 2,250.00
H. A. Kimball, trust, 100.00
Interest, unexpended balance ceme-
tery trust funds, 163 . 10
$12,623.95
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Expenditures.
1924
July 10. E. H. Brown, treasurer, account labor,
trust lots, Woodlawn Cemetery, S60.00
Dec. 31. E. H. Brown, treasurer, account labor,
trust lots, Woodlawn Cemetery, 249 . 49
Rev. A. A. Sylvestre, account David
Osgood trust, 25.00
Caroline Stewart, treasurer, income
Countess of Rumford trust, 85.00
Rev. Dennis C. Ling, account labor,
trust lots, *Calvary Cemetery, 189 . 00
City treasurer, account income sundry
trust funds, to reimburse city for
money advanced for care of lots in
Blossom Hill Cemetery, 2,067.50
City treasurer, account income sundry
trust funds, to reimburse city for
money advanced for care of lots in
Old North Cemetery, 328 . 25
City treasurer, account income sundry
trust funds to reimburse city for
money advanced for care of lots in
Maple Grove Cemetery, 1 1 1 . 00
City treasurer, account income sundry
trust funds to reimburse city for
money advanced for care of lots in
Pine Grove Cemetery, 173.75
City treasurer, account income sundry
trust funds to reimburse city for
money advanced for care of lots in
Old Fort Cemetery, 7.00
City treasurer, account income sundry
trust funds to reimburse city for
money advanced for care of lots in
Millville Cemetery, 62 . 50
Mary E. Bourne, account labor trust lot Cavalry Cemetery, $3.50.
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City treasurer, income Thomas G.
Valpey trust, $20.00
City treasurer, income G. Parker Lyon
trust, 40.00
City treasurer, income Seth K. Jones,
trust, 25.14
City treasurer, income Katherine P.
and Douglas Rollins trust, 63 . 75
City treasurer, income Samuel C.
Eastman trust, 1,796.66
City treasurer, income P. B. Cogswell
trust, 88.40
City treasurer, income Franklin Pierce
trust, 42.50
City treasurer, income Abial Walker
trust, 40.00
City treasurer, income Joseph Hazel-
tine trust, 138.54
City treasurer, income William M.
Chase trust, 42.50
City treasurer, income Benjamin A.
Kimball trust, 2,250.00
City treasurer, income Henry A. Kim-
ball trust, 100.00
H. H. Dudley, treasurer, account





For the benefit of the school fund.
Capital, $1,000.00
Income received, 1924, 40.00
Paid into the city treasury, 40.00
Deposited in Merrimack County Savings Bank.
COUNTESS OF RUMFORD TRUST.
For the benefit of the Concord Female Charitable Society. Income to be applied to the charitable
uses and purposes of said society, and under its direction.
Capital, $2,000.00
Income received, 1924, 85.00
Paid Caroline Stewart, treasurer of the society, 85 . 00
Deposited in Union Trust Company, $1,000.00
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank, 1,000.00
DAVID OSGOOD TRUST.
Income to be used for the purchase of school-books for poor children.
Capital, $200.00
Balance, income last year, $387.91
Income received, 1924, 24 . 48
$412.39
Paid Rev. A. A. Sylvestre, treasurer, $25.00
Income on hand, January 1, 1925, 387.39
$412.39
Capital, $200, deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank;
income deposited in Union Trust Company.
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COGSWELL COLLECTION OF THE PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Bequest of P. B. Cogswell, the income to be spent annually for the purchase of books of a biograph-
ical, historical and scientific character, and the books relating to science shall be those that give the
latest developments and discoveries by scientific persons from year to year.
Capital, $2,145.00
Income received, 1924, 88 . 40
Paid into city treasury, 88 . 40
Deposited in Union Trust Company, $1,500.00
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank, 500.00
Deposited in Loan and Trust Savings Bank, 145 . 00
G. PARKER LYON TRUST.
Capital, $1,000.00
Income, received, 1924, 40.00
Paid into city treasury, 40 . 00
Invested in City of Concord 4% bond.
FRANKLIN PIERCE PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST.
Capital, $1,000.00
Income received, 1924, 42.50
Paid into the city treasury, 42 . 50
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank, $500.00
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 500.00
THOMAS G. VALPEY PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST.
Capital, $500.00
Income received, 1924, 20.00
Paid into city treasury, 20.00
Invested in City of Concord 4% bond.
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JOSEPH HAZELTINE PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST.
Annual income to be expended in the purchase of high class literature.
Capital, $3,312.60
Income received, 1924, 138.54
Paid into the city treasury, 138.54
Deposited in Loan and Trust Savings Bank, $1,312.60
Deposited in Merrimack Co. Savings Bank, 1,000.00
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank, 1,000.00
SETH K. JONES TRUST.
Bequest to the city of Concord to be invested in some New England city bond, the income to be
applied as follows: Twelve dollars each year to keeping lot in Blossom Hill Cemetery in neat and orderly
condition; six dollars each year to be deposited in some savings institution to create a monument fund;
and the balance of the income to be expended each year in purchasing books for the Concord public
library.
Capital, $1,000.00
Income received, 1924, 43.14
Transferred to Seth K. Jones monu-
ment fund, $6.00
Paid to city treasurer for public
hbrary, 25.14
Paid for care of lot, 12.00
$43.14
Invested in City of Hartford, Conn., 4% bond
due June 1, 1934, $922.60
Deposited in Loan and Trust Savings Bank, 77.40
SETH K. JONES MONUMENT FUND.
Increased six dollars each year from the income of the Seth K. Jones trust. The entire accumulation
to be expended every fifty years in erecting a new monument on his lot in Blossom Hill Cemetery.
Accumulations to January 1, 1924, $692. 13
From Seth K. Jones trust, 6.00
Income received, 1924, 27.54
$725.67
Deposited in Loan and Trust Savings Bank.
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MINOT ENCLOSURE CEMETERY TRUST.
Donated to the city by Abbie P. Minot, the income to be expended annually by the superintendent
of cemeteries for the preservation, care and embellishment of the burial lots known as the Minot en-
closure, under the direction of the duly appointed officials.
Capital, $3,000.00
Income received, 1924, 105.00
Paid H. H. Dudley, treasurer, 105.00
Deposited (at 33^%) with city of Concord, in general
account.
JONATHAN EASTMAN PECKER TRUST.
Income to be used as follows: So much of income as is necessary to be used for the care of burial
lot numbered 22 and 24 and monument in Pine Grove Cemetery, East Concord, the balance of income
not used as aforesaid to be added to principal till sime amounts to $10,000; then the balance of income
accruing each year after paying for care of said lot and monument, to be expended under the direction
of the mayor for the general care and improvement of Pine Grove Cemetery, East Concord.
Capital, January 1, 1924, $6,509.24
Received from income of fund, 1924, 270.72
$6,779.96
Paid for care of lot, $20. 00
Capital, January 1, 1925, 6,759.96
$6,779.96
Deposited in Merrimack County Savings Bank, $2,773.28
Deposited in Loan and Trust Savings Bank, 1,896.56
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank, 2,090. 12
KATHERINE P. AND DOUGLAS ROLLINS TRUST.
Income to be used for the care of the West Garden.
Capital, $1,500.00
Income received, 1924, 63 . 75
Paid Carl H. Foster, city treasurer, 63.75
Invested in second converted U. S. Liberty Loan 43^%
bonds.
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SAMUEL C. EASTMAN TRUST.
Income to be used for the purchase of books in foreign languages for the Public Library.
Capital, $1,250.00
Income received, 1924, 87.52
Paid Carl H. Foster, city treasurer, 87.52
Invested in twenty-five shares United Gas Improvement
Company stock par value $50 per share.
WILLIAM M. CHASE PUBLIC LIBR.ARY TRUST.
.\miual income to be used for the benefit of the Public Library in the purchase of books on histori-




Income received, 1924, 42.50
Paid Carl H. Foster, city treasurer, 42.50
Invested in Fourth U. S. Liberty Loan 4j% bond.
SAMUEL C. EASTMAN PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST.
Capital, January 1, 1924, $33,520.00
Received from income account as
per resolutions of Board of
Aldermen, 2,960.00
$36,480.00
Capital, December 31, 1924, 36,480.00
Invested in $5,700 First Liberty Loan bonds, $4,914. 20
Invested in $7,000 Second Liberty Loan bonds, 6,308. 75
Invested in $13,500 U. S. Fourth Liberty Loan
4i% bonds, 12,376.00
Invested in $3,000 Treasury 4|% notes, 1952, 2,960. 63
Twelve shares Concord Gas Co., comnion, 1,020.00
Five shares, par value $100 per share, Boston
& Maine R. R. 1st, preferred, Class D,
Seventeen shares, Ridgewood Land and Im-
provement Co.,
TRUST FUNDS. 225
Deposited in Loan and Trust Savings Bank, $218.42
Deposited in Union Trust Co., 8,682. 00
$2,960 transferred from income account, also included.
Income received, 1924, $1,709.14
Paid Carl H. Foster, city treasurer, 1,709. 14
BENJAMIN A. KIMB.ALL PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST.
Income received, 1924, $2,250.00
Paid to Carl H. Foster, city treasurer, 2,250.00
HENRY A. KIMBALL PUBLIC LIBRAEY TRUST.
Income received, 1924, $100.00
Paid Carl H. Foster, city treasurer, 100.00
I have verified the trust accounts of the city in the hands
of the Board of Trustees of Trust Funds, and find such trust
funds invested, and the income thereof for the year 1924
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City Treasurer's Accounts as Custodian of Special
Funds.
blossom hill cemetery fund.
This fund ia increased each year by the addition of one-half the amount received from the sale of
lots. The income of the fund is used for the care, protection and ornamentation of Blossom Hill
Cemetery.
Amount of capital, January 1, 1924, $45,528.67
Received from one-half sale of lots,
1924, 1,505.07
Received from income of fund, 1924, 1,908.76
$48,942.50
Credited to city of Concord, general
account, $1,908.76
Amount of capital, January 1, 1925, 47,033.74
$48,942.50
Invested in City of Concord 4%
bonds, $1,000.00
Invested in U. S. Third Liberty
Loan, 999.22
Deposited in New Hampshire Sav-
ings Bank, 15,937.01
Deposite'd in Union Trust Company, 15,097. 51
Deposited in Loan & Trust Savings
Bank, 10,000.00
Deposited in Merrimack County
Savings Bank, 4,000.00
$47,033.74
OLD NORTH CEMETERY FUND.
As the lots in this cemetery are all sold, there is no provision for an increase of the fund. Income
devoted to the care, protection and ornamentation of Old North Cemetery.
Amount of capital, January 1, 1924, $815.00
Received from income of fund, 32.60
$847.60
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Credited City of Concord, general
account, $32.60
Amount of capital, January 1, 1925, 815.00
$847.60
Deposited in Merrimack County Savings Bank.
MAPLE GROVE CEMETERY FUND.
This fund is increased each year by the addition of one-half the amount received from the sale of lots.
The income is used for the care, protection and ornamentation of Maple Grove Cemetery.
Amount of capital, January 1, 1924, $866. 11
Received from one-half sale of lots,
1924, 30.00
Received from income of fund, 1924, 34.64
$930.75
Credited city of Concord, general
account, $34.64
Amount of capital, January 1, 1925, 896. 11
$930.75
Deposited in Merrimack County Savings Bank.
PINE GROVE CEMETERY FUND.
This fund is increased each year by the addition of one-half the amount received from the sale of
lotb. Income devoted to the care, protection and ornamentation of Pine Grove Cemetery.
Amount of capital, January 1, 1924, $380.00
Received from income of fund, 1924, 17. 10
Received from one-half sale of lots, 7 . 50
$404.60
Credited City of Concord, general
account, $17. 10
Amount of capital, January 1, 1925, 387.50
$404.60
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank.
MILLVILLE CEMETERY FUND.
This fund originated and is provided for, by voluntary contributions of interested parties, and by
the addition of one-half the amount received from the sale of lots. Income devoted to the care, pro-
tection and ornamentation of Millville Cemetery.
Amount of capital, January 1, 1924, $2,189.65
Received from one-half sale of lots,
1924, 12.50
Received from income of fund, 1924, 98. 12
$2,300.27
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Credited city of Concord, general
account, $98.12
Amount of capital, January 1, 1925, 2,202. 15
$2,300.27
Deposited in Loan and Trust Savings Bank, $872.59
Deposited in Merrimack County Savings Bank, 1,329.56
SOUCOOK CEMETERY FUND.
This fund is increased each year by the addition of one-half the amount received from the sale of
lots. The income is used for the care, protection and ornamentation of Soucook Cemetery.
Amount of capital, January 1, 1924, $31.38
Received from income of fund, 1924, 1.26
$32.64
Credited city of Concord, general
account, $1.26
Amount of capital, January 1, 1925, 31.38
.64
Deposited in Loan and Trust Savings Bank, $31.38
CITY OF CONCORD WATER-WORKS INCOME INVESTMENT ACCOUNT.
Established by authority of an ordinance of the Board of Aldermen passed June 11, 1917. Principal
and interest to be used in the reduction of the bonded indebtedness of the water-works system at the
discretion of the Board of Water Conmiissioners.
Amount of capital, January 1, 1925, $25,000.00
Invested in U. S. First Liberty Loan
converted 43^% bonds, $5,000 . 00
Invested in Third Liberty Loan 434%
bonds, 10,000.00
Invested in U. S. Fourth Liberty
Loan 434% bonds, 10,000 . 00
'
$25,000.00
CITY OF CONCORD WATER-WORKS INCOME ACCOUNT.
Income received, 1924, $1,076 . 30
Deposited in Union Trust Company, $1,076.30
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 277





























































































































Note—Soucook River Imp., Nov. 14, 1925 $3,000
Aug. 23, 1926 3,000
Aug. 23, 1927 3,000
$9,000
Total bonded indebtedness of the city,
exclusive of water department, $444,000
STATEMENT OF COUPON ACCOUNT.
Dr.
Due and unpaid January 1, 1924,
municipal, $190.00
Due and unpaid January 1, 1924,
precinct, 110.00
Due and unpaid January 1, 1924,
Union School District, 50.00
Due in 1924, municipal, 8,430 . 00
Due in 1924, precinct sewer, 1,875 . 00
Due in 1924, Union School District, 6,565 . 00











CITY TREASURER'S CONDENSED STATEMENT
OF WATER WORKS ACCOUNT.
Carl H. Foster, Treasurer, in account with
Concord Water Works.
Receipts.
Balance on hand, January 1, 1924, $39,891.74













BONDED INDEBTEDNESS OF THE WATER
PRECINCT.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 281
STATEMENT OF COUPON ACCOUNT OF THE
WATER PRECINCT.
Dr.
To coupons overdue January 1, 1924,
and not presented, $146.00
To coupons due, 1924, 1 1 , 197 . 50
$11,343.50
Cr.
By coupons paid, 1924, $11,197.50
By coupons due and not presented, 146.00
$11,343.50
I hereby certify that I have examined the foregoing ac-
counts of Carl H. Foster, city treasurer, for the year 1924
and find all items of receipts and expenditures therein
properly recorded and authenticated by appropriate vouch-
ers, and the several items correctly cast, and cash balance
to be twenty-seven thousand eight hundred seventy dollars
and ninety-four cents ($27,870.94) and the balance on the
roads and bridges bond account to be one thousand six
hundred nine dollars and ninety-one cents ($1,609.91), and
as the treasurer of the city water department, cash balance
to be thirty-two thousand four hundred fifteen dollars and
seventeen cents ($32,415.17).
I have also verified the account of the special funds of the
city in the hands of the city treasurer, and find such special
funds invested, and the income thereof for the j^ear 1924
accounted for as shown by the books of the city treasurer
kept for that purpose.
ARTHUR E. ROBY,
City Clerk.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE CITY
OF CONCORD.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1924.




Resolution No. 620, % J
earnings, 281 . 08
Sprinkling Streets, 8,000 . 00
Resolution No. 620, %
earnings, 212.67
Lighting Streets, 28,200 . 00
Resolution No. 620, 358 . 43
Trees, 4,500.00
Resolution No. 620, %
earnings, 130.88
Sewers, 12,000.00
Resolution No. 620, %
earnings, 718.32
Incidentals and Land Damages, 12,500 . 00
Interest, Cemetery Trust Funds, 1 ,826 . 1
7
Interest, Bonds, 6,855.00
Resolution No. 620, 1,615.00
Interest, Temporary Loan, 8,000.00
Resolution No. 601, 1,000.00
Land Sold for Taxes:
Resolution No. 558, 25.42
Resolution No. 600, 1,831 . 47
Taxes on Land Sold City:
Resolution No. 578, .26
Resolution No. 579, 1 . 33
Resolution No. 596, 98 . 09
Resolution No. 597, 195.49
Resolu tion No . 598, 388 . 38
Resolution No. 599, 80.74
Margaret Pillsbury Hospital, 3,000 . 00
Memorial Day, 460 . 00
Municipal Christmas Tree, 75 . 00
Resolution No. 616, 50 . 00
In Favor of Mattie E. Drew
:





Interest on Notes, 600 . 00
Eradication White Pine Blister, 1,000.00
Clearing Skating Areas, 525 . 00
N. H. Memorial Hospital, 1,000 . 00
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Appropriation.
Band Concerts, July 4
:
Resolution No. 593, $ 250.00
Playgrounds, and Baths, 3,300.00
Resolution No. 605, 150.00
Parks, 6,000.00
White Park Ball Ground, 250 . 00
Resolution No. 620, 27. 18
Police and Watch
:
Salary, Marshal, 2,600 . 00




Salary, Motor Officer, 900 . 00


































Clerk, Board of Public Works, 200 . 00
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Real Estate Tax Paid by City, 1920, $ 54.37
" " " " " " 1921, 325.50
" " " " " " 1922, 466.11
Rent Chief's House, 250.00
Motor Vehicle Permits, 1924, , 35,028.26
Motor Vehicle Permits, 1925, 15,252.41
Passenger Carriage and Job Team Licenses, 91 . 00
Pool Table Licenses, 290.00
Junk Dealers' Licenses, 130.00
Trees, 131.92
Sewer Department, 730.36
Bounty on Wild Animals, 60 . 60
Druggists' Permits, 5.00
Land Sold, 403 . 75
Dunklee Street Layout, 255 . 00
Milk Licenses, 221.75
Forest Fires, 6 . 50
Declarations of Candidacy State Primary, 157 . 00
Histories and Maps, City of Concord, 43 . 00




Dance Licenses, 498 . 50
Aid, M. J. Preston, 138.00
Aid, Poor, Town of Pembroke, 90.00
Lease of Land, 25 . 00
W, C. Green, Sale of Sundries, 191 .05
Board of Examiners of Plumbers, 28 . 00
Insurance Tax, 4,555.50
Railroad Tax, 60,296.91
Savings Bank Tax, 62,844 . 87
Building and Loan Association Tax, 232 . 50
Intangible Tax, 22,518 . 98
Transferred Blossom Hill Cemetery Account, 6,138.06
" Old North Cemetery Account, 245.00
" Maple Grove Cemetery Account, 284.50
" Pine Grove Cemetery Account, 227.50
" Millville Cemetery Account, 40.50
Income Trust Funds, Blossom Hill Cemetery, $2,067 . 50
Old North Cemetery, 328.25
" " ' " Maple Grove Cemetery, 111.00
" Old Fort Cemetery, 7.00
" " " Pine Grove Cemetery, 173.75
" " " Millville Cemetery, 62.50
" Permanent Fund, Blossom Hill Cemetery, 1,908.76
" " " Old North Cemetery, 32.60
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Income Permanent Fund, Millville Cemetery, $98.12
" " " Pine Grove Cemeterj', 17.10
" •' " Maple Grove Cemetery, 34.64
" " " Soucook Cemetery, 1.26
Abial Walker Trust Fund Schools, 40.00
P. B. Cogswell Trust Fund Public Library, 88.40
G. Parker Lyon Trust Fund Public Library, 40.00
" Franklin Pierce Trust Fund Public Library, 42.50
" Thos. Valpey Trust Fund Public Library, 20.00
" Joseph Hazeltine Trust Fund Public Library, 138.54
Seth K. Jones Trust Fund PubUc Library, 25. 14
K. P. & D. Rolhns Trust Fund West Garden, 63 .75
" Samuel Eastman Trust Fund Public Library, 87.52
" Samuel Eastman Trust Fund Public Library, 1,709.14
Wm. Chase Trust Fund Public Library, 42.50
Henry Kimball Trust Fund Public Library, 100.00
" Benjamin Ivimball Trust Fund Public
Library, 2,250.00
Maturing Bonds School District Xo. 20, 4,300 . 00
Accrued Interest received from Sale of City of Con-
cord Improvement Bonds, 61 .25









County Poor and Soldiers,
City Notes,
City Bonds,
City Interest on Notes and Bonds,
Interest Cemetery Trust Funds,
Schools,
Schools, Interest on Bonds,
School Bonds,
School Sinking Fund, District No. 20,
Precinct Sewer, Interest on Bonds,
County Tax,
State Tax,

















Paid Outstanding Orders, $ 384.48
Treasury Balance, January 1, 1925, 27,870. 94
$1,581,947.72
Less Outstanding Orders Unpaid January 1, 1925, 1,030.80
1,580,916.92
Receipts. Expenditureg.
Temporary Loan, $475,000.00 $475,000.00
Raised by taxation, account of 1923, 75,000.00 75,000.00
CONCORD WATER WORKS.
Receipts. Expenditures.
Cash Balance, January 1, 1924, $39,891.74
Receipts Deposited with Treasurer, 91 ,097 . 65
Expended Per Orders, $54,420 . 49
Bonds, 33,000 . 00
Interest on Bonds, 11,197.50
Paid Outstanding Order, 21.91
Treasury Balance, January 1, 1925, 32,415. 17
$130,989.39 $131,055.07
Less Outstanding Orders Unpaid,
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Taxes, 1922, uncollected, $ 5,195.27
Taxes, 1923, uncollected, 7,720.35
Taxes, 1924, uncollected, 113,514.45
Cash in hands of tax collectors,
January 1, 1925, 379.56
Cash in hands of city clerk, Janu-
ary 1, 1925, account motor
vehicle permits, 120.37
Taxes bid in by city, 2,363 . 96
Due Highway department, 287 . 68
$160,010.00
Indebtedness above assets, Jan-
uary 1, 1925, $200,013.73
Indebtedness above assets, Jan-
uary 1, 1924, 267,112.20
Decrease for the year, $67,098.47
PRECINCT DEBT.
Funded Debt.
Water Works bonds, $234,000.00
Sewer bonds,
300 city of concord.
Available Assets.
Cash on hand, Water Depart-
ment, January 1, 1925, $32,415. 17
Liberty bonds. Water Works,
Investment account, 25,000.00
$57,415.17
Net precinct debt, January 1,
1925, $232,337.50
Net precinct debt, January 1,
1924, 283,537.12
Decrease for the year, $51,199.62
Other Precinct Liabilities.
Union School District bonds, $165,000 . 00
Interest accrued, not yet due, 2,065 . 00
$167,065 00
RECAPITULATION.




Decrease for the year, $132,789 . 10
CITY PROPERTY.
Having Value But Not Considered Available Assets.
1925.
Population of city (census 1920), 22,167
Valuation of city, $27,173,636 . 00
Tax assessed for the year, $871,458.09
Rate of taxation, $14.42 per $1,000.
Rate of Union School District, $12.60.
Rate for sewer precinct, $.09.
Special Deficit Tax, $2.71.
Total rate, $29.82 per $1,000.
VITAL STATISTICS.
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Total number of births returned for the year 497
Total number of marriages returned for the year 220
Total number of deaths in the different wards 193
Total number of deaths in public institutions 255
Total number brought to the city for burial 114





Assessors, board of, report of 202
Board of Health. See Sanitary Department.
Bonded indebtedness 277
Building Inspector, report of 173
City clerk, report of 181
government, departments, personnel of, 1924 47
assessors ^0
board of aldermen 47




collector of taxes 50
commissioners of cemeteries 60
committees of board of aldermen 49






fire department, officers of 56
health officers 57
hydrant commissioners 58






overseers of poor 51
park commissioners 58
physician, city and assistant 51
plumbers, board of examiners of 66
pound-keeper 61
police department officers and members of poUce force. ... 54
pubUc library, trustees of 54
Ubrarian and assistants 54
registrar of vital statistics 57
sanitary officer and inspector of plumbing 50
sealers of leather 62
sealer of weights and measures 62
364 CITY OF CONCORD.
PAGE
City solicitor 51
street department, superintendent of streets 50
superintendent Blossom Hill and Old North cemeteries .... 60
superintendent of clocks 57
superintendent of parks 58
surveyors of painting 64
masonry 64
wood, lumber and bark 64
treasurer 49
trustees of trust funds 55
undertakers 60
ward officers 67
water-works, city, commissioners 55
superintendent 55
weigher 64
weighers of hay, coal, etc 62
Coupon account, statement of 279
Debts, recapitulation 300
Engineer, city, report of 162
Financial statement 289
Fire department, chief engineer, report of :
.
145
roU of members 150
Hydrant commissioners, report of board of 154
Mayors of the City of Concord, Ust of 69
Municipal debt 298
regulations 3
Court, report of 201
Ordinances and resolutions 4
Playgrounds and bath 185
Plumbers, report of board of examiners 165
Police department, report of city marshal 156
Polls, valuation, etc., from 1914 206
Poor department, report of overseer 179
Population 302
Precincts, debts of 299
Property, city, inventory of 301
Pubhc Ubrary, report of trustees 175
librarian 176
Public Works, board of, report of 168
Sanitary department, board of health, report of 189
contagious diseases 193
milk inspection, report of 199




Union School District, Albin Prize Medal contest 118
annual school meeting warrant 124
annual school meeting 125
attendance officer 75
attendance officer, report of 103
board of education 73





Enghsh prize essay contest 116
graduating classes 121
high school table of ' 112
medical inspector 75
manual training, report of 113
officers of the district 75
school nurse 75
superintendents 74
superintendent, report of 88
superintendent, assistant, report of ... . 99
teachers, list of 106
treasurer 75
treasurer's report , 82
Sealer of weights and measures, report of 183
Sewer department, report of 170
Solicitor, report of 184
Tax collectors, report of 208
Treasurer,, balance sheet of 282
Treasury department, report of 274
Trustees, trust funds, report of 216
Trust funds 220
Trusts, individual, cemetery 227
Vital statistics, tables of 303
Water department, report of 130
commissioners, report of 132
coupon, account of 281
engineer's report 139
investment account 276
precinct, bounded indebtedness of 280
summary of statistics 141
superintendent, report of 133
treasurer's condensed statement 140
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